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since 1925 mormon missionaries have proselytedproselyter in catholic

argentina yet the argentine mission has grown very slowly and en-

countered many difficulties did the missionariesmissionaries1 north american

image affect the missionary work did the predominance of the cath-

olic church stunt the growth of the new sect how did the impact of

bitter US argentine international relations during the second world

war and the advent of peron affect the reception of mormonism in

argentina

these questions concerning the history of the mormon church

in argentina since 190194019 can0 best be understood by considering the

episodes of argentine history which bear directly on the history of

the church in that country hence this thesis will offer a broader

interpretation of the official history of the argentine mission than

that written by the mission secretaries and historians moreover

it will concentrate on the years between 1901940igo and 1968 which seems

the most significant era since it embraces the churchschurches confrontation

with the second world war peron and increasing membership

the author wishes to acknowledge the valuable assistance re-

ceived during research by the staff of the church historianhistoriantshistorians officets

in salt lakeleke city sincere gratitude is expressed to W E young

frederick S williams samuel boren and especially president A theo-

dore tuttle for their interview time special thanks goes to dr george

addy thesis chairman for his patience and help and to hermine horman

iii

interview

1
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odtheofthe aforementionedindividuals

and mark bench for typing and proofreading the drafts and offering

valuable assistance last but not least appreciation is expressed to

my wife heather without whose help and support this work would not

have been possible

the author takes full responsibility for the contents and any

faults are hishig and not those of the aforementioned individuals

authortake8
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2argentinasargentina tl the world book encyclopedia 1956 ed vol I1

CHAPTER I1

MORMON beginningsbegtnningsin IN ARGENTINA 192519351925

after

1935

eight months in buenos aires where he had been instru-

mental in opening argentinatoargentina to mormon missionary workvork melvinmelvlnmeivin J ballard

a mormon apostle told of the prospects of the mission

work will go slowly for a time just as an oak grows
slowly from an acorn not shoot up in a day as does the
sunflower that grows quickly and dies but thousands
will join the church here it will be divided into more
than one mission and will be one of the strongest in the
church the work here is the smallest it will ever be

thesouth american mission will be a power in the
church

A review of argentina will afford some understanding of the ground into

which the seeds of mormonism were sown

argentine review

argentine topography one major aspect of the argentine

country is its overwhelming size stretching to a length of 2300

miles argentina lacks only 700too miles of being as long as the united

states is wide the country spreads to about 980 miles at its widest
2point and contains 1084359 square miles of land

argentinasargentines great expanse naturally has mademaae communication

and national unity difficult throughout much of her history mormon

the ballard family melvin J ballard crusader for right-
eousness salt lake city utah bookcraft 1966 p 84

2 argentina

opening Argent inato workmelvin

theprospects

for

0 the south

argentinalacks 700miles as

1

Encyclopency dladiaclope
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leaderleaders encountered the same problems in administering the farflungfar

branches

flung

of the church in argentina

population be sides its great size argentina has become

increasingly urbanized during the depression of the 1930 argentines

from the country poured into the cities by 19401940 buenos aires became

the most populous city in latin america with nearly 25 per cent of the

argentine people crowded in or around the city three years later

during the war this percentage jumped to 32432.4 per cent other cities

also grew so that during the second world war nearly half or 48648.6 per
2cent of the people dwelt in cities with over ten thousand inhabitants

the 1956 census counted over 15893827 inhabitants and 45.6456 per cent

of them resided in or near buenos alresairesairealre
the

s

mormon missionaries naturally congregatedincongregatedcongregate in the big

cities with buenos aires as headquarters and the church grew in this

increasingly urbanizedurbani andwedsed industrialized nation the church did not

send missionaries into the sparsely settled pampa or plain where the

famous gauchos herded thousands of cattle president A theodore

tuttle former presidentpresidentof of all south american missions explained

that missionaries were sent only to cities slargelargeelarge enough to support good

working conditions for the missionaries and which could grow into a

selfsustainingself unitsustaining as large as a mormon stake thus communication and

the term the church normally refers to the catholic church
but in this paper care will be taken to distinguish between the catholic
and the mormon church when the term is used

2
olen E leonard and charles P loomis eds latin american

social organizations and institutions michigan michigan state press
1953 ppap 1444714747144

world

9
47

book3world sncy&iopedia op22 cit

besides

1930s

pouredinto

around

over
3

a s

c itieitle
couldgrow

eincy6

pouredinto

lolopediapedialobedia

324

486

456

ithe
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leadership supervision could be maintained

overwerner 90 perpr cent of the urban argentine people are caucasian

descendants from europeans who flocked to argentina between 1853 and

1930 encouraged by the 1853 constitution which was designed specifi-

cally to foster immigration over 6300000 immigrants entered ar-

gentina onehalfone ofhalf whom remained three quarters of the population

are of spanish or italian descent while persons of german english
2and french ancestry constitute a substantial proportion thus argen-

tina was highly cosmopolitan

the mormon church inherited this cosmopolitan makeup mi-

ssionaries from north america first came to argentina after requests

from german immigrants who had joined the church earlier and the

german colony provided the main source of converts and leaders during

the first decade

church and state in argentina argentina is one of the few

latinletin american countries which still constitutionally support the

catholic church

the federal government supports the apostolic roman catholic
church to be elected president or vice president ofoctiethee
nation it is required to pertain to that communion

argentine authorities deny that the supports clause makes

catholicism the official religion of the state and argue that the

position of the catholic church in the government was inherited from

personaltersonalTers interviewonalonai with president A theodore tuttle
april 10 1968

p
world book encyclopedia op cit

3juan pinto diccionariocionarioDic de la republica argentina buenos
aires editorial mundo atlanticoarlanticoAtl 1950antico ppap 727 746

lpersonal
1

2world

sionaries
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the past they contend that the early patronatopatronatepat realronato of spanish

rulers which gave them the right to appoint church officials was in-

corporated into argentine lawlav thus the president and vice president

must be catholics simply in order to appoint high catholic officials
s

in argentina they further add that religious freedom isls guaranteed

by article 14 of the constitution which has always been fully pro-

tected and representatives of all religious denominations are per-

mitted to proselyte without interference consequently all private

persons and even government officials rest secure that their religious
2leanings will never be challenged

the question of catholic influence in argentine government

seemed so settled that george blankstenBlabia wellknownwellaksten authorityknown on the

peron era could write

prior to 1931943 however argentina was regarded as one
of the very few latinamericanlatin statesamerican in which the church
problem was well on its way to definitive solution students
who surveyed the theargentineargentine religious scene in the years before
peron were generally convinced that the position of the churchhurchhureh
was no longer a politicalapolitical question among the argentinesgentinesAr 0

yet other observers differed in their opinions J L

mecham wrote

surely if a faith is financially supported by the state
if the president must belong to that faith if all
religious ceremonies in which the state participates are

austin F macdonald government of the argentine republic
new york thomas Y crowell co 1952 P 130

bidibid p 152

3
ibid p 139

gavethemthe

i

relig iouslous

sosettled

pr 0r

scene

bythe
mustbelong

7P

2

corporated
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conducted by that faith it is certainly the state
religion quite as much asastheagthethe 1established church of england

on the other hand does the established church of england wield

much influence on government policies even mecham would probably agree

that the catholic church holds less real power in the argentine govern-

ment than in ages past

nevertheless while catholic influence in government has

greatly clineddeclinedchined catholicism remains a political and social power

2
due to its nearneahea totalrtotalretotal predominance of the argentine scenesoene

the catholic nature of argentine society

while the church influence in government declined the

fact remained that catholic influence in social affairs was over-

whelming centuries of near absolute hegemonyinhegemonyhegemon in the birth communion

marriage and death rituals of generations of ofargentineargentine families man-

ifest the depth of the catholic roots its ramifications extend

into the tiniest village and remotest town

eva peron recognized catholicism as an ingrained characte-

ristic of argentine society when she sought legislative ratification

of the december 31 1943 decree which created mandatory catholic re-

ligious education in public schools

J lloyd mecham church andana state in latin america
raleigh north carolina the university of north carolina press

1934 p 288

p
salvadore de madariaga latin america between the earleeagleearie

and the bear new york frederick A praeger 1962 p 18

john J white the life story of a nation new york the
viking press 1942 p 2

otherhand

de

soc

P governmentdeclined

tiniestvillage 3

1943decree

1 igiousivious

2salvadore ea e

3johnajohn
267

whelming

otherhand

yin

Churchand

orthe
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in our land I1 dont believe that one can speak of a
home that is not a christian home still fresh in our eyes
are the titular crosses of the old graves of our forebears
beneath the cross we were born beneath the cross we have
recited the abcabas and learned to count on the abacus
anything in our customs that is outstanding is christian and
is catholic we have spoken the truth whenever we have
spoken of the traditional catholic faith 1 italics in the
original

wide manifestations of catholic culture do not make all
argentines devout catholics quite the opposite may be nearer the

truth argentines are catholic indeed but are more catholic as a

matter of course than as a matter of religious devotion while a man

will be baptized and married in the church he will hardly again set

foot inside it but still considers himself a catholic to argentinesgentinesAr

catholicism may be less a disciplined faith than a matter of course

there remains yet another dimension to the picture of cath-

olicism in argentine society the difference in the piety of the

devotees of the interior andaridaniaanna those of the capital buenos aires

while the catholic religion may be a kind of air one breathes the

argentines of the interior must breathe more deeply than those of the

capital because people in the interior tend to be more pious and
4

devout in the small interior towns and cities the cathedral or

orestes D confalonieriConfaloni peron contra peron buenos aires
editorial antigua 1956 ppap 25455254 the55 book illustrates how peron
contradicted himself on the same issues at different times during his
regime in spanish it is a very good collection of newspaper articles
and official peron pronouncements translated by author

0madiariagaMadimadl opariaga c it p 18

interior refers to the area outside a major population
center

blanksten op222.2 cit p 230

abcs

2

3

2madiariaga

3interior it

4blanksten

eri
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iglesia church often dominatesdominate the scene and the ocialsocial structure

is more closely tied to catholic customs the author visited some

small interior towns where due to catholic hegemony no office build-

ings were allowed to be built higher than the main cathedral the

northern argentine city of cordoba was renowned for its rigid religio-

sity and some called it the rome of argentina however in the

capital city of buenos aires most portenosportehosportenoyportpor aretenoseHos catholic but their

catholicism seems to be a different brand buenos aires is catholic

in the same sense as paris is catholicsmostcatholicscatholic peoplemost attend church oc-

casionally butbrt their religion adaptadapts itself conveniently to modern

cosmopolitan life
during the peron regime peronistapero propagandanista reflected an aware-

ness of this difference between the interior and the port peronistaPero

propaganda

nista

designed for interior cities and towns painted peron as a

very devout catholic and official pronouncements carried strong re-

ligious overtones the people of buenos aires on the other hand heard

that the regime was a portenosportelospor catholicismtenos sophisticated modernmodem and

2compatiblecompatiblewithwithvith certain deviations from the strict religious path

consequentlyconsequentlconsequents while the argentine atmosphere may be catholic

scented and the faith of the portenosportelospordor notablytenos liberal the catholic

nature of the argentine society and culture constituted a mighty mon-

olith which the mormon missionaries and proselytes had to confront

ibid

2
ibid p 231

s

CO

of13uenosaenos

buttheir
1

portenos

y

nos

oftheargentine

1

po

casionally
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mormon beginnings in argentina

the german character of the early period facing the catholic

society were a few mormon families who had immigrated to argentina after

world war I1 these german families sent a letter to the first presi-

dency of the mormon church requesting missionaries for argentina

opening a mission in south america had been considered for some time

by church leaders and on september 3 1925 they announced that three

of their number would open the mission elder melvin J ballard an

apostle and two members of the first council of seventy president

rulon S wells who spoke german and reybey L pratt who spoke spanish
2were chosen to do the initiatory work ballard was instructed to make

buenos aires the headquarters of the new mission

some events of the first few months are important and deserve

some attention because they reveal the original character of the mis-

sion many problems confronted in the early period had to be over-

come in the later periods before real progress could be achieved by

the argentine mission

on december 6 1925 elders melvin J ballard rulon S wells

original letter available at LDS church historians office
2 theodore tuttle south america land of prophecy and

promise the improvement era vol 66 may 1963 p 355 parley
P pratt ancestor of rey L pratt failed to establish a mission of
the church in valparaiso chili in 1851

andrew jensen south american mission history salt lake
city historians office vol 1I 1925351925 sep35 4 1925 jensen was
assistant church historian who rewrote this manuscript from early re-
ports hereafter this history will be cited as LDSHO early S A his-
tory no pages entries by date

1

3

pro hecybecy
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and rey L pratt arrived in buenos Airesalres they were met at the dock

by some of the mormon immigrants from germany wilhelm fredrichs emil

hoppe their wives and several friends who had become interested in

mormonism at 400 pm that same afternoon they all attended a cot-

tage meeting at the home of ernst biebersdorfBiebers andorf investigator

present were the threthree missionaries four church members from germany

and their wives and several friends of the members who had become

interested in baptism by attending regular cottage meetings held by

these brethren during the previous two years

six days later on december 12 1925 the first converts in

the south american mission were baptized

the brethren with the saints and those that applied for
baptism assembled on the shore of the rio de la plata im-
mediately east of the ferman electric plant in dock sud

after prayer by elder rulon S wells elder ballard bap-
tized the following persons in the order named anna kullick
ernest biebersdorfBiebers jacobdorf kullick maria biebersdorfBiebers hertadorf
kullick and elisa plassman

the first mormon cottage meeting in south america took place

in the home of a german immigrant to argentina in spanishspeakingspanish

argentina

speaking

the gospel was first preached in a foreign language german

the first converts were aliens and female proselytes outnumbered men

two to one at the first baptismal service the german image of the

mormon church and the predominance of women became two constant prob-

lems with which the church struggled in argentina

bid dec 6 1925 and 1924

2
ibid dec 12 1925

buenosaires

from

1

ku lick

ib id
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A bilingual miss ionlon theT bilingual character of the early

period of mormon church history in argentina was innate each of the

three mormon leaders spoke a different foreign language on their way

to Argentiargentina they ordered spanish german and english literature from

zions printing and publishing company to be shipped to buenos aires

for use in the new mission the missionaries alternated the trans-

lating chores of both languages in the early meetings

attendance figures of the early meetings illustrated the trend

toward spanishspeakingspanish contactsspeaking while ballard and pratt proselytedproselyter

in buenos aires spanishspeakingspanish contactsspeaking outnumbered those who spoke

german by over four to one attendance at meetings held in german remain

2ed constanteddonstant whilewhl those conducted in spanish attracted many more hearers

since spanishspeakingspanish argentinesspeaking so overwhelmingly outnumber-

ed those who spoke german at mormon meetings it would appear that the

missionaries should have turned their efforts towards that people the

german converts notwithstanding their failure to pursue the spanish

speaking majority became the first major drawback one mistake foll-

owed the first as the first presidency chose elder reinhold stoof who

spoke only german and english to replace ballardbailard as mission president

in 192619261

in the next nine years due to stoofsstoffs influence the south

american mission in argentine and brazil took on a germanspeakinggerman

bid

speaking

november 6 1925

2
ibid december 6 1925 through february 26 1926

mission

argentinathey p

tobuenosp

e m ngs n re inatt inganceindance

those condiactedini e

thefirst
t0 replaceballard

J

nathey

eddonstant
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emphasis president stoof was undoubtedly a fine man but in the

authors opinion his call to lead the church in spanishspeakingspanish

argentina

speaking

was a mistake rooted in prejudice against latin peoples

vemonvernon J sharp a aspanishspeakingspanishspeakingspanish missionaryspeaking who accompanied stoof

and his wife to the mission in june 1926 wrote in his journal that

stoofilstoof diddiadla not seem to have much interest in pushing the work among the

spanish people after stoofsstoofisstoffs arrivalarrivalmanymany german people were bap-

tized into the church this perpetuated its german nature in spanish

argentina

of course spanish people were baptized too and half the

missionaries labored with each language group but the mission remained

bilingual with an attendant train of progresshinderingprogress problemshindering after

three and half years there were 50 german members compared to 32 spanish

by 1935 the total rose to 135 members in argentina and brazil mostly
2german although progress was slowslovslousiou after ten years the mormons com-

pared favorably with the methodists who numbered only 150 after 40

years of proselyting 3

john delon fetersonpeterson historyhistoryof of the mormon missionary
movement in south america to 190 11 unpublished thesis presented to
the university of utah history department 1961 p 53 peterson
cites george ellsworthellsworthwhowho noted a traditional mormon bias against
catholic nations and latin people ellsworth speculated that this bias
was caused by the fact that most mormon missionary success had occurred
in protestant countries with anglosaxonanglo peoplesaxon and tuttle op citecitcito
p 358 tuttle relates sharps account of a etingmeeting in which stoof ex-
perienced the gift of interpretation of the spanish tongue this ex-
perience makes his emphasis on german even more amazing when coupled with
the fact that rulon S wells had returned hombhomehorrehonre due to illness in january
1926 wells was the only missionary who spoke german

2 ibid appendix A

SHO early SA history may 22 1926

the
push loginglag

this perpetuatedbated

ofcourse

3proselyt ing

mo rmon

mormon

bythe mostmormon

me

thefact

3
ILDSHO
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perience

seo

ijohn
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I1 ppap 888988 ftff89 quarterly reporreportlepor of the ar-
gentine mission to church leaders vol 11II 1936481936 salt48 laketokemoke city IDSLDS

church historians office feb 9 1935 cited hereafter as IDSHOLDSHO quart-
erly reports no pages entries by date

saltaltsait lake city IDS church historians office annual reports
1936 1937 hereafter cited as LDSHOIDSHO annual reports no pages entries
by date

undertheundertie newnevpew
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the formation of the argentine mission on february 9 1935

president stoof was replaced and the mission ended its german emphasis

period when the first presidency divided the south american mission

into the brazilian and argentine missionsmission elder W ernest young was

chosen to lead the mormons in argentina youngyqunyaun a former missionary

to mexico who spoke spanish very wellveilweliveli changed the character of the

mormon church in argentina by announcing that it would be a spanish

speaking mission because argentina was a spanishspeakingspanish countryspeaking the

german members remained an important part of the church however and

some missionaries were still assignedassignedto to learn german and work with

these people nevertheless the majority of the new missionaries

learned spanish andang began to push the work forward with spanish speak
1

ing argentinesgentinesAr

under the newnev singlelanguagesingle systemlanguage in argentina the mormon

population grew much more rapidly than in the previous decade after
one year young reported that most missionary contacts were with spanish

speaking people the next year the argentine missionaries baptized

more argentines into the mormon church than in any other year in its
2

history 76 converts in the same year young published the first
editions of a mission magazine in spanish called the mensajeromensaMens deseretJeseret

peterson op cit

gp

a bea
speakingmission

andbegan

thanin

t

2 off ieeicelee

ajero

sP

Underthe
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I11 have never
seen such irreligious people

ldsi40DSHO early SA history dec IT17 1925 jan 5 1926

2
the ballard family op cit

casonvason vantwantedno

EareanlySA

gageangavean

earlysaearlyta hestorh3stor
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or deseret messenger expansion also necessitated the building of

a suitable meeting place which young began to construct in liniersnierslindersLi

although small when completed in 1938 the chapel represented a real

step forward in the progresprogressproeres of the mission

social factors in early mormon development

mormons in a catholic societysocleSociesoeleIZ given the catholic nature of

argentine society one wonders how the new mormon converts were affected

by their defection from the established body of argentine society

what kind of people became mormonscormonsMor howmons did norteamericanoriorteamericanonorte mission-

aries

americano

fare

some of the first problems faced by the missionaries after

their arrival demonstrate argentine sentiments about the mormon foreigners

naturally an adequate meeting place was a prime need for the new mis-

sion in the first weeks meetings took place in the homes of the ger-

man members but they sought a larger hall elders ballard and pratt

walked miles and miles and searched for days without success in his

diary ballard gave an account of the failure

brother pratt andandiandlI1 walked all day looking for a hall re-
fused everywhere for the same reasonr9sonrpason they wanted no interfere-
nce in their dances they laughed at us

p 82
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finally they rented a meeting place a local on santa fe street in

the heart of buenos aires

in january and february 1926 the missionaries tried several

times to persuade buenos aires newspapers to print announcements of

their meetings la prensa one of argentinas leading daily newspapers

promised to print an announcement gratis but it failed to appear

the next week la prensa again promised as did la nacion but neither

article was printed they asked la criticachiticaCri anothertica newspaper but
2

nothing came of their request

why would these leading newspapers of a country which proclaim-

ed religious freedom promise and then refuse to print a mere announce-

ment of a mormon meeting did the influence of the dominant religion

affect the publishing policies of these papers

publicity of any real value and difficulty in obtaining ade-

quate meeting halls remained two major problems for the mormons through-

out the early period

the social class of the mormonscormonsMor themons santa fe street hall in

downtown buenos aires was situated in one of the better sections of

town although the mormon missionaries traded the area for months

and invited many people of the area to visit the church during all
the time that they were open for church services on sunday night

only one individual ever crossed the threshold and he found he had

1
williams interview

DSHO early SA history jan 16 1925 jan 2 1926 and
feb 24 1926

1
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gone to the wrong addresaddress members of the middle and upper socio-

economic classes just did not accept the mormon missionaries

so they jbrothersffirotherslbrothersjB ballardrothers and pratprattt decideddfc that they would
have to go out where the people were poorer and they went out
in linierslindersLi whichniers vasweswas a very very poor district it was close
to the german families that had been converted some in germany
and some here and it was there that the south american
mission really began people were found there very
very poor people wonderful people but very poor and that
was the trend of the mission we worked among these eoplepeople
because they were the only ones who would receive us

during the first decade of the mission the social class of

the mormonsmormon remained static speakingeakingbaking of the social status of the me-

mbers during his first mission W ernest young agreed that the majority

90 per cent belonged to the poorer classes who lived meagerly on the

wages of pick and shovel day laborers with a few exceptions in all
the branches the social class of the mormons remained very low through

0
out the thirties

why were the mormon missionaries accepted by the poorer clas-

ses only did not the poor have more to lose in their fight for dignidaddign

dignity

idad

by union with a strange foreign sect how were they affect-

ed socially by their membership in the mormon church

although there are no sociological surveys about these que-

stions samuel boren an argentine who grew up and joined the church

williams interview

bid

personal interviewsinterview with W ernest young on july 14 1967
and december 1965 mr young twice served as president of the argen-
tine mission 1935381935 and38 1944491944 he49 is assistant church historian
and has studied widely in this area
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in the early period seemed to think the mormons suffered ostracism

socially he a hurt because this was odd something co-
mpletely unusual in our society I1 believe many of our members
hide their condition as a mormon in their commercial and social
life as much as possible because they knew they would suffer
if everybody knew they were mormonscormonsMor

the

mons

rarity of mormons can be appreciated by remembrance of

the fact that mormon population after the first decade was a meager 135

in both argentina and brazil countries with millions of people in-

deed in reference to the early period boren remarked before to be

a mormon was very very rare and people looked at you like something

from another world

not only were mormons themselves very rare but mormon re-

ligious practices differed radically from the catholic pattern con-

sequently to abandon the religion of the status quo in favor of a

maverick sect must have taken a great deal of social courage

personal interview by the author with samuel boren july 14
1967 in mesa arizona bomborn in argentina to a protestant father and
a catholic mother samuel boren did not soon follow his father into
mormonism he experienced familiarity with the church and still re-
mained uncommitted baptized on september 12 1936 he became an
active mormon with many firsts to his credit first native argentine
to serve a fulltimefalltimefull missiontime in argentina in first group of members
to be chosen to preside over a branch of the church first argentine
member to serve in mission presidency called by the first presidency
to serve on the first church building committee in south america in tch1961 during which time he served in the mission presidencies of botbob avftysatys AJlawt
uruguay and argentina married to an argentine member of itaital ujan stock
lara lorenzi together with his family of three immigrated to the united
states in 1952 but returned to serve as head accountant in the peron
ista government in 1955 even though he admitted to them he was not a
peronistapero Wnista ernest young rates him as a natural leader and one of
the outstanding baptisms of his first mission young interview
mr boren has some difficulty with english and rather than correcting
or littering the page with sics his expressions will be left largely
unchanged
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sionsionaslonslonaariesarles these chapels certainly could not compete with the huge

and elaborate iglesias or churches which adorned nearly every town

argentine mormons were naturally ashamed and reluctant to take friends

to the humble locals

bid

bid

theshe first members baptizedinbaptized in the mission were in
some ways of low conditions they were wonderful people
but without education they had very little to offer to
others and the society in our country says that if you are in
a higher position you won pay any attentionattentionto to an ignorant
man so I1 believe that was why many people dianalan go to church
because of these members

although more will be said about this later the lack of suit-

able meeting places represented another major hurdle in the path of

mormon progress for years due to housing shortages few members

occasional closing of branches due to lack of missionaries and the

church merely rented available houses perhaps knocking out a wall to

make a larger meeting hallhailhali the missionaries frequently lived in the

rear of the building referred to as locals or apartments by the mi-

ssionaries

blabia

ridirialculingmormons

thatifthatis
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since mormon congregational singing was completely unusual in

a tholiccatholiccholic society people had to endure the ridicule of onlookers who

would witness their participation samuel boren many times observed

bystanders ridiculingridiculin mormons for their rare religious activities

and added that mormons had to be brave to remain active in the branch

moreover the low ocialsocial class and poor condition of the early members

failed to stimulate or attract people of higher status thus there was

a cycle difficult to derail

ca
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I1 want to tell you that in my opinion the church did
not grow fast from the initial years until later on for two
or three main reasons one the poor places where we met
just houses many times in my life I1 felt almost ashamed
to take a friend to our churches because he almost laughed
at them furthermore 9 the argentine mission suf-
fered tremendouslytrem forendouslyfor lacklackofbackofof a good recreational place to
meet in buenos airesiresalres we had about seven to ten branches
in argentina but we didndian have a decent place to go and
we couldncouldntcouldencoul attractdn the young people which will be the base
of growth in any mission

mormons and polyparypolypamypolyeamvPoly theeamypamy existence of polygamy in mormon

history affected the opinion of many argentines about the church

the sensational character of the accusations of polygamy was a temp-

tation to certain members of the argentine press corps hence the

church suffered greatly from unfavorable publicity

for example in november 190194019 the0 el hogar magazine

printed an antimormonanti articlemormon entitled brigham young the man who

had 27 wives and 56 children tletl2 six months later on april 29 191igl

la criticachiticaCri atica large duallydaiy newspaper in argentina published a defaming

article about an anonymous complaint to the judge of the juvenile

court dr clomiro cordero that there was a polygamy club in buenos

aires and that the mormons taught and openly practiced polygamy

boren interview
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criticachitica saying that such

an organization was nonexistent 1 president williams asked la razon

another large buenosBueno airesaivesalves newspaper to publish the declaration and

it was not known whether it was printed williams then talked to the

editor of J criticachiticaCri

the

tica

editor of the la criticachitica said it was an error in good
faith but when asked to print a clarification of the article
he hedged saying do you want us to say la criticachitica lies
later they printed a small article reporting a

everwhooverwho argentineargenjine

19

the next day president williams visited dr cordero who denied

knowing anything about it together they wrote and signed an affidavit

declaring the falsehood of the article in

of the argentine people about the
mormonscormonsMor hishibelseismons article has not been printed

four years later there was another notable case on april 17

1945 ji razon printed a united press article from salt lake city giv-

ing the impression that the first presidency and the twelve apostles

of the mormon church were polygamists although the article demonstrat-

es sensational journalism it itillustratesillustrates the popular conception of the

mormons as people fit for ridicule

besides a picture of the three members of the first presidency

and the twelve apostles seated around a table the article was headlined

aces of polygamy 15 members of the famous mormon sect account for

no less than 55 wives andend 287 children beneath the headline it read

fifteen polygamists1that have between themthen 55 wives andana
287 children began prison terms of between one to five years
after 14 months of useless efforts trying to achieve an annul-
ment of the accusations of illegal cohabitation charged against

1
ibid june 30 1941
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them all belong to the mormon sect

the caption immediately below the picture in small print mentioned

nothing of polygamy it read mormonscormonsMor constitutemons an organized church

whose leaders the twelve apostles are rigidly practical and fine

financiers

the rest ofaf the article appeared in small print and the first
and last paragraphs mentioned occasional reappearances of polygamy

among the mormonsmormqnsmormoneMor butmonsnons the body of the article did not even mention the

men in the picture instead it gave a biasebiasedblase but brief history of

joseph smith furthermore the article clearly stated that the prac-

tice of polygamy had disappeared among the mormons several generations

back 1

upon first glance the article the headline the picture

and the italicized summary gave the impression that the 15 ace poly

gamistsga mentionedmists were the presidency and apostles in the picture

the first andendeadaad last paragraphs of the small print wouldwoula alsoaiso lead the

scanner to the same conclusion obviously the ja razon took undue

liberties with the united press article in order to leave the desired

impression that the mormons were still polygamists

president ernest young went to the office of the paper and

had two interviews with the editors A letter was presented with the

correct information and they promised to write a new article the new

and fair article appeared a month later but it was a small statement
2situated in the inside of the paper unaccompanied by a picture

bid april 30 1945194 bid june 30 1945
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bezorebefore world war II11 the mormons in argentina

labored under many handicaps which hampered progress for a decade

the missionmissions bilingual nature fostered a foreign image the dominant

catholic society limitedlimitedmormonmormon converts to the very poor who in turn

could do little to inspire any other class of people to join the humble

locals used by the church perpetrated the low status of mormonscormonsMor sen-

sational

mons

journalists capitalized on polygamy to keep mormons in a bad

public light A small chapel hadlialladlla beend constructed however which

seemed to portend brighter days

beaben

21

nevertheless the popular concept that mormons were polygamists per-

sisted
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CHAPTER II11

argentines LOOK AT AMERICANS

in inargentinaargentina the fact that the mormon missionaries were

norteamericanosnorte andamericanos that the church was north american oriented involved

the church in multiple difficulties argentines not only share the

same misgivings about the colossus of the north as other latin

americans but their disenchantment stems from a history of national

affronts by the united states which began as far back as 1833 on the

other hand argentina has much in common with the united states and

even experienced a period of yankee mania in the last century this

ambivalence in argentines concept of the united states was common to
1

other latin american countries A brief review of the checkered

history of US argentine relations will help to explain why the church

experienced difficulties in argentinaArgen andvinaitinai why individual argentines
2were not prone to feel fondness for individual tanquisyanquisyan

the

quis

period of emulation 182418881824

the

l888

successful revolution against britain and the achievement

of independent status by the american colonies has long been considered

jose de onis the united states As seen by spanish american
writers boulder colorado miners and journal inc 1952 p 193

felix J weilwellweli the argentine riddle new york john day
company inc 1944 p 20
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an example which heartened latin revolutionaries in their revolts

against the crumbling spanish empire in america in 1824 argentina

became the first south american country to recognize the monroe doctrine

and sought to collaborate with the united states in founding its foreign

policy upon that doctrinedoctrin however any hope was shattered seven

years later when the falkland island affair las malvinasmallinasMal tovinas argentinesgentinesAr

sparked a fire which still blazes in the hearts of many patriots

episodes of early disenchantment argentina inherited the

islands in 1810 but unable to develop them they became a base for

whalers and traders for unknown reasons the governor of the island

in 1831 seized some american ships in retaliation an american naval

captain landed troops on december 28 1831 arrested authorities and

blew up a powder depot one year later on january 31 1833 a british

ship took possession of the islands and the united states has recognized

british sovereignty ever since although unable to prove US british

complicity argentines accused them of such and continued to claim the

islands A century later patriotic restorelasrestore malvinasmallinasMallas groupsvinas and

occasional malvinasmallinasMal postagevinas stamps revived national indignation against
2the nortearqericano piracy of argentine territory

the U S annexation of northern mexico after the war ofcf 1848

caused latinsgatins to feel the monroe doctrine decidedly one sided although

the monroe doctrine established the united states as the protector of

the hemisphere south americans wondered and with reason who would

ibid p 11
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today the skirmishers of the north are
awakening the isthmus with their shots andana we see panama

asking itself shall I1 belong to the south or to the
north12

witnessing such intervention argentines must have been particu-

larly confused about the united states in the 1850 forfon in those same

years argentines composedmposedimposed their national constitution patterned after

the U S model the dichotomy of fear and emulation thus continued

yankeemaniaYankeemania argentine president domingo faustino sarmiento

more than any other epitomized the yankeemaniayankee characteristicmania of

his countrymen until his death in 1888 after an extensive tour of

the united states he became the first to realize argentina possessed

conditions analogous to those of the united states and that his country

was destineddesaes totinedtinea a future similar to that of its northern neighbor so

john edwin fagg latin america new york the macmillan
company 1963 ppap 5467546

francisco

7

bilboa the two americas in benjamin keen edea
readings in latin american civilization cambridge mass riverside
press 1955 P 57

24

protect them from the united states

in the 1850s americans sought a shortcutshort tocut california

and focused attention on the countries of the isthmus meddlers like

william walker intervened and controlled nicaragua until cornelius

vanderbilts hired adventurers threw him out such american ac-

tivity evoked the following expression of latin fear by francisco

bilbao

already we see the fragments of america falling into the
jaws of the saxon boa that hypnotizes its foes as it unfolds
its torturous coils first it was texas then it was north-
ern mexico

from

the1850s

hiredadventurers

seethe
boathat

itself2north 12
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strong was his conviction that in american fashion he opened the doors

of argentina to thousands of european immigrants to fill up the land

the public school system was initiated and railroads and canals were

constructed to unite his broad country

thus in spitesrite of early misgivings the period of emulationofemulation

illustrates that US argentine relations may well have been more neigh-

borly however several events of the next period changed argentine

yankeemaniaityankeemaniayankee tomaniamanla yankeephobiayankeyankeeephoblphobiaia

the period of fearfea 1889 to 1929

As the nineteenth century closed latin americans took a second

look at the united states jose marti expressed growing latin fears of

falling piece by piece in yankeey9nkeey4nkee hands we love the land of lincoln

but we fear the land of cutting 1

president grover cleveland reopened the old wound of the falk-

land affair in 1885 when he justified the 1831 U S naval destruction

of and labelledbelledgabelledla the islands as a piratical colony he further charged

that argentina inattentionattention had contributed to the derelict condition
2in suchwordsthe islands such words by a U S president could hardly have

been a boon to good relations

the results of the spanishamericanspanish waramerican of 1898 again furrow-

ed latin brows the U S protectorate over cuba and the annexation

of puerto rico and the philippines seemed to cast ominous shadows upon

or
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the following611gli eraowing of the big stick and dollar diplomacy fur-

nished ample fodder for latin oratory phrases like el peligro yanquiyarqui

and el imperialismo3m2erialismoimperiali del olardolard were common under the guise of the

paternalistic roosevelt corollary to the monroe doctrine the united

states intervened in the following countries ostensibly to deteraeter
european interventioninterventinterment columbia dominican republic central america

cuba nicaragua and mexico

argentina was the scene of the wellrememberedwell capertonremembered inci-

dent soon after the united states had entered world war I1 admiral

caperton and a squadron of cruisers apparently on their way to the

pacific defied both international law and the wishes of argentinaargentinas

president irigoyen irigoyen had acquiescedacquiesce to permit the squadron to

dock at bahia blancabianca port but capertoncapertons fleet sailed boldly into buenos

aires international law allowed a 24hour24 stayhour for a belligerentsbelligerent

ship in a neutral port but caperton stayed a full ten days to ar

gentines the incident merely represented the bullish tactics of the
2united states in its blatant disregard for the rights of smaller nations

by the time ballard and pratt arrived in argentina the american

monroe doctrine had been thoroughly discredited it implied a U S

protectorate over the hemisphere which was resented by proud latinsgatins

latin americans charged the doctrine was but a camouflage for the

wiel op22 cit

blabianoa

ppap 121312
p
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clarenceciarence H haring south americans look at the united states
new york the macmillan co 1929 ppap 101110 11
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political and economic hegemony of the united states

the inertia of fear and distrust of american motives gen-

erated in the first quarter of the twentieth century has carried on to

affect all subsequent US argentine relations

period of neighborly distrust 192192911929

the strained US argentine relations fostered during the

period of the big stick began to ease somewhat when president herbert

hoover announced the concept of the equality of americanAmeriamerl statescancaa and

backed up his word by the removal of U S troops from caribbean cou-

ntries the trenatrend toward improved conditions continued when president

franklin D roosevelt initiated the good neighbor policy president

roosevelt renounced further north american intervention in the inter-

national affairs of the southern neighborsighbors and declared the U S would

not protect north american businesses in trouble withvith south american

countries some observers proclaimedroclaimedreclaimed the decidedecade of the 1930s the
2best period of US gentineargentine relations in history

on the other hand other competent authorities observed that

the good neighbor policy had succeeded neither in wiping out the past

nor in breaking down the ditionaltraditional distrust of the united states

foreign policy some reasons were 1 1 argentines doubted the sincer-

ity and the longevitylongevilongevin of the policy arguing that another administration

bid
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may replace it 2 the congress may not ratify it 3 other high

sounding pronouncements had been issued by american presidents which

failed to come to fruition and 4 why should the strongest and rich-

est nation on earth feel bound in the future to honor an equality

ofallof nationsall philosophy toward weak and poor neighborneighbors

intn addition to these misgivings perhaps the major cause of

argentine incredulence in the good neighbor policy can be traced to

the commercial rivalry between argentine and north american cattlemen

the similar geographic qualities of the two neighbors pointed out by

sarmiento not only signaled similar national development but also sim-

ilar produce and consequently commercial rivalry

the dispute centered around the basis of the U S embargo

of argentine beef evidently argentines felt a strong western congres-

sional block embargoed argentine beef to protect western cattlemen from

the competition of the cheaper and better argentine meat national

indignation bristled when the north americans explained that the em-

bargo merely protected american herds from the possibility of contam-

ination from diseased argentine beefbeey all argentina fumed at the in-

sinuation that argentine beef was unclean diseased or inferior

in any way to north americanbeefamericenbeefAmerican

the

beenbeef

united states had long prohibited diseased animals from

any region in the world from entering the country to protect american

herds A violent outbreak of disease in 1926 forced the secretary of

agriculture to prevent the entry of all meats from infected regions

iel op cit 9.9 ppap 131413 14
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however in 1930 congress inadvertently changed the law to read

country not region 11 and thus embargoed meat from diseasefreedisease

regions

free

of argentina hundreds of miles from diseased areas

argentines were disgusted at such legislative trickery and

considered it just another proof of discriminatory american trade prac-

tices aside from monetary profit the unclean meat embargo really

injured that renowned argentine pride As john gunther reports

the economic boycott under a sanitary disguise enrages
and humiliates the argentinesgentinesAr they consider our exclusions
of their beef a national affront a stigma the issue is
bitterly personally wounding to every argentine not merely
to his pocketbook but to his patriotism and pride

argentines havhave saidasaid7 if you want to exclude our
beef raise the tariff to 20 a pound but do notriotliot hide
behind the hypocrisy of the hoofandmouthhoof disease

although the roosevelt administration called a US argentine

sanitary convention in 1935 to rectify the problem the convention

failed reportedly because of farmblockfarm senatorsblock 0

nevertheless the next year president roosevelt received a

warm welcome fromfron argentina when he attended an interamericaninter confer-

ence

american

at buenos aires that warm greeting represented but an odd and

fleeting moment of friendship for at that conference argentina opposed

the strong pact of neutrality presented by the americans thus they in
4currea the undying animosity of secretary of state cordell hull
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A fewyew years of the good neighbor policy did not erase the disgust

fear and animosity erected during the decades of the big stick and

dollar diplomacy furthermore argentina signed but seven of 84 treaties

at interamericaninter conventionsamerican between 1902 and 1942194 and2 when argentine

diplomats opposed such treaties they ortenoften led diplomats of other

nations to temper their enthusiasms for the idea or won them over

completely

observers attributed argentine opposition to her jealousy of

the growing U S economic and political hegemony in latin america

the underlying reason for argentina constant opposition
to the united states and its refusal to cooperate in
the general panamericanpan effortamerican is the jealousy of washingtonswashington
leadership in continental affairs argentines feel that
if it were not for the united states the other countries would
look to the argentine republic for leadership 2

the rivalry between the colossus of the north and the potential colossus

of the south grew more intense after 1940 due to conditions related to

the war

argentine pride and north americans

besides american blunders throughout the history of US argen

tine relations and argentinasargentina justified indignation at the north

american embargo another factor colored the picture normally a

virtue argentine pride must nevertheless definitelydefinitelybe be labelledbelledgabelledla an

white op citcitocite p 262

bid

international relations problems related to the war the peron
era and the modemmodern period will be discussed in turn
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obstruction to improving international relations this pride had many

facets but especially a thorough patriotism it loved anything to do

with the patria ltit and subtly castigated those aliens of a saxon or

nordic hue

arthur F whitaker longtimelong residenttime in argentina pointed

out argentine pride as a national characteristic

for a long time past there has been general agreement
among observers both native and foreign regarding the
existence of certain argentine traits which are so wide-
spread that they can be called national foremost among
these is an ebuliant patriotism which has on the reverse
side of the shield an anexcessiveexcessiveunexcessive sensitivity to criticism
that easily becomes resentment and xenophobia 1

this xenophobic tendency naturally feeds heavily upon the

ample fodder found in the history of US argentineargentineArge relationsntineatine if it
be natural that any nation resent a more powerful and wealthy neighbor

this tendency would be multiplied in the minds of argentines as they

pondered the north american colossus

north americans in argentinaArears

north

entina

americans and argentines differ in many aspects north

americans are generally fair complectioned and tailtalltalitaii while latinsgatins are

dark completionedcomplexioned and short they are passionate by nature while

americans seem cool calculated and businesslike south america is

catholic north america Is largely protestant americans are in a

hurry while mananamagana promises great things in latin america america

arthur P whitaker argentina and the united stetesstatesslatesshates cambridge
mass harvard universityuniversituniversia press 1954 p 14
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is rich latin america poor northworth america powerful and south america

weak differences could be multiplied

these differences insinuate inferiority to norteamericanosNorte

and

americanos

argentinesgentinesAr refuse to accept any truth which makes them inferior

to anyone else consequently north americans took the brunt

of argentine xenophobic outbursts

first always latent and ready to express themselves are
the rage rancor and anxious feelings of the argentines to-
ward economically powerful aliens and especially towards
those of the latteriatter who mostnost rosslygrosslyroesly violate with their at-
titudes and value orientations of the argentine people thus
the antiamericananti andamerican especially strong antibritishantiaatiantl feelingsbritish
of the argentine people

the popular concept of north americans just went against the argentine

grain thus the picture of a north american actually in argentina may

seem hard to envision however during the period of history when

the mormons constituted but a small struggling sect north americans

had a disproportionately large sphere of influence in argentina than

their numbers merited

certainly a majority of international dispatches in argentine

daily newspapers originated from united states news services 3 like-

wise a substantial portion of the products and magazines sold in stores

and used daily by argentines were eitherelther north american made or argentine

lbrucebruce james those perplexing argentines new york longmans
greer and co 19531 P 7

2whitecwhite op02 citeiteltcitticit4i I1 p 29249

george pendle argentina london oxford university press
L p 84 john white felt that as much as 75 per cent of the ar-

gentine news came from american news sources white op cit q p 249
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copies of original american products

on the other hand not all american influence was beneficial

american businessmen not only failed to mingle but moved in cliques

their unusually high salaries didaidalaaia not help to ingratiate them to

argentinesgentinesAr due to the apparent hypocrisy of the good neighbor policy

american goodwillgoo900 toursawill sponsored under the auspices of the policy came

to be resented people felt american overtures were motivatedmotivate by self
2

interest rather than sincerity

perhaps the most important representation or misrepresentation

of the united states in argentina came from hollywood california the

widespread impact of north american movies would be difficult to under-

estimate movies painted a varied picture of the united states the

crime cowboycowboys and indians glamour wealth war and frivolity of

american movies presented argentines with a rather distorted view of

the american people however north american tourists seemed to per-

petuate the image of wealth and pride such tourists were observed with

as much curiosity and interest as the tourists themselves may have had

in argentina

the glamour of the movies coupled with traditional north

american distrust likely produced a dichotomy in the minds of argentines

who met americans

in the average argentine citizen and even government
officials there are elements of ambivalence toward americans

ite op cit p 249 ftff
bid2ibidblabiabibid
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in the abstract the argentine mentality has a deep rooted
dislike for the united states yet movies have contributed
so much to the glamourization of the north americans that
when the individual argentine meets one he treats the
stranger with courtesy and attentive curiosity but the
abstract antiamericananti tendsamerican to make officials suspicious
that every visitor from the united states is really a camo
flaugedlaugealangea spy sabateursaboteursabat propagandisteur orox a capitalist who is
trying to prevent argentina from becoming economically free
and politically sovereign

thus individual north americans generally considered con-

genial or sinrpaticosimpatico were treated in a afriendlyfriendly manner even though

their motives may have been suspected this friendly reception of a

distrusted nation cannot be considered an unnatural phenomenon in

human relations

argentines look at mormon missionaries

the north american mormon missionaries naturally inherited the

good and questionable aspects of the north american image in argentina

in the light of the history of US argentine relations that the mi-

ssionaries were norteamericanosnorte canamericanos hardly be considered an asset how-

ever later developments in history of the church reveal that while

U S citizenship tended to impede missionary work it also brought

the fledgling sect its greatest publicity when the mormon basketball

team of 193919401939 won1940 national recognition mormons capitalized on

their image to meet people through the formation of english classes

mark W cannon the closing and opening of mormon chapels
by the police in argentina tl unpublished paper submitted at columbia
university nd p 16 in peterson op cit 9 ppap 969796 cannon97
was a former argentine missionary during some of the years of peron
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quartettesquar whichtettes sang north american songs radio programs cul-

tural lectures and slide programs about north americaamerical choirs and

boy scout programs indeed the greatest thorn in the side of the

church its north american orientation became its greatest asset it
might even be argued whether or not another group of mormon mission-

aries from any other country would have been better received or ac-

cepted W E young felt thathat even the majority of the people were

their friends

nevertheless the unfavorable history of US argentine re-

lations represented an important factor which combined with others

helped hinder mormon progress the fact is inescapableinescapably that the work of

the mormon missionaries abroad has been influenced by foreignersforeignersfforeigner opinions

of the united states 2

upon discovering the nationality of mormon elders the
minds of many become clouded with thoughts not necessarily of
a religious nature mormon missionaries often are sus-
pected of being agents of the united states intent upon dis-
turbing their territorial integrity and political independence
the church has been accused of being 94 front organization for
U S capitalcapitcaritcarlt seeking financial exploitation of latin american
resources

they appeared as americans first and as
missionaries of the gospel second these are difficult que-
stions to answer one can be sure however that many of the
problems encountered by the mormon missionary in south
america have materialized not merely because a religion was
involved but because a nation was also implicated

1younayounsyoung interview

2peterson op cit p 7
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that the mormon missionaries were of the undesirable north

american breed was obvious by their fair appearance and un latin
manner and this definitely had its repercussions the resultant

plight of the church and its missionaries became particularly acute

between 1939 and 1950 due to events associated with the second world

war and the rise of the peron regime

theirfair unlatin
def initelybitely
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CHAPTER 111IIIili

THE MORMON CHURCH IN ARGENTINA DURING WORLDWORID WAR II11

war tensions and trials foment nightymighty stresses both between

nations and within nations be they belligerents or bystanders in

the late 1930 as war clouds darkened in europe argentinas large

european colonies were naturally swept up in turbulent currents of

public opinion concerning the impending war the controversy augured

ill for the mormon church with its german heritage argentine membe-

rship and northamericannorth leadershipamerican

argentina scene of controversy over
the war

although hishib election wasvas not unquestioned a portly national

democrat robertompobertoRoberboberlobertoroberton M ortizorti easily won the presidency of argentina

in february 1938 by the time of his death in 1940 ortiz was

considered to have been one of the greatest friends the united states
2ever had in this country

ortiz permitted democracy to flourish releasing a pentuppent

latin

up

passion for freedom argentines of all persuasions began express-

ing their views freely the nazis the communists anglofrenchanglo pro-

pagandists

french

socialists liberals conservatives etc from 1938 to

fagg op cit p 923

2
weil op cit p 11
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1940 argentina under president ortiz was a gloriously free country

and this too at a time when hitler was winning his most impressive

diplomatic victories

controversy over the impending war in europe filled the air

factions supportinsupportingsupporting many different attitudes and national policies in-

jected their ideas into the milieu with verve both the proaxispro andaxis

antiaxisantiantl groupsaxis tried to persuade the government away from its tradiaradi
2tionaldional policy of prudent neutrality

argentinargentine neutrality between 1938 and 1943 argentinas

traditional neutrality in international affairs took on two different

shades during the ortiz period 1938 to 1940 neutrality generally

favored the allied cause however in the succeeding castillo period

argentine neutralityitneutrality unashamedly leaned toward the axis

regardless of the traditional antiamericananti bentamerican of argentina

there existed many sources of allied support in the country the group

of british nationals in argentina was the largest anywhere outside the

british empire moreover substantial french and belgian colonies co-
ntributed to the proalliedpro sideallied of the ledgerdledger3 these allied groups

were supported by a vociferous group in the argentine chamber of dep-

uties led by deputy enrique dickman between 1938 and 1940 argentines

were electrified by four speeches designed to arouse argentines to

face the nazi menace dickman exposed extensive nazi activities by

wellweilweli op cit 9.9 ppeppa 101110
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H haring argentina and the united states boston
world peace foundation 1941 p 56

4
williams interview
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naming leaders andariaarlaarld party members

president ortiz himself ledleaiea the government against the evils

of naziism andana during his administration gave more concern than co-
mfort to germany although refusing to cooperate totally with the

united states and rupture relations vithwith germany generally the ortiz
2government acceded totothethe requests of the united states

metropolitan argentinarg alsoentina featured a sizable german colony

in 1939 hitler claimed that some 1300000 german nationals resided

in argentina while in reality only 43626 of them had been born in

germany and the majority werweroververtvevo longtimelongiong naturalizedtime argentine citi-
zens hitlerhitlerseitler agents apparently succeeded in convincing the majority

to sympathize with the axis by threatening economic boycott or retali-
ation on german relatives the influence of pronazipro activitiesnazi in

argentina increased with the success of nazi armies in europe

the two opposing proallied and pronazipro minoritynazi groups con-

tended for public favor buffettedBuffet fromted both sides the unpredict-

able argentines seemed to sway undecidedly between the two positions

traditional neutrality and antamericanismantiamericanismantantiantl conflictedamericanism with a natural

sympathy for victim nations A contemporary observer reported one week

it would be hate north america week in argentina and the next week

would be 1qveipveieve north america week

eil op22 cit agg op cit
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thus a combination of the influence of the president the

newspapers the large proalliedpro groupsallied the chamber of deputies and

perhaps a natural sympathy for victim nations enabled proalliedpro forcesallied

to hold the upper hand during the ortiz period

the mormon church under president williams durineduring
thee ortizqrtiz0 periodiz

the

P

raid

rhod

withwithin

th

the

rt

midtmidistmlatmiatamidist

e

of public controversy which sur-

rounds any war the labors of the mormon missionaries continued undaunted

although trying to mind its own businessbusinesbubines the mission became involved

in an embarrassing spy scandalscan thedalpdalf saxon appearance of the young

missionaries their light complexion blue eyes which contrasted

visibly with most gentinesargentinesAr their cameras frequentfreqent travel and habit

of visiting with known germans convinced some argentines that they were

not only germans but german spies when in april 1938 the sem-

iannual conference of the church brought an unusual number of mission-

aries to the mission home some alert patriot reported the gathering

to the police as a national meeting of nazi spies

consequently during the night the buenos aires police sur-

rounded the mission home forced the mission president at gun point

to open the door and guide them around the house in search of a print-

ing press reportedly used norfor reproducingreprodu nazicing propaganda after dis-

turbing several crowded sleepers the police finally allowed williams

to explain that they were mormonscormonsMor notmons nazis

the investigating officer was exceedingly embarrassed and

ashamed since he felt jeopardized by the mistake he not only apolo

chirchunderfresidentwilliams
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gizea profusely but discussed mormonism with williams and made several

concessions to the mormonscormonsMor thereaftermons the mormons were allowed to

hold meetings in a foreign tongue which privilege had recently been

rescinded by presidential proclamation due to war tensions he also

told williams he had a frienfrienddriend at police headquarters and that if he

ever needed anythingheanything he should not hesitate to call on him so the

mistaken raid brought on by the confusion of missionaries with german

spies in the mind of a proalliedpro observerallied yielded fortuitious re-

sults

the raid points out the foreign image the mormon missionaries

heldhelaheia in the eyes of many argentinesgentinesAr it also formed the background

springboard of the next major episode in the missionmissions history which

set such a successful precedent that mormon missionaries in south

america have employed similar tactics ever since

missionary sportsmen gain fame and favor for the mormonscormonsMormons

given the overwhelming catholic influence upon argentine mentality

the widespread ignorance of the mormonscormonsMor andmons the negative light poly-

gamy shedsheg on the image of mormonscormonsMor itmons is notriot surprising that the

church would develop som kind of publicity campaign to enhance the

image of the mormon church in the publicspublic opinion the comparatively

free atmosphere of the ortiz administration and the preoccupationoccupationpre of the

public with the war presented an opportune time for such publicity and

the mormonsmormon moved successfully into thetheArgargentineeritineeriline sports world

1
williams interview
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at that time I1 believe nothing
better could be done for the mission because usually people
didntdidnt know the mormons the argentine people are a
people who like sports at that time around 19390193940 baske-
tball started growing rapidly as a popular sport it
was a bright opportunopportunityopportuneopp toortun field a good team showing good
sportsmanship and in a couple of years build a good name for
the church 2

in its first year the basketball team won fourth place nation-

ally but more important the basketballmissionariesbasketball reapedmissionaries the sought

after public attention as thousands saw them play

more significant than the number of actual witnesses were the

number of articles in newspapers and magazine articles about the cormonsmormonsMor

LDSHO

mons

annual report 1939
p
boren interview

SHO
3 annualLDSHO report 1939
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composed almost entirely of north american missionaries

mormon teams won the national baseball and softball championships in

1939 at years end williams jubilantly reportreportedreporteato to his superiors

during the past year we have become known throughout the
nation we wonvon the argentine baseball and softball champion-
ships and were asked by the minister of public instruction to
play exhibition baseball with a team from a visiting american
battleship the ministry reported that 3000 school boys came
to see the game and had jtitj highlyt publicized in all the papers

an even greater mormon propaganda vehicle of the era was a

basketball team composed of athletically inclined missionaries which

toured argentina playing the home teams of the various towns and

cities samuel boren who served as a fulltimefalltimefull missionarytime and played

on the team commented on the purpose behind the endeavor

to my understanding the main purpose was to build the
image of the church
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thousands viewed the mormons in favorable print during these years when

just a decade earlier the mormons seemed to merit no newspaper space

at all
articles appeared in three sports magazines telling who

we were and what we were doing one writer recited the 13th
article of faith and gave us the best boost we could pos-
sibly receive

more favorable articles appeared in early 1940 which not

only commented on the basketball team but mormonism and polygamy as

well acting as thousands of tracts the publications were widely

2read and were very favorable

rolf larsen one of the players of the team elder rolf

larsen was chosen as a member of the argentine national team elder

larsen became a national sports figure of such dimension that 20 years

later people would remember larsen as a basketball player one of

his fellow missionaries would later exclaitnexclaitexclaim about larsenslamsensLar famesens that

if anyone knew anything at all about the church it was that rolf
4

larsen was a mormon williams reported he is the ideal of many

people and his picture appears daily in the papers throughout the

country while on the national team larsen was heralded as

ibid SHO quarterly report feb 26 19401940

boren3boren interview

personal interview with ernest wilkins dec 27 1965
wilkins is a former missionary in argentina 193840 who now directs
the language mission which trains all missionaries for labor in spanish
speaking countries
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Hthe key man of thete argentine victory and besides playing basketball

hes handing out tracts

such activity by a nationallyknownnationally sportsknown figure could not

remain unnoticed by some catholic oriented powers in the sports world

elder larsen along with a teammate elder bergesonberges were chosen for

the buenos aires allstarall teamstar which competed against allstarall teamsstar

from the different departments of argentinaofargentina on march 29 1940 one

of the most influential sports magazines el graficogranicoGrafico

published the account of the recent tournament in
santiago deldldei estero during this month the basketball
association of the city of santiago del estero published a
large bulletin defending the action that they took in the
recent difficulty of the basketball tournament it condemned
the team from buenos aires for using two north americans
elders larson and 1ergesonergesonbergeson it was very bitter toward the
two missionaries expressing that they had gone to santiago
del estero to spread tracts about doctrine contrary to the
state religion 2

the controversy did not harm the church it was worthwhile

just to raise SQso manymanyeyeman eyebrowsbrowsbrousyeyeveye in summary the team achieved more

favorable than unfavorable publicity and there were subtle but real

results

results of the publicity the results of favorable publicity

which bathed the successful mormon foray into the sports world were four-

fold 1 1 the formation of a permanent mormon sports club by the

church 2 a real break in the wall of ignorance which curbed the

1
LDSHO quarterly report january 22 1940

2 ibid april 1940
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church 3 the attraction of some middle class people to the church

4 the establishment of similar public relations activities as an

integral part of the mormon oselytingproselyting system in argentina and

throughout south america

while riding the crest of basketball publicity the church

established a sports anaand social club called the club los mormoneshormonesMor

the

mones

mormon club the missiomission historian recorded the importance of

the event in the official history

this is quite a step in the mission because most of the
athletic and social activities in the country are carried on
by means of clubs to provide the same for our members and
friends was almost a necessity

the favorable publicity which bathed the mormon sportsmen

also made a great impact on argentine public opinion widespread

ignorance about the mormons declined noticeably and a young vital
image graced the church which naturally tempered the natural catholic

fostered prejudice

the improved social image led to the attraction of a few

more cultured intelligent class of people into the church while

their numbers were few at first this represented the greatest achieve-

ment of the publicity efforts of the sporting missionaries during the

regular semiannualsemi conferenceannual tour of the branches in january 1941

mission leaders commented that the wellattendedwellveilveli meetingsattended featured

a more intelligent higher class of people than ever before and

2strangely the men nearly equalledequal theled number of women in attendance

ibid may 29 1901940igoigho
2ibid jan 31 1941
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the success achieved by the public relations and publicity

activities led to their integration as a normal part of missionary work

in south america years later other missionaries would form sports

teams quartettesquar bandstettes scout programs english classes and similar

activities to raise the public image of the mormonscormonsMor keepmons the name of

the church before the public and perhapsperhapperhab prick the curiosity of the

observer enough that he woulawould desire more information about the mormonscormonsMor

the

mons

visa problem in his annual report for 1939 williams

mentioned the wave of success generated by the sports teams and cited

a problem which has plagued the mormons in argentina ever since

we have never had such an opportunity to preach the
gospel as we now have we are lcomedwelcomedloomed at every turn
except by the migratioimgrationgrationmigrationimmig authoritiesnratio who are under the
control of the catholic church here 1

due to the impending conflict in europe many europeans

anxiously sought to emigrate before the war worsened cosmopolitan

argentina became a prime escape route many unscrupulous argentine

consuls became enriched by selling visas to argentina

it became such a scandal that the argentine government
wisely changed the law so that prior to granting any visa
a relative forJOYroy frienzifrienjifriyri oferkdenjienil the individual in argentina had
to go down and secure what is called a landing permit
then this permit was mailed to the consul and then and
only then could he grant a visa to the country thereby
they paid just the regular consular fees and weren charged
exorbitant amounts

naturally mormon missionaries from north america needed

landing permits like everyone else but although williams tried in

LDSHO annuaandua report 1939193961939.6
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doehrdolhr hah1 handnand the fellow was rather

intrigued with it end williams explained that it waswerewesweb an american silver

dollar williams let him handle it andeind noticing his fascination gave

it to him they talked a few moretoreadreadne minutes when the official remarked

mr williams would you reallyealyneaily like to know what your problem is1
I1 certainly would
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numerablemerabenu times he justoustjuat could not get them williams blamed the

catholics possibly the publicitypublic whichty bathed the mormon success

in the sports world had caught the attention of the catholic hierarchy

the silver dollar landing permitspexmitpermit after the 1939 landing

permitpermtperntberntperat decree president williamswilliame visited the immigration office many

times without success no explanation was everevex givengiver As the months

passed 30 to 40 missionaries originallyorginallyorgin calledallyaily to the argentine mis-

sion and unable to obtain landing permitspewits for visas eventually were

transferred to the brazilian mission or the eastern statesstate or other

missions in the united stetesstates mormonsG simply could not enter argen-

tina consequently by early 1940 thetie missionarymissi forceoary declined

measurably

one daydraydey after another unsuccessful trip to the immigration

office williams conversedcqnvereed informally with an immigration official who

had seen him many timestineetinestinea in the officeoice As williams talked he inadve-

rtently flipped a silver dollardoliar in hibhis

replied the president its the catholic church

they have enough power here that all of the solicitudes youve made

are over there in a basket and were not allowed to process them theyre

just there the catholic church has that much power here well what

can I1 do just leave it to me and ill see what I1T can do ten days
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later williams received eight landing permits in the mail and whenever

he asked after that he would receive permits in ten days

the visa problem again impressed upon the missionaries the

realization that they were foreigners and another problem approached

which affected the other foreign element in the church the german

members

the cessation of the german language work notwithstanding

the strong german heritage of the church circumstances occurred in

1940 while ortiz still governed that compelled president williams

to close the german branch andana cease all active missionary work among

the german people

in may 19401940 the nearness of the european war burst upon

argentine consciousness with abruptness A damaged german battleship

limped up the rio deae la plata and was scuttled in plain sight of monte-

video the 10461046 graf speespec sailors were admitted to argentina and

became a great problem to the government which charged germany for

their upkeep the sailors happily walked the streets and the buenos

aires germany colony idolized these goodlookinggoodood heroeslooking

A few months laterlaten 68 officers escaped the rest were scat-

tered throughout the republic by government decree some taking jobs

with german firms or estanciasestaaciasestan byciasclas march 1942 about 400 naval tech-

nicians had escaped of the hundreds remaining 80 obtained a community

house in rosario and lived like fraternity brothers 1 evidently

ibid other protestant missionaries were excludedexclude not just
the mormonscormonsMor williamswilliams1williamsemons silver1 dollar friend however didaiddiadlaald help the
mormon situation
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2 ibid junejuno 12 1901940igo

bid

warvar consciousness

inalna

speaaspeaking

lsaxlmax bradfordPr theaarondadford battle for buenos aires new york har-
court brace and co 193194319 PP9.93 666766 one67 sailor reportedly became
involved with a mormon girl in rosario young interview

the presence of nearly 1000 sailorsilorsalors caused the missionaries
to inquire among them to see if there were any members of the church
among the crew several knew the church in germany but there were
no members

49

they scattered nazi propaganda through the district and found swee-

thearts among the neighborhood families

proalliedproallieapro alliedalliea power groups were understandably astir about the

graf spee sailors and due to excited the light

complexioned foreign speaking cameracarryingcamera missionariescarrying were again

mistaken for germans A few weeks after the sinking of the graf spee

williams sent instructions to the missionaries

president william felt it was necessary to instruct
the missionaries not to talk politics in their visits and
meetings the missionaries have been told to put away
their cameras for a few months and to speak english only
when necessary and not in a loud voice many mistake us
for germans italics mirleeminj&7mirle7 onandanao ethen activities of the fifth
columncolumn1columns are running quitegulteguite high in argentina right now

the tense feelings provoked the proalliedpro ortizoalliedallied government

to establish a law prohibitingrohirohl meetingsbiting in the german language under

the circumstances williams was forced to disorganize missionary work

in the german language and close the german branch once the backbone

of the mission

one sunday evening in june 1940 after returning from mo-

ntevideo with rolf larsen president williams visited sacrament meeting

at the german branch at the meeting end he stood up and explained

ax
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why the branch must be disorganized and that the german members should

attend the spanish speaking branch in their area he reassuredreass themurea

that missionaries would still visit them but there would be no active

missionary work among the german people missionaries had reported

that it had been increasingly difficult to proselyte among them due

to so much controversy about the germans caused by the war propaganda

although the german members themselves did not accept the

closure of their branch without misgivings it is the authorsauthor opinion

that the mission benefittedbene thefitted closure eliminated the bilingual

problem and more important it reduced another element contributing

to the foreign imageinage of the church in nationalistic argentina

however the period of officialofficialfficial disfavor of pronazipro activi-

ties

nazi

would soon end to be replaced bybyaa period of official sympathy

in july 1901940igo one month after the closure of the german branch pro

allied president ortiz long a victim of diabetes honorably turned
2over his office to his vice president pronazi ramon S castillo

williams familiar with south american politics intimated that ca-
stillo men winedwinevine anaand dined the diabetic ortiz to hasten his retirement

the mormon church during the castillo period 1903190igo

unlike

3

ortiz castillo was convinced hitler would win the war

and openly sympathized with the axis naziism became more powerful in

ibidbid williams interview
2fagg op cit p 925
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cast1casticastaelios111osellos

misnissionariesinoticed

asraelasradl

suspcuspendedpartendedendea odtheofthepartpact of the constitution to justify punishing anyone

who disagreed with his foreign policy and after pearl harbor castillo

dismissed both houses of congress under the constitutional provision
2allowing ruleruie by decree in the event of a state of siege hence

castillo really became a dictator as early as 1941

the missionaries noticed the change in the atmosphere and

three months after castillocastillos rise williams issued another warning

to the missionaries since they were again being mistaken for political

agitators

once again missionaries andana members andana those in our
meetings were warned not to discuss politics and the war in

e locals many11many times we have visitors who have come with
intentions of spying on us to try to find evidence that we
missionaries are political agitators in this country war
and politics are too often the subject of conversation these
days and one must be careful

undertheundertie

totrycotry

bradfbraaford
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castillocastillos argentina and many germans acquired influential positions

in his administration castillo authorities allowed proaxispro pro-

paganda

axis

to rise to an unprecedented pitch while proalliedpro propagandaallied
was muted the allied world was jolted by government announcements

and policies german propaganda filled the airwavesair newspaperswaves
1

movie theaters hospitals universities unions churches and mails

cries of consternation were heard from the proalliedpro chamberallied
of deputies as raulpaul damonte revealed that the german embassy was fin-

ancing and managing the entire german propaganda campaign castillo

simply suspended
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with the change in administrations the missionaries came

under renewed attack from the government evidently williamswilliams1williamse silver1

dollar friend at the immigration office had been removed because the

missionaries again experienced difficulty entering the country one

group of eleven had to wait two months in the eastern states mission

before receiving permission to enter furthermore the ranks of the

missionaries thinned and the work was handicappedwasliandioapped due to both the visa

difficulty and the lack of new missionaries entering the field

during 1941 and 1942 complaints against the missionaries

resulted in their being summoned to the local police stations and ques-

tioned the police asked by what authority does the church function

in argentina and did you register in accordance with the decree of

may 1939 A communique from mission headquarters answered all these

questions favorably it was notable however that most complaints

against the missionaries originated fromfron such catholic strongholds as

rio cuarto and mendoza in rio cuarto the missionaries were not allowed
2to tract or holdholghoig meetings problems with the government or its agencies

continued to harrass the argentine mission

the rise of the welfare plan 1940 As the war in europe

worsened and german uboatsU wreckedboats havoc with the allied merchant

marine exportation of argentine produce declined and business and

employment slackened as the cost of goods rose simultaneously by

1
LDSHO quarterly reports july 25 sep 10 1940 mar 31 june

30 1941
2 ibid june 16 december 8 1942 and oct 20 1943
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august 1940194 the0 mission underwent a concerted effort to establish

a welfare program to help needy church members similar to the one

established in utah four years earlier
most of our efforts are directed toward the establishment

of the welfarewelfabelfa program in the mission as there is a great need
for it many members are losing their jobs and others will
follow this country is primarily one of agriculture and when
it cannot export its own produce most of its industries are
closed down the unemployment increases we are working very
hard to start projects and give work to the members so that
none will have to go hungry 1

plans had begun as early as june loth when the relief society

presidencies met at the mission home to discuss the organization of

the plan ideas crystallized and cultivation plans started by the end

of the month by the middle of july the members were rallying
p

to the support of the plan

within the next six weeks the welfare plan progressed notably

with church permission and fundsfundfung land for a farm was acquired and

animals chickens eggs potatoes and grain were gathered the farm

located near libertad just oubide buenos aires was supervised by a

family with the help of a issionarymissionarymissionary together they had it in good

order further plans included a cooperative store for the members

during september several branches of the mission held functions and

fiestas for the benefit of the welfarewelfar planpian where many goods were col-

lected

nearly all branches of this mission are busy preparing
community gardens in behalf of the welfare program if all

id
LDSHO annual

reports 19401940
221bidibid june 10 june 30 july 14 1940194.01940
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goes well a goodly supply of fresh vegetables beans
and corn should be forthcoming the members are becom-
ing more and more interested in the welfare program as
its reasonreasons are becoming more and more apparent each day

subsequently the theme of the semiannualsemi conferenceannual in october was

naturally the welfare plan

in anticipation of a fine harvest the members andana mission-

aries raised funds and built a abuildingbuilding to serve both as a store and

a warehouse built on the cornercomer of the land previously purchased for

the deseret club the store reached one full story and boasted 729

square feet of floor space stocked with produce from the libertad

farm ltit also contained canned goods food and clothing donated by the

members Iriinilllil decemberiridecember the linierslinders branch brought in four to five hundred

pounds of tomatoes produced by its project some members purchased pro-

duce and goods from the store and the welfare plan appeared destined

for permanence andana progress 2 the plan continued to function as long

as president williams remained in argentina

mormon expansion 1901940igo and 1941 notwithstanding unemploy-

ment economic decline and a smaller missionary force williams sent

enthusiastic reports to his superiors in salt lake city that work had

been started in mendoza andana santa rosa de laia pampa 0 he then explained

hishj reasonss to justify the expansion this enlightens us about motives

and problems faced by mormon leaders

bid 1 julyulyJ 31 aug 27 sep 30 and oct 31 19401940

bid2 dec 31 1940 and williams interview
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it always costs good money to open up a new place for
a year or so until the members can be converted and help
repay it but missionaries were getting into each othersother
way in and around buenos aires we feel it necessary to
get started in new places too from which the work might
be extended into small towns they also afford new climatic
conditions to which missionaries can be sent when the climate
of buenos aires and other river cities does not agree with
them 1

the number of missionaries rose to 76 in 1911941igi however due

to visa difficulties of previous years there were insufficient ex-

perienced elders with which to pair the new ones so the work suffered

nevertheless williams undauntedly pursued his expansion plans and

opened a host of new cities

during 1911941igi the work was opened in the province of
misionesMis tucumaniones san juan and neuquen for the first time
as well as in the cities of provinces where we are already
working san nicloasnichloasNi riocloas cuarto tandildandil mercedes azul
province of mendoza 2

the first local leaders in january 1941 the argentine

mission reached a historic milestone of progress local members took

charge of some branches for the first time inasmuch as the mormon

church relies almost entirely uponuron laymen to manage church affairs

this was a great stridestriae forward it meant argentine members had de-

veloped sufficiently within the faith to take responsibility of their
own branches

the advantages of this development are many the north ameri-

can missionaries freed from branch responsibilities could spend more

ibid how missionariesssionaries could get in each others way in buenos
aires seems strange since there were only 53 missionaries in argentina

2
LDSHO annual reports 1941

3ldsho quarterly reports jan 31 1941
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time proselyting and thus the convert baptismal rate would increase

the church would become more argentine and less americanized local

leadership prepares the members for total self reliance which renders

greater strength of character a goal of mormonism

the mission historian marked this highly significant step

during january 1941 local brethren were placed in charge
of branches for the first time in this mission the branches
of saenz permpern rosario and linierslinders were organized with local
brethren this month and at least two others will be put on the
same basis as soon as possible to give missionaries more time
for proselyting activities and to give the brethren a
greater opportunity for personal development up to date the
results have been most gratifying the brethren are working
hard to fulfill their obligations and the members are coope-
rating very well

this new selfsufficiencyself wouldsufficiency stand the church in good stead during

the test of the missionarylessmissionaryssionary yearsless just ahead

catholic reaction to mormon expansion the increase in the

number of missionaries and expansion into new areas evidently excited

the catholic clergy according to one source the protestants in-

cluding the mormonscormonsMor hadmons succeeded in establishing over 700 churches
2

in argentina by 1942 these could not go unchallenged by the catholic

hierarchy

writing from the scene john J white labeled the american

protestant missionary as the sorest spot hindering improvement of US

argentine relations

1
LDSHO quarterly report jan 31 1941
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but of all the pernicious american influences which are
working permanently against a better understanding between
people of the united states and those of argentina the worst
undoubtedly is the american missionary they settle
down in the large cities of argentina or their attractive
suburbs and devote themselves to trying to persuade christian
communicants to renounce the sect they already are in and join
the one represented by the missionary

white then notenoted how catholics were concerned

but there is a far more serious aspect to this question
0 0 and that is that these american missionaries very natur-
ally arouse the enmity of the catholic church against which
they are directed with the resultresuit that it has become the
most formidable single vehicle for antiamericananti propagandaamerican
and for sowing suspicion and dislike for everything americanamericano

whiteswhiterwhitem scathing denunciation paved the way for an official

statementt1statement on victory and peace in november 1921942 by catholic arch

bishops and bishops in the united states sympathetic withvith argentine

hierarchy the statement alsoaiso emphasized the datholicicitycatholicicity of latin

american countries

citizens of these countries are bound to us by bonds
of religion they are not merely our neighbors they are
our brothers professing the same faith every effort made
to rob them of their catholic religionreilreTireli orgionglon to ridicule it or
to offer them a substitute for it is deeply resented by the
people of these countries and by american catholics these
efforts prove to be a disturbing factor in gurbur international
relations the traditions the spirit th background the
culture of these countries is catholic

the catholic hierarchy was not going to sit back and allow the

protestants a free reinreia however events at pearl harbor would soon

ite op citcita p 289 fffrofre
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overshadow the missionary problem

the mormon church in argentina after pearl harbor

japans attack on pearl harbor developed into an opportunity

for castillo to employ certain constitutional emergency measures

allowing rule by decree in the event of a state of siege williams

mentioned the state of siege in his report but felt that if we are

careful it will have no effect on our work

officially argentina took a neutral position in relation

to the combatant nations but the official neutrality censored the pro

allied press while permitting proaxispro journalsaxis such as el pampero to

attack judeoyankeebritishjudeo imperialismyankee castillobritish also ordered troops

to disrupt a mass demonstration in sympathy with the americans and

other attacked nations diplomatically castilloscastillo argentina refused

to join the interamericaninter conferenceamerican scheduled in rio in february

1942 and thus spoiled a united states bid for a united multilateral

declaration of war against germany castillo cooled the enthusiasm

to diplomats who passed through buenos aires on their way to the con

2ference

although cordell hullhulihulis state department fumed at castillos
capers one cannot castigate castillo too soundly for argentinasargentina

neutrality and refusal to declare war on germany after all argentina

boasted a tradition of neutrality and it is not likely that proalliedpro alliedalliea

LDSHO1idsho quarterly reports dec 31 1941

whitaker op citciteeiteelte p 10 fagg op c it p 926
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ortiz himself would have declared war

argentine public opinion in wartime regardless of official

neutrality argentine public opinion divided to discover where the

mormon people stood we must first ascertain the mood of the public

george pendle an english historian stated lt the ma-

jority of the argentines were pro ally ernest young opined that

allied support was as high as 90 per cent

on the other hand fagg supports the idea of a neutral posi-

tion of the public

argentine public opinion was unlikely to crystallize
firmly in favor of one side or the other and the people
tended to support their government in whatever policy it
followed there is no reason to believe that castillosCastil
proaxispro

lotslols
courseaxis either pleased or offended the majority

of the population

how could observers vary so greatly Is it possible that the

people both favored official neutrality and sympathized with one side

or the other such was the summation by martin aberg cobo an ar-

gentine historian cobo defined three positions taken by argentinesgentinesAr

but concluded that inspireinspitespite of favoring one side or the other the

majority of the people still sustained th official neutrality in

accord with the republics tradition

p 83 and young interview

agg op cit p 927
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most mormons unsurprisingly held strong sympathy for the

allies and remained unconvinced by the pronazipro propagandanazi of the

government however williams worried about how the german mormons

would react some german members may have harbored mixed feelings

about the missionaries realizing that those who returned to the united

states would probably enter the armed rvicesservicesorvices and war against their

homeland

most german mormons had lived in argentina many years and

were as much argentine as german consequently inspiteinspire of the dis-

continuance of the german branch and the pronazipro sentimentsnazi of the

majority of their german nationals president young felt sure the

majority of the german mormons remained faithful to the church and
0

were proalliedpro inallied sentiment

other german cormonsmormonsMor howevermons were pro german and were

seen heilinghailing hitlereitlerhitlerinHitelteit inievinlerin typical german fashion

in 1942 wilhelm fredricks one of the first me-
mbers of the church in argentina became very bitter toward
the church and the missionaries he supposedly had a large
picture of hitler in his home and voiced freely his proaxispro
feelings

axis
4

the effect of US entry into the war the outbreak of the

war affected the missiomissionmissiohin in two definite ways war news distracted

the missionaries and propaganda hindered them

LDSHOZSHOosho quarterly reports march 31 1942
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Monthmonths later missionary preoccupation with the war had not

subsided many were worried that they would all be called home to

enter the military service fears heightened when air travel replaced

boat travel as the only authorized method of transportation to the

united states

As german propaganda filled the air the public again became

suspicioussuspiciou of the missionaries and their proselyting activities

the missionaries findfina it hard to work with so much war propaganda

and it holds them back considerably president williams explained

that people thought that young men of military age going door to

door had ulterior motivesma manytives thought they were germans the pro-
p

bagandapaganda affected the theproselytingproselyting work greatly

in 1943 the influential nazi propaganda organ el pampero

published a series of articles entitled smothered by espionage 11

the series concerned the spylikespy activitieslike of two mormon mission-

aries in the neighborhood of bahia biancablanca one of the missionaries

barry banks was said to be the official photographer of the mission

and that he and one gerald mcquarrie while ostensibly going from

door to door offering the bible of the sect 11 should be watched be-

cause they were headed from bahia blanca to comodorocomodoraCom rivadaviaRivaodoro andavia

important petroleum storage vicinity the article further suggested

IDSHO quarterly report april 14 1942
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that these two including all the co participants it should be jailed

to stop them from contacting other antinationalistanti groupsnationalist in the

country and to stop secret information from arriving to the embassies

of countries at war

one note of interest during this period reflects williamslwilliamswilliamseWilli

boundless

amsiamsl

optimism and positive reaction to adversity in the midst

of the swirling events in the wake of pearl harbor williams decided

to enter a mormon baseball team in the national tournament for goodwill

and publicity by february 1942 newspaper articles attested the achieve-

ment of publicity for the church and by that wintervinter the mormon base

2ball team achieved the national championship of argentina

the mormon church and the wartime draft As citizens of a

nation at war missionaries have always come under disrepute by those

who question their patriotism or bravery J reuben clark jr an-

nounced the official Mormomormon position on the war missionary work and

the draft shortly after the outbreak of hostilities the mormon church

proud of its american patriotism felt obligated to continue proselytproselyte

ing work but after march 23 1942 would call only those older men

not likely to be called for military service returning missionaries

would be expected to enter the military and serve their country the

official statement declared in part

smothered by espionage published in el pampero april 29
1943 copied and cited in ibid june 1943 young explained that
elder banks ran a small photo lab used for copying genealogical records
for the members and some service to the missionaries and was really
quite harmless young interview

bid feb 1942 june 30 1942
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we shall not knowingly call anyone for the purpose
of having him evade military service in any way nor of put-
ting any impediment in the way of the government
moreover those going on missionsmissio are amenable to selection
for army service so soon as they return A mission exempts
them from army service only for the term of the mission

this meant that some missionaries called before march 23

1942 came to argentina but that if they were replaced at all it
would be by men of nonmilitarynon agemilitary As it turned out there were no

missionaries called to argentina to supplant those who had been called

before march 23 1942 As this group returned home the missionary

force dwindled rapidly to a handful by june 1944 the last mission

2ary had returned

president williams did not remain in argentina long enough

to have to direct the mission without missionaries during the war years

early in 1941 he was replaced by president james L barker

the argentineArgentin missioneMission during the presidency of james L

barker 1942441942 44 with president barker at the helm the mission faced

its sternest test As the missionary population declined the weight

of leadership responsibility gradually shifted to the members the

responsibility tested both the effectiveness of the missionary work

and the strength of the faith of the converts on their own for the first
time reared as catholics they were accustomed to a professional

clergy and were untrained for ecclesiastical responsibilities in

eber J grant J R clarkdarkmark jr david 0 mckay message of
the first presidency
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many cases the fulltimefull missionariestime had simply replaced the priests

in their worship habits to theirtheithel credit most members in most branches

did wellveilweliveli some exceedingly so yet the trialtriai wasvas too much for others

barkerbarkersbankerbankers task loomed large considering the rather loweconomiclow

level

economic

of the members in his first annual report barker wrote about

his problem

our missionary work has in most casescase been doneaone in the
poorest sections of the cities where the people have the least
education and the least occupational training As a con-
sequence many of our members seem to be lacking in initiative

others have native ability but cannot read or write and
have no vocational training one of our tasks should be to
raise the educational level and provide vocational training

president barkerbarketbarken concerned himself greatly with correct do-

ctrine and sought to explain the responsibilities of membership in the

church those members who would not live up to their promises and

had fallen away were removed from the membership lists
each month a listlisils of members who had been excommunicated

appeared in the mission magazine the mensajeroMens deseretajero the members

nicknamed barker la as he whisked away

debris from the church nevertheless the excommunications had an

invigorating effect on the other members it made them proud to be

mormons and reminded them of their covenanted responsibilities to godgoa

2
and to each other also the cleansing process may have contributed

IDSHO annual reports 1942

2
personal interview with nestor vogler april 5 1968 in

salt lake city utah baptized in 1943 nestor vogler later immigrated
to uruguay served in the district presidency of the montevideo dis-
trict before immigrating to the united states
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to the spiritual strength of the mission and helped the members pre-

pare better to withstand the test of the missionarylessmissionary warless years

As a rule there were more heroes than excommunicantscommunicantsex and

these members carried the mission barker praised them

in a few of our branches elders have developed leader-
ship in the members and I1 have heard classes in sunday school
and elsewhere taught by members in a manner so fine it would
excite comment at home

barker continued the trend of switching to local leadership

in the branches started by williams those branches recently opened

by the missionaries in the expansion year 1911941igi were gradually closed

the locals however continued to be rented pending the end of the war

all in all president barker prepared the members he tried to teach

them a lot to do a lot but in his time you didntdidtdiat see too many

2
results they came later

formation of the first district under local leadershleadership in

january 1944 the mission took another giant stride forward

today in the branch of liniersnierslindersLi the first conference of
the district of the capital was held under the direction of
elder robert R mckay the most significant thing in
the meeting was the presentation of the officials of the dis-
trict for the first time in the miss lonsions history a dis-
trict has been organized completely under the direction of
local members J

SHO annual reports 1942

2
boren interview

LDSHO quarterly reports jan 23 1944
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thithedecline of the welfare plan could have

been the improved health of the argentine economy after the initial
period of the warvar demand for argentine beef and other raw produce

soared in eoropeetrope on both sides As allied convoy defenses against

the uboatU threatsboat improved argentine business boomed and unemployment

toungboung

thewarthenar

1youngayoung

66

hence argentine members not only functioned as branch leaders but

also in the directory capacity of district leaders argentines di-

rected argentines instead of being directed by north americans the

war served as an impetus to hasten progress

the decline of the welfare plan although recognized as a

good program the fire forforthethe welfare plan built by president williams

subsided to embers during the war why did it decline especially in

war time a time of apparent need

williams was apparently the only influential advocate of the

plan and departure of the missionaries left the interior branches

without experienced personnel on which to rely

other mormon leaders felt the plan was too ambitious for me-

mbers who were not really prepared for such a stunning new endeavor

while the plan failed samuel boren remembered that it did have the

effect of bringing the members together and united them as never be
2

fore again the unity may have benefited them and aided them dur-

ing the war years

another factor in the

ioung interview
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declined thus as the strained economic conditions which prevailed

in 1940 subsidedsubside the apparent urgency for the welfare plan declined

and enthusiasm waned

after the war the plan was modified to depend less on coope-

rative projects and storage plans welfareWelfar wasvas left up to each family

and the charitable activities of the womens relief society

the welfare plan in the mission was changed to a less
centralized setup we have decided that a general storage
plan will not work here as it does in dryer climates foods
and clothing soonoon deteriorate and rot we have asked that
families save and store according to their needs andana that
gardens be planted as much as possible it seems impossible
to do cooperative projects since the members are so scattered
we have asked that the presidents of the districts and branches
find employment homes to rent etc thus in the three branch
organizations working together it is hoped some good may result 1

little has been done with th welfare plan once the object of vigorous

attention until fairly recent times in connection with the building

program meanwhile conditions in argentina were boiling which would

result in the second revolutuonrevolution in 13 years

the revolution of 1943 As the war raged on public opinion

intensified against castillos oppressive dictatorship disguised as

a state of siege As the 1943 elections drew near castillos heir

apparent turned out to be an unwise choice A proalliedpro alliedalliea member of the

oligarchy he was immediatelyimmediaL unpopulartely with the recently urbanized

masses on june ath4th a military group under the direction of the

colonelstfcolonels successfully conducted a military coup and took over the

government in 48 hours castillo fled unmourned A quick succession

DSIIOTDSHO quarterly reports sep 30 1945
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of generals took place with general pedro ramirez emerging as president

under ramirez military officers were installed in government posi-

tions and osaso businesss executives and the military consumed one

half of the national budget the first year the ramirez administration

mocked the panamericanpan unionunioniunionicamerican in castilloCastlcasti fashionlloiloiio and appeared even

more pronazipro thannazi before after a series of setbacksofsetbacks a bloodless

coup removed ramirez and general edelmiro farrell became the front

man forfoc the GOU group of united officials 1

no members of the church participated in or werevere harmed in

any way by the series of revolutions some missionaries witnessed the

final scenes of the june 1943194 revolution3 in the plaza de mayo but were

2
not harmed

the new government boughtsought the support of the catholic church

and at years end the revolutionary government decreed religious in-

struction compulsory in all public schools this decree reversed a

longstandinglong argentinestanding solution to the problem of church and state in

public education noncatholicnon schoolcatholic children were allowed moral

education rather than catholic instruction due to the constitutional

guarantee of freedom of religion when priests refused to release one

mormon youth from class his mother threatened to appeal directly to

peron the priests thereafter refrained from further instruction of the

traggtpagg op cit p 49490hgo
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jangJIng of a political alliance between

the revolutionary government and the catholic church both cardinal

copello chief prelate in argentina and popepiusPop XIIePius praised the
2

argentine presidents for this decree

however with the decline of the missionary population the2

mormon church did not feel the adverse effects of the increased catholic

influence in the government until after the war

A missionarylessmissionary missionless aftafter june 19 the local members

were on their own the only north american help remaining resided at

the mission home in buenos aires for the next two and onehalfone yearshalf

the mission was to function without missionary aid president W ernest

young called for a secondsecona turn at the helm in argentina guided the

missionarylessmissionary missionissionassionless

the young family arrived after the barkers had departed and

in spite of his laeklack of familiarity with conditions young carried

on soon he developed a routine schedule of visiting the branches at

least once every two months he observed that president barker had done

well in organizing the members under local leadership some of them

tofunctioncofunction

lackofbackof

itait3
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young mormon

the major significance of the mandatory religious education

decree resided in the strengthenstrengthening

being able to assume leadership of activities

young interview
p
blanksten op cit p 190
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samuel boren recalled that the members really worked hard

took responsibility and grew spiritually much faster A similar

report was sent to salt lake by president young confirming that the
2mission was indeed progressing under the conditions

although two missionaries arrived on december 31 1944 presi-

dent young administered hisbisals duties with the attitude of a guardian who

was anxious for improved conditionsconditi

here

onse

in the mission we are content with holding the fort
as it were the war rages in great furyfuny around germany the
war in china andana the philippines is going at great force against
the japanese the united nations are exerting every effort to
terminate the greatest struggle in history we have about 70000
young men of th church in the forces president roosevelt was
elected on the 7bh7th of november for his fourth term at present
the argentine government is rather on its own regarding contin-
ental cooperation but is now endeavoring to unite and join with
the panamericanpan republicsamerican for continental solidarity3

1945 the war ends argentina nationalistic individualism

in continental affairs and brazen nazi favoritism contradicted the

desire of the united states for panamericanpan solidarityamerican hence between

1938 and 1945 US argentine relations grew increasingly discourteous

buenos aires and washington exchanged diplomatic barbs as secretary

of state cordell hull tried to shame argentina into living up to her

rio agreement to curb nazi activities within her borders argentines

united behindbehina farrell against the U S bullish tactics

crorenboren interview
2

IDSHOLDSHO annual reports 1944
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in february 195194519 argentina5 didaidald not receive an invitation to

a continental conference at chapultepec mexico where latinamericanlatin

nations

american

would plan their role in the proposed united nations organi-

zation however it became more and more apparent that the axis would

soon fall so argentinagentina adjusting stance to prepare for the best

position possible in an allied world declared a state of tensiontension1tensions

with

1

germany the U S quickly sent renewed recognition to argentina

which then signed the chapultepec agreement which provided future me-

mbership in the united nations

in inyoungsyoungs mind the chapultepec agreement changed the whole

political situation he reacted enthusiastically

up until now we were in doubt about our rights and
privileges in regard to travel passportpassports and the right
of religious freedom now with this change in the inter-
national picture we feel more freedom will be the result

youngs optimism was in vainvoinvainvalnvaln just over the horizon approached

a major diplomatdiplomatic mistake by the united states and in a9 country where

antiamericanismantiantl fedamericanismamerican3americana upon a long list of grievances japan absorbed

the atomic bomb germany an allied invasion and argentina got spruille

braden

in the wake of the loudly heralded goodGoodNeighborneighbor policy

braden broke all diplomatic rules he threatened diplomatic blackmail

by exposing documents which would reveal the heavy extent of german

argentine dealings he supported antigovernmentanti politicanpoliticianpolitgovernment partiesican

he spoke openly against the government and openly advocated its over

1 2ibid LDSHO quarterly reports march 31 195145
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throw bradensbraclensbrackensBrac anticsLens failed to improve relations and brought his

early recall he hustled back to washington to play a leading role

in the production of a state department blue book an expose or argen

tinecondonedtine nazicondoned activities during the war this return to meddling

in the international affairs of a latinamericanlatin countryamerican caused many

argentines to rally to the support of their government rather than

overthrow it skeptics could point at braden and decry the socalledso

good

called

neighbor policy with justification

with the end of the war in august 195194519 hopes5 again rose

that missionaries might be sent to the mission to help the three who

2worked to keep the mission intact generally the members ofcf the

church were pleased with the outcome of the war except the german

0
members who naturally felt some letdown at the close of 195194519 young5

painted the picture of the mission in hopeful words

the argentine mission during the year of 195194519 made5 progress
notwithstanding the fact that three elders with the mission
president and sister young hd144441 the total responsibility of
supervision the six districts and fifteen branches have been
presided over by local members the few missionaries with the
president have visited and supervised the mission activities
including the office work living expenses have increased at
least 50 during the past year rationing black markets and
government decrees have created a very complex economic situation
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the year 1951945 closes leaving the mission of argentina
in very good condition financially the mission has pro-
gressed immensely spiritually the missionmissions moral is higher
than ever with the arrival of new missionaries great ad-
vancements are expected to take place1

thus the war years came to an end the mormon church made

progress when the members did not raiterfalter without missionary supervision

A new regime came to power in argentinagentina and with it the catholic church

attained wider influence US argentinargentine relations appeared mome-

ntarily improved but soon slipped backward as ambassador braden had

failed ln his mission

nevertheless the trial of the war years had been met the

fort held and some progress achieved

LDSHOIDSHO annual reports 1945
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CHAPTER IV

THE MORMON CHURCH IN PERONPERONS S ARGENTINA

the early years

the rise of peron juan domingo peron straddled the

twentieth centurycentury1 in1 the1 stylen of the traditional caudillo chieftain

familiar in argentine history he hediffereddiffered in that he was politically

astute enough to curry the favor of the recently urbanized workers

swept into power by the military revolution of june 193194319 peron3 was

part of a ruling cliquecliqu of colonels from the posts of under secretary

of war and secretary of labor he developed military and labor sup-

porters iniftintinn the ranks loyal directly to him laborers soon recognized

their new leader when the fraction of unionized labor rose from one

tenth to twothirdstwo underthirds his direction

the brightest star of the military administration peron

was appointed vicepresidentvice ofpresident argentinaofargentina in 1944 inspired by perons

ascension laborers formed rowdy gangs known as the descamisadosaoscamisados

shirtless

9

ones who were anxious to carry out peronsperonpecon bidding vice

president peron occasionally granted holidays wage hikes and bonuses

to the delight of his faithful by wars end confident of his pop-

ularity peronsperonis attention focused on the presidency

however the people of the postwarpost periodwar yearned restless-

ly for change democracy seemed to have won the day in the war all

alexander op cit p 5 fagg op eltciteit p 934
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of which emphasized the misdirection of argentinaargentinas pronazipro foreignnazi

policy during the past years inspired by spruille braden oppos-

ition political parties and members of the upper classes denounced

peron as a wouldbe hitleritier to many military officers mass demo-

nstrations in september and october of 1951945 seemed to evidence popular

dissatisfaction with peron and they forced him to resign on october

9thath 1945

As his last official act peron cleverly decreed a wage in-

crease and a paid holiday for october 12th the leaders of the coup

unwisely cancelled the paid holiday peronsferons faithful followers

marshaled the descamisados who thereafter roamed the streets growing

more unruly daily led by peron mistress eva duarte they massed

in the plaza de mayo and loudly demanded their leader back on october

17th 1945 mob violence threatened president farrell dismissed the

new government and recalled peron who promptly appeared on the balcony

of the pink house and thanked his loyal descamisados

with this popular flurry peron became the leading candidate

for the presidency as elections were set for february 1946 peron

then married eva duarte and even though he was not heretofore known

for his piety peron announced my catholic faith places me within the
p

constitutional requirements the following presidential campaign

witnessed two developments which forbodeforbade dark tidings for the mormonscormonsMor

L

mons
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the diplomatic blunders of spruille braden U S ambassador

to argentina shed unwanted bad light on americans in the country

when braden intervened in the presidentialthepresidential campaign trying to discredit

the military regime for its pronazipro dealingsnazi during the war the

people united behind theirthein government peron could shout to crowds

do you want peron or braden peron

diplomaticblunders

behndtheilr

0 bradenbradeinbradenn

the second development which foreshadowedforeshadowedanforeshadow an ominous future

for the mormons was the emergence of the cacholicatholiccatholi enarchyhierarchy in support

of peron peron naturally capitalized on this support and an alliance

between peron and the church formed of course some of the catholic

clergy opposed the regime but the argentineArgent prelatene cardinal copello

who led the right wing prevailed in aligning the church with the new

regime the copello wingving of the church entered the contest on the

side of peron A pastoralapastoral letter distributed and read in all churches

urged catholics to vot against allaliail persons who advocated separation
2

of church and state secular education or legal divorce this

alliance between Peroperon andang the catholic church became even more evident

as time wore on

peron emerged with a convincing election victory in february

and was officially inaugurated on june 4 1946 just three years after

the revolution from hi desk presidentPresipresl youngdont watched all these events

and wondered although bradens replacement ambassador messersmith

had arrived missionaries had been given visa trouble young hoped for

better governmentchurchgovernment relationschurch little realizing that the situation
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1

would get much worse instead of better

As expected peron staffedrestaffedre the entire government with

peronistapero faithfulnista who would unquestioninglyquestioningly follow the party line

all branches of government werevere also peronistapero thesenista with the sup-

port of the military labor and the church combined enough strength

under peron to keep him in power for ten years pictures of peron

adorned much in argentina in the personalistaperson traditionalista even grammar

books for schools echoed his name later eva peron became a saint

opposition was stifled by a variety of legallegai devicesdo andvices a catholic

colored peron reigned

historians differ as to the extent of the peronchurchperon allia-

nce

church

but all agree that an understanding existed some evidence of

the alliance included th fact that the national budget set aside money

for ecclesiastical purposepurposes and the church had no contrary legi-

slation against it members of the clergy regularly attended peronistapero

rallies

nista

to blessbiess the proceedings some priests were even elected to

the chamber of deputies and manynany erewerew appointed to work in various
2government agencies as advisors

while the support of the church was not nearly so vital to

peron as that of labor and military and th alliance was probably

definitely political in nature the fact remains that peron and the

church exchanged support for mutual benefit however since the country

LDSHOIDSHO quarter reports june 30 1946
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was relatively free from mormon missionaries at the time the mormon

church would not feel the impact of the new catholic strength until

months later when they started returning

A view of the mormons in 19461916 during much of 1946 the

situation of the church had changed little from that of the war period

the members held positions in the local branches and districts and

president young visited as manyirany areas as possible every two months

the missionary force remained very low and young had to content himself

with a bystanders role regardless of his impatience for progress

meanwhile the members carried on faithfully and some prob-

ably progressed better without north american missionary supervisors

others faltered some fought amongst themselves landand drifted

into inactivity there were stories of some local leaders who nostal-

gically incorporated vestiges of catholicism into mormon services eg
candles and certain prayers

nevertheless president young remained optimistic about the

majority

there is ver7ver cause7 forsor optimistic outlooksout aslooks the
majority of the members even those isolated in small towns
are living the gpspelgpsplgospel better and the increased activity should
aid them even more

As the year passed more missionaries arrived in argentina

to youngs delight by december 25th missionaries had establishedreestablishedre

LDSHO quarterly reports dec 31 194619460
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proselyting work in most of the same cities where branches functioned

before the war however president young felt more missionaries must

be received before the mission cancat be completely reopenedre opened

argentine mormons enthusiastically welcomed the returning

missionaries who resumed leadership of branches and districts the
2

members gladly relinquished their responsibilities to the elders

the propriety of the replacement of argentine leaders by the

missionaries seems questionable during the war young had commented

several times to his superiors upon the fine jobs and individual de-

velopment the members made while serving without missionary overseers

why then did young replace argentines with north americans some branches

undoubtedly needed more reorientation supervision than others but since

the purpose of mormonism wasvas to develop christian character by service

and responsibility it would appear that some were overanxiousover thatanxious

missionaries resume branch responsibilities samuel boren remarked

maybe we didnt realizerealizrealia the importance of having to direct our own

branches to be in charge

mormon missionaries did

not reenterre argentinaenter unnoticed from their base of increased power

in the regime the catholic hierarchy employed an old tactic to hamper

them As the number of missionaries called to argentina increased

youngs problems at the immigration department increased

bid
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ofhisochis

reinforcedreinforcemmissionsissioms th world over in late september

a large group of 29 departed for argentina they equiacouldequla not secure

visas in the united statesstate so they pushed on to brazil the large

number apparently ightenedfrightenedtightened argentine consular officials and again

SHO quarterly reports may 21 1946 in his inter-
view young added these dimensions to the discussion n

0

didndian it
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after one group of missionaries had experienceexperiencedexperienceaa a particularly

difficult time securing visas president young obtained permission for

an interview with the secretary of foreign affairs on may 21st 1946

the report of that interview revealed contempt for the mormonscormonsMor andmons

illustrated the catholictintedcatholic reasonstinted coloring official thinking

about the mormonscormonsMor

the

monsnons

interview was not cordial and after reading part of
the petition for ntryentry ofoftheodthethe missmissionarieslonarieslenarieslonion theariesarles minister asked
if they were cormonsmormonsMor andmons then accused the church of teaching
things contrary to the precepts of his country

president young refuted this charge and reminded him we had
been in the country for twenty yearsyear and our conduct was not
contrarycontraryto to his country th minister said he had received
word from the united states about the mormonscormonsMor hemons finally
agreed to give the petition consideration and study president
young saidsald he welcomed an investigation

obviously the peronisfaderonperonreron officialstaisfaista considered catholic and

argentine concepts congruent hence mormonism was contrary to the

socioreligioussocio conceptsreligious of his country little good resulted from

the confrontation the uncordialuncordalcordialcordalun atmosphere of the interview carried

over into continued visa problems for the missionaries

by 1946 a postwarpost floodwarvar of missionaries began to leave salt

laketake city to reinforce

the minister
of interior told me right to my face that he had received reports that
our people were against their government and making trouble I1 chal-
lenged him to prove it right in his office and told him we didnt do
those things that we obeyed the laws of the land that we wouldnt
interfere in national affairs we only wanted to proselyte and teach
our religion we hadbadhagbedhed no desire to make any trouble
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visas were deniedaenied detained in brazil little did they realize they

would wait a full six months besorebefore arriving in buenos aires

meanwhile president young anxious as ever made repeated

appeals to the immigration office to allow the group to enter but his

papers were always conveniently misplaced almost daily for two

months he hounded thetheimmigrationimmigration officials he spent hours in line

to pushplushplash the papers from one office to another through the typically

latin legalistic mazenaze of red tape but without success it took weeks

to get replies sorforsoc Youngsyoung petitions and then only verbal replies as

the officials refrained from putting anything in writing he also fre-

quently saw several catholic priests working in the immigration office

perhaps some of the advisors connected with the peron regime

instructions were sent to the missionaries advising them to

go to montevideo uruguay where they could learn the spanish language

young visited them twice in montevideo andana although hebe could have let
2

them enter argentina as tourists he sought official permission

president youngs futile efforts in behalf of the missionaries

stretched into months on one occasion he was dismissed by a clerk

who said curtly you re mormonscormonsMor youmons cantcant come ln3
in despair young petitioned mormon leaders in salt lake city

to seek help from washington on the visa problem he also instructinstructed

that missionaries should not be sent to south america without argentine
4

visas as some had come in the past

id march 8 1947

young interview
14
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finally a breakthrough in the stalemate appeared on one of his

daily visits to the immigration office young befriended an official

dr peralta who helped reach a temporary solution peralta admitted

to young that the mormon visa problem stemmed directly from pressure

on the immigrationimmigratiimmigrate office by the catholic hierarchy who sought to

restrict entry of mormon missionaries dr peralta counseled president

young not to attempt to bring in such large numbers of missionaries

at once he promised that if young wouldwqulddividedivide them into groups of

five or six and separate their entry dates a few days or weeks he

would see that they werevere allowed into the country

on marchmanch 8 1947 after five monthsmonthmontha of waiting five of the

29 missionaries arrived fronfrom montevideo by boat however their joy

2tempered somewhat when their luggage was detained in customs for weeks

A month later on april 22 1947 the 24 stranded elders wired

that they had received visas and were bound for argentina the visas

were of tourist class meaning thythey wouldwouldhavewouldbavehavebave to leave and reenterre

argentina

enter

every three months but it was deemed best that they come under

this provision furthermore ten other missionaries arrived the same

day with the news that the new orleans argentine consul had bestowed

resident visas for one fullfuli year to them thereafter they would have

to leave and reenterre onenter a quarter annual basis but the situation
3still represented an improvement thus after years of anticipation

ibicj young invervlewinverviewinterviewInver
32

view
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and months of waiting on april 22 1947194 the7 missionary force in

argentina received a real boost

thereafter the visa problem subsided somewhat but the auth-

orities next resorted to withholding the missionary passports for

months at a time making identification difficult

nevertheless optimism abounded president young supervised

enough missionaries to reopen certain branches open new cities and

2implement other steps long pondered

the southern half of the territory has not been touched
as yet nor the extreme north many cities and towns are
yet to be visited and work established in the territory from
buenos aires westward to mendoza near the andes at least
nine tenths of the nation has not been included in our mission-
ary labors thus thetlle field is large for future development
of the misionmissionmislon

before dispersing to the field young counseled the young mi-

ssionaries about plans for branches expansion actingtradingtr districts
cottage meetings and touched upon an especially acute problem the

overabundanceover ofabundance women among the members of the church he advised

them to leave the young ladies alone and concentrate on converting

the young men the progress of the mission depended directly upon

the number of capable male leaders available

earmarks of progress 19471247 among the signs of mormon pro-

gress in argentina were wellattendedwellveilveli missionattendeattendedattended conferences the success

bidibid 9.9 july 27 1947 alsoisoaiso cludingincludingclouding LDSHO annual
reports 1946197

22ibideibid april 30 1971947

young3youftgp deseret news church section decdoc 20 19471547

4
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of the mission magazine and character growth among the members

mission conferencesconferenconferee heldheid special interest for all argentine

mormonscormonsMor especiallymons the youth conferences afforded members a chance

to visit exchange ideas and obtain a group feeling to compensate

for their senssense of loneliness in the evryevvy deyday catholic world between

five and six hundred usually journeyedjourne totobuenosyedyea buenos aires and attended

the conferenceisconferenceconferences variousIs meetings and activities missionemission auxiliary

leaders met on saturday concurrently with a youth convention which

ended with a dance where the youth mixed with mormons from the entire

country a rare opportunity themes for the conferences of 197194719 il-
lustrate

7

mormon awareness of the world situation the latest de-

velopments of the world was the awesome theme for the firstirstarst and the

october theme followed along the same vein with repentance and world

peace attendance at the three conference sessions on sunday filled

the linierslinders chapel to overflowing and all reportedly went away streng-

thened 1

originally published in 1937 the mensajeroMens deseretajero served as

a unifying force in the mission leaders communicated with the members

and instructed the various organizations missionaries and members

wrote articles as pictures of activities spiced the magazine when

president williams returned to preside over the uruguayan mission

the magazine expanded to include that mission hence the mensajero

LDSHOLDSH quarterly reports june 282928 lgb194719429 and october
193119 197194731 feb 27 1981908
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telltelteliteiltei igentligenilgen healthfulvhealthful and humble generation to face the battles
of life

williams interview
p
deseret news church section dec 20 1947

leamlearn to
live better lives becoming virtuous practicing the good
progressinginprogressing in truth and thus enjoying the beauty of the world
we are given to understand that happiness comes from progress
and that his progress comes from living each day in accordance
with the teachings

inelne membbemb r eirsairs

greabrea tribulationsttribulations and we believe that it will
be the same in argentina if we are good imitators of our breth-
ren in the north with whom we shall unite in some future time

imprimarovementmovement

gustandjustand

telligentellugen
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deseret became a bimissionbi publicationmission by 1971947 its quality increased

as did its circulation as it went into the homes of the members de-

signed after the official church organ the improvement era it was

modified to fit the argentine members it was theirs it was per-

sonalized they loved it iii111ili

As part of the centennial celebration in salt lake city the

church news section of the deseret news featured a look at the church

in argentina two young argentines selected to write statements for

the church news late in 1971947 which rendered insight into the feelings

of the argentines about mormonism

rosa pecollo when we consider the history of the church
from the beginning up to the centennial we marvel to see how
a just andang united people arrived at the height of success in
spite of the great

we wish to express our gratitude to those who have be-
queathed to us the examples and teachings of salvation and
our most fervent desire now is to live so faithfully as to be
worthy to have the great privilege to see among us some day
the prophets and patriarchs and then by means of his bless-
ings we may be blessed with temples dedicated for the faith-
ful

rolf salvioli to me and my argentine brethren and sisters
the church of jesus christ has a profound magnificence to be
members of the great church means much to us it means a good
home where the children of our heavenly father

with such learning and such practices
projected into our lives in the future comes an end to pessimism
and fear and the preparation of a better generation and in-
telligent

officialchurch
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responses such as these heartened both leaders and missionaries

alike these youth attested the validity of the purpose of mormonism

in argentina and argue strongly for its progress

at the end of the year young reported the return of the

missionaries arterafter the war has been like repioneeringpioneeringre the mission

again we feel that there is to be a fair number of baptisms in the

near future

perhaps the newspaper articles and youngs report caught the

attention of church leaders for on january 3 1948 the church news

announced that all three missions in south america would be visited by

president stephen L richards of the first presidency of the church
2accompanied by his wife

president stephen L richards visits argentinaArgen

ththe

tima

value of an onthesceneon visitthe ofscene the argentine mormon

church by a member of the first presidency cannot be under estimated

according to president illiamswilliams the ignoranceignoranceof of the general authori-

ties of the church of conditions and problems in south americakmericaemerica consti-

tuted one of the greatest handicaps of mormon progress thousands

of miles from utah communication between gentinaargentinakr and salt lake
Q

was difficult and information scanty president richards would be

the first general authority to visit since melvin J ballard 22 years

before

LDSHO annual reports 1947
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the fanfare of richardsrichards1richardso arrival1 not since the days of rolf

larsen had a mormonamormonamorton received so much publicity as when stephen L

richards arrived in argentina by ship on february 3 1948 eight

of the buenos aires most famous newspapersnewspapenewspaper carried articles accompanied

by a picture of tte mormon apostle and his wife the majority of the

articles were favorable and carried brief resumes of mormon doctrine

in his remarks that evening the mission historian noted a statement

typical of several observers thithisthl night marks the beginning of a

new era for the argentine mission

A glimpse of argentine public opinion about the mormons may

be gleaned from an analysis of some of the newspaper articles which

covered richardsorichards1Richardsrichard arrival1 on onfebruaryfebruary 3 la criticachitica printed an article
which included a summary of salient facts about the church and an

evaluationevalu thethiaton summary mentionednentment theionedboned angeliclang backgroundelic the book

jaj2 mormon josephjoserh smith the cessation of polygamy and the recent

missionary success of the church it concluded that mormons sought

dignified bettermebetterment and elevation of the human mind its noble goals

commented the reporter remind me of one ralthfaithraith of mahatma ghandi all
religions are good because they are looking for the same god

the same day la raaonragon also displayed argentine sensitivity

to mormon polygamy whenwhet the reporter commented of richards he brought

LDSHO quarterly reports feb 5 1948
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impressedbyimpressedImpressimpreseimpressedly by mormon involvementnoninvolvementnon

2in politics he concluded by linking ricteards with ghandi

the extent of the impression these articles made upon argen

tines cannot be measured but favorable publicity could only but aid

the rather dubious image of mormons in argentina

president richards tour traveling exclusively by auto-

mobile president richards completedacompleted a 2600 mile trip that took him

to every district of the argentine mission this extensive tour gave

la razon op032olioii cit
2
la criticachiticaCri febtica 4 1948 ibid

concconeeone ludedeluded

600goocomplecompietedatega 2
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his wife the only oneolae to visit mormons in argentina the article

mentioned the cessation of polygamy commented on goodness of mormon

culture and the healthy life achieved due to regulations on smoking

and drinking it endeendedendea withd a rendition of the 13th article of faith 1

the most sensitive article appeared in la chiticacriticacritiga the next day

the reporter haahad hadinterviewedinterviewed richards and young privately at the mission

home the headline read sent from god one of the 12 mormon apostles

admires mahatma ghandi the mission home impressed him because it
lacked a symbol so common in churches in argentina he said the

mission home looked like an office not a church again referring to

the lack of symbols he said all is internal and dwells in their hearts

of apostle richards he admitted expecting a man in contact with divine

powers but richards looks dresses and is plainly like any other

friendly north mericaiaamerican ll11 he commented on the cessation of polygamy

indirectly by mentioning he interviewed the two leaders in their of-

fices with their two wives

fromgod
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I1 was given a beautiful
ornamented cake made by some of the good sisters

lonion
jndand attended

a reception honoring him and his wife on their 48th anniversary 2

the members of the church in buenos aires did their best to

show the church to president richards at a linierslinders branch reception

richards later reported the event at general conference

I1 will say just a word about our reception at the linierslinders
branch of the argentine mission on buenos aires because this
was typical of the hospitality and greeting of the saints and
is the largest of all the branches of the church in south
america and is one of the very few which owns its own place of
meeting which is a very modest one on this occasion there
were gathered about 400 members of the church and friends the
hall was crowded it had been decorated with flowers and stream-
ers and presented an attractive appearance an elaborate pro-
gram had been prepared with both aniateuramateur and professional tal-
ent consisting of speeches singing andana folk dancing rendered
in spanish and native costume with some interpretationsomeinterpretation for
our benefit children participated liberally some of the
skits and songs had been specially written and the whole pro-
gram represented the expenditure of a large amount of time and
effort in preparation As a climax sister richards was pre-
sented with beautiful flowers which grow in inprofusionprofusion in that
country on one occasion the orchids given to her hung from
her shoulder almost to her knee

andspokehandspoke

oftheodthe

oftheodthe
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every member anaand every missionary an opportunity to meet and hear the

church leader for most of the members it meant their first chance to

see and talk with one of the general authorities of the church natur-

ally the mission president endeavored to put the missions best foot

forward for the scrutiny of the visitor A lot depended on his favor-

able impression the tour officially began on february 7 1948

apostle richards listenedlisten to missionary reports and testi-
monies gave them counsel on many phases of the work he at-
tended andana spoke at district conferencesconference

it was
in this welcoming social that we were first made really to feel
the sentiment and spirit of our fellow members of the church in
those distant lands3

deseret news church section march 6 1948 bid

stephensterhen L richards conference report april 1948
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the impact of richardsrichardsfRichardrichardso visit argentine mormons delighted

in seeing and hearing an apostle they gained some pride because of

the extensive publicity he had received certainly the 2600 mile

tour helped thethegeneralgeneral authorjiauthauthoritiesatiesltiesorJI learn more about the argentine

branch of the mormon church

just what did president richards conclude how did the mis-

sion impress him

we can gain some insight from his interviews with the three

mission presidents just before returning to utah they conferred on

a variety of problems and decided certain plans A summarized list
of the conclusions indicated richardsrichards1richardgrichardso impressions1

1 improve the los mormoneshormonesMor clubmones

2 improve present locals buy land and estimate costs
of new chapels

3 get a new mission home when possible

4 work toward local leadership

5 avoidavoldavola problems with the government send missionaries
in small groups andondsnd replace the word missionary with representativerepresentative11
on passports

6 cultivate friends in businessbusine
in the final analysis president richards withheld high

praise

president richards does not intend to represent these
people as having all the characteristics of an honest
people with integrity necessary for a great advancement
in the work of the gospel expenditure of missionary ef-
forts and funds should proceed with precaution he is not

LDSHO quarterly reports sep 29 1948948y
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favorable to going all out in making big investments unless
more advancement is made than demonstrated up to now

upon his arrival in salt lake city president richards confined his

remarks to the diplomatic statement that the great hope for the south-

ern hemisphere countries as well as for the activities of the church is
2in the youth

president richards reserved impression may be explained by

an inexplicable feeling of depression among mission personnel noted

by president williams perhaps the oppressivetheoppressive atmosphere of the peron

regime dampened enthusiasm but the author tends to agree with presi-

dent young who later attributed richards somewhat unfavorable impres-

sion to the general prejudice of americans against latin americans and

furthermore perhaps richards harbored a vestige of mormon bias against
4

latinsgatins due to the anglosaxonanglo huesaxon and heritage of most mormonscormonsMor themons

great handicap of ignorance among general authorities was definitely

on the way to improvement even if prejudice remained at least the

mission got approval for a new mission home

procurement of a new mission home on virrevirreybirre del pinofino

soon after president richards departure president and sister young

turned their attention to the location and purchase of a longwantedlong

new

wanted

mission home the headquarters of the mission served as the main

office and nerve center of the mission as well as living quarters for

1 2ibidibia deseret news church section april 17 1948
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the presidentpresidents family and the office staff it doubled as a reception

center for important visitors and consequently the prestige of the

church radiated from thathat point

president young and his family had labeled the first mission

home altheltheithe dunge on n

in 1935 they were living in a home healthwisehealth wellwise
I1 called it a dungeon because it had no ventilation on one
side there was no place rorfor entertainment we had the
little chapel room it was a very small affair you couldnt
call it itdignifieddignified even

it was shabby to us but the members thought it was
great

after much searching and dealing president young located

an acceptable house on virrey del pino in belgrano one of the finer

neighborhoods of buenos aires it took several months to close the

transaction in june the first presidency sanctioned purchase of

the house for 225000 pesos if there wouldwoulvoul be no restrictions on its
2use A month later the final papers were signed and the virrey del

pino house became churchownedchurch propertyowned and everyone rejoiced at the

answer to so many years of hopes and prayers

gave us ample room it
gave us more prestige it was more dignified it wasnt
exactly what we wanted but it was so much better than we
had ever hadshadhado O the whole thing is to place the church on a
dignified standard thats what we tried to do

young interview

SHO quarterly reports junejunei 1 1948
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from this enhanced base the mission could free itself to surge onward

down the road of progress hampered however by catholic efforts

catholic opposition continues 134819481248 episodes catholic op-

position seemed to vary in proportion to mormon success the notoriety

of richards visit apparently recalled the mormon menace to the attention

of the catholic hierarchy because thereafter opposition increased notic-

eably

in rio cuarto elders reported that a priest incited a group

of young boys to throw rocks at them later after a ninety minute

public confrontation between a priest and two missionaries the priest

called them deceived and misguided youth and threatened to have them

arrested in mercedes the catholic magazine printed some antimormonanti

articles

mormon

and began a youth organization and english classes to compete

directly with the missionaries bergaminopergaminoPer reportedgamino catholic opposition

in the form of tracts the villa maria priest openly warned the con-

gregations against the mormonscormonsMor Amons housetohousehouse campaignto byhouse rio cuarto

priests discouraged attendance at the mormon primary where attendance

soon fell from 140140 to 14

during the same time an abortive assassination attempt on

peron was blamed on an american living in uruguay missionaries con-

sequently cancelled meetings as feelings of uneasiness and distrust
2prevailed

LDSHOILDSHO quarterly report may 12 june 30 april 29august 10 1948 J J v
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while these antimormonanti movesmormon merely harrassedharrasserharr theassed church

they had the effect of dampening the receptivity of the people the

catholic antimormonanti handbillsmormon printed in several parts of the mission

classed the mormons with other protestant groups and described their

sole purpose as trying to destroy the catholic church and turn argentina

over to foreign economic subjugation the tracts described mormon-

ism protestantism and communism as one and the same while people

probably did not believe all the charges the elders reported they

were noticeably cooler

nor was this barrage of antimormonanti literaturemormon without effect

upon the argentine mormonscormonsMor manymons were concerned whether membership

jeopardized their civil rights members reported that they were dis-

criminated against when seeking employment in the railways the public
2

service utility companies and other large corporations in spite of

these trials young reported good attendance at mormon meetings adding

that the general attitude of the people was favorable

public relations activities increased additional mission-

aries enabled president young to continue the mormon habit of pushing

forward with public relations activities regardless of increased op-

position the number of athletic or musical public relations programs

increased from 66 in 1947 to a peak of 160igo in 1948 followed by 128 in

ibid sep 30 1948
pyoung interview

3deseret3peseret news church section dec 20 1947
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in 1949 sensitive to their status as a minority sect with less than

favorable social prestige mormons carefully measured the success of

any activity note the detail of the descriptions of these success

reports

the basketball team and mission chorus and missionary
pianist performed at club gimnasiagymnasiaGimnasia

we are happy to report great activity in our mission
basketball team and elderselders1eiders chorus during the past two
months we have entertained near 15000 people making friends
and advertising our mutual programprogramogran 2

after the basketball team and chorus disbanded a missionary quartette

carried on in the traveling troubadour tradition within a fewyew months

the quartette reportedly had performed before 7000 people and done

45 radio programs on radio stations in argentina

howeverhowevhorev the quartette felt the effects of catholic opposition

after weekly performances on the powerful radio delaelaei estado the govern-

ment radio station letters from the catholic action group caused the

management to discontinue the missionary quartettequartettes programs in

cordoba the catholic action group used its influence to bar use of any

large hall as well as the local radio

nevertheless such public relations activities helped puncture

IDSHOLDSHO quarterly reports nov 11 decdecideedecd 31 1949

22ibaibibidid nov 1948

ibid march 1949 young wrote that he felt the hope of the
mission was in the conversion of thousands of the british community

Y asariesgrimaesari the team won
the chorus was wellveilweliveli received and the pianist encored sev-
eral times and the purpose of the missionary workvork was an-
nounced various times over the public address system by the
announcer and director of the
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theaThekmericanamericanmerlean consul could not help either and three

months later in september 1948 the situation had not improved

ibid
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the wall of superstition about the mormonscormonsMor alsomons the success of the

quartette in the welsh colonies of chubutchabut and tremelinemelintrevelinTr led directly

to the establishment of branches there A publicity committee was also

organized to coordinate public relations activities to aid proselyting

remove prejudice and enhance the mormon image

the splash of mormon publicity in 1948 resultingresultresuit fromhagtagbag the

richardsrichards1richardso visit1 and other public relations activities preceded one of

the most difficult and critical periods for the mormon church since 1925

between 1948 and 1950 the peron government influenced by its catholic

ally designateddesignatedthe the mission persidentpers asident personnagersonnaper nonsonna grata and closed

several of the branches of the mormon church

the peron government versus the mormons
194819501948

renewed

1950

visa problems the first siege of trouble came in

the old area of visa problems when missionary visas were submitted

to immigrations for extentionsextensions beyond the one year originally granted

the visas werewrevrevere held for months without explanation finally president

young was ordered to report to the immigration office and there he

obligingly paidpaiapala legal fees but for some reason he did not receive

the visas the

jan 22 19491945 the committee succeedsucceededsucceededdi in placing
the tabernacle choir spoken word on radio nicaragua of mendoza for 6
weeks then the manager explained he had received orders from the
government to stop the programs and produced a letter stating that no
noncatholicnon religiouscatholic organization could transmit on the air there-
fore all such programs should be cancelled the police also received
instructions to halt the programs ibid june 28 1949 ibid
june 1 and sep 1 1948
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the case of elder glen marble revealed the extent of the

problem mission completed elder marble desired to leave the country

to go home his initial request for permission to leave was denied

furthermore marble could not buy a ticket without his visa which

the department retained the U 5 consul intervened successfully and

told marble his passport would be taken by a guard to the airline ticket

office where marble could buy his ticket home however after obtain-

ing passage the guard kept the passport and informed marble he could
1

pick up his visa once on board the plane perhaps the immigration

department felt marble was just trying to get his visa back and used

the trip home as an excuse but to be sure suspicion against the mor

mons had reached new intensity

the next day youngs requested confrontation with the chief

of immigration failed to materialize since the chief reportedly had

been ill for some months and no one else wanted to take the respons-

ibility for the mormon petitions meanwhile the missionaries continued
2

to function freely though insecurely

laterleter ini 1948n1948 the peron rongovernmentgovernment decreed that all ministers

churches church buildings and property must be registered with the

government young complied quickly and withinethin a month was duly regis
3

teredcered but more changes approached

bid sep 28 1948

2 ibidibia sep 29 1948

3
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drapaldrawal thereof as alsoaiso the expulsione2mulsion of foreigners from the country

thelawthelah

reclureclairing foreignersallforeigners to register with their local police

station sincsince the authority over foreigners was transferred from the

immigration office to the police departments instead of visas

missionaries were issued control cards which had to be shown upon police

request under penaltytaltynaltypenpef ofolafineofafineaefineafineaninerinefinezine tickets rovforzor transportation from the

robert J alexandealexander the peron era new york the columbia
university press 1951 ppap 8182

2 ibid italics authors

98

mormons and the new constitution assuring his mark in his-

tory perons loyal legislature rewrote the venerable constitution of

1853 along peronistaperodero linesnista private property became subject to social

obligations and the state received ownership of all resources and

public services with rights of expropriation or purchase as provided

by law

moreover the mormons veyeweyevere directly affected by new laws re-

specting foreigners the new constitution provided that foreigners

automatically became argentine citizens after five years of residence

or indeed after only two if the individual desired it was further

provided that the law shall establish the causes formalities and con-

ditions governing the granting of argentine nationality and the with

the effect of the changes soon became evident in january 199194919

the

9

immigration department announced that all foreigners without visas

were liable for deportation president young immediately applied for

visa extensions forporcor the department itself had withheld the missionary

visas for up to 16 months in some cases the new decree also included

a provision requiring all

loyallegislature

1

mormonswere directlyaffected

argentinenatioriality
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after many years of faithfulfalth andrulfulrui at times frustrating service

in argentina president young vaswas replaced in march 199194919 by9 a former

missionary to mexico president harold brown the mission publicity

committee sent press noticenotices to all newspapers and his entry was widely

heralded even the great la prensa printed a fine article mentioning

president brown reportedly the first time it had ever printed anything

about the church la criticacritic4chitica told of brownsbrown goodwill and high regard
0

for argentina

youngwasyounglas

99

country could not be purchased without either the visa or the control

card

the mission hired a lawyer as recommended by the U S consul

he reported that the fficultiesdifficulties with the mormon passports came from
2

high up making it difficult to correct the situation the future

darkened

president brown becomes personnagersonnaPer nonsonna grata the next crisis

in relations between the peron government and the mission came after

the change in mission presidentspresiden

however signs of future trouble almost should have been

noticed due to the encounter between elder marsh and immigration of-

ficials in march marsh had been refused his one year visa when the

SHO quarterly reportsReport jan 25 1949
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now they aimed directly at the mormon leader and secured power to hinder

bishis leadershipleadershileader

ibid
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libidbibid
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immigration chief refused to sign it on the grounds that the church

still believed aridanderiderld practiced polygamy this should have signaled

mormon leaders of trouble especially since these same charges were

later used to deny brown himself the freedom necessary to manage the

church 2

on julyvulyculy 30 1991949 presidentpre browns receivedident notice from elders

in a small interior branch that in april 19919491949.19 soon9 after his arrival

the government sent a police order to all police stations in argentina

regarding presidentpresFres brownident it reportedly read

harold brown a representative of the mormonscormonsMor hadmons arrived
in argentina in prilpriiapril of this year to increase the missionary
activity of the mormon church and that since said church in
various ways preachespreacher polygamy and disturbs the peace of the
great catholic family harold brown is to be deprived of the
right to organizorganizeorganic mtingsstingsmtnept andings speak to conferencesnferencesinferences 13

the government made four charges against the church first that the

mormon church teaches and practices polygamy second the missionaries

sell books for profit third tiethetle missionaries enter as tourists and

then work for wages and fourth that the church was subsidized by a
4

foreign power the order proved that the catholic hierarchy were no

longer content to merely harrass the church through

mar 30 1949

2 ibidibia july 30 1949

bid
4 ibid july 30 and august 9 1949
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butthisbutchis timetime brown himself was called to police head-

quarters before the meeting after reminding him of their april order

they warned he would suffer all the consequences if the meetings were

held the conference was stopped but brown visited with members who

arrived the little branch of santa fe would remain closed for over

18 months despite all legal effortseffort

bidlibidbibid

101

an early august encounter with cordoba police demonstrated

that even though young had submitted the request for official regis-

tration of the urch in argentina the request had not been accepted

and the church therefore lacked legal recognition the mission learn-

ed this when eldereider williams in ncordobacordoba could not furnish the police with

the official registration number of the church subsequently the

cordoba branch was denied permission to hold meetings the cordoba

police quoted williams the april orderovder againsta browninstdinst and ended with

a statement that officials were instructed not to give the mormons any

cooperation nor grant any of their requests

threthree days later the mormon conference scheduled for mendoza

was prohibited on the same grounds two weeks passed when elder

thomas pace called the mission home from santa fe with much the same

story adding that the police understood they were to either prohibit

any meeting where brown would speak or close any meeting of the church
2

ledleaiea by brown days lateclater the conference scheduled for santa fe was

also postponed but this

july 30 and aug 9 1949

bid aug 24 1949

3 ibid sep 1949
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thithe country without permission he was detained at the station

all day until 7 pm when the american embassy found him and had him

released th officer claimed it was all a mistake and offered the

flimsy excuse that they had him confused with a deserter from the jamaican

army 1 the church lacking official registration and recognition found

that its president wasvas apparently personnagersonnaper nonnollnolinoelsonna grata by order of the

peron government

brown reportedly claimed that the catholic hierarchy was

behind his problems saying there is one man here in this city who does

not like memee that is cardinal copello hedheadhe ofd the church

presipresl dentwasdeltwas

wouldbewouldve

102

the santa fe case and others illustrate that apparently the

influence of the catholiccatholbathol hierarchy in the small interior town was

sufficient to cajole the police into such action the church continued

to functionunction freelyreelyteelygeeryf in larger towns nonetheless

president brown arrested A few days after the santa fe

incident a policeolice investigatorestigatorestivatorinv served president brown a summons to

appear at police headquarters in buenos alresaires upon his arrival he

was notifiedtifiedtidied he was under rrestarrestarest and wouldwoula be detained charged with

entering the

A month passed and brown appeared at the ministry of cults

to clear up questions about the police order his status and official

recognition one sr pardo claimed the ministry had not sanctioned

the closure of any branches and promised immediate attention to the

recognition problem if brown would submit a letter however the visa

1
ibid sep 9 1949
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problem was out of the minstrysmin controlstrys regardless of the promise of

immediate attention 18 more months passed before official recognition

was granted afterAPterarter this interview the intensity of the trouble with

the government subsided even though the problems continued

by the end of 1949 the santa fe branch maimedremainedmai4ed entirely

closed while the branches of rosario andanaandarroyitoarroyitoArroy wereito occasionally

permitted to open for various functions the arroyitoArroy membersito were dis-

couraged and slumped into inactivity and negativism due to the closure

hard times continuedcbatinuedin in these strong catholic areas president brown

recommended that the elders cultivate influential friends in santa fe
2

but the situation remained static

the church experienced so muchmueh difficulty with the peron govern-

ment in 1991949 that brown reported that his main objective for 1950 was

3
to improve relations with the government however the condition did

not change in 1950 indeed increased efficiency in the immigration

office caused the requirement of quarterly trip out of the country for

visa renewal to be more closely observed trips to uruguay and chile

continued at great expense in time and money again at9 thet end of

1950 brown reportedreporte that the government under pressure from the state
4

church continually delayed solving the visa and recognition problems

DSHOLDSHO quarterly reports oct 5 1949 june 18 151-
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in may 1951 the newnev U S ambassador ellsworth bunker pro-

mised his help in securing 30month30 residentmonth visas for the missionaries

however his efforts of several months were unsuccessful and he ex-

plained that since the missionaries entered as tourists they must re-

tain that status 11 however at this time june 1951 after 18 long

months the church achieved legal recognition and santa fe was re-

opened

just as things seemed settled a newcrisis reminded the mi-
ssionaries of their precarious visa status on august 5thath 1951 the

mission received notice from the immigration department denying the

requests for extension of tourist visas over one year they further

stipulated that all missionaries must leave the country in not more

than five days 1 it seemed impossible for interior elders who were

stationed in remote points to meet the fivedayrivefive deadlineclaydayaay and ambassa-

dor bunker interceded to obtain an extension of the fivedayfive limitday the

missionaries felt uneasy and insecure for some weeks but they were

never actually forced to leave the country

this episode ended withvith some improvement in the visa situa-

tion while the tourist status was finaliaalfinailaaiinai bunker succeeded in obtain-

ing a revival of the oidold system which granted a one year visa for the

first year after that the missionaries must continue the quarterly

exitreentryexit cyclere

ibidbid

entry

may 22 june 30 1951 ibidbid june 18 1951

ibidbid aug 595 sep9 10 1951 fortunately through a
police friend in mendoza president and sister brown and 8 missionaries
obtained legal identification cards to enable acquisition of residence
visas because they entered before the peron constitituion was ratified
on july 8 1949 ibid oct 8 1951
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earleari presfres identbrownidentigent brown began to make selected

branches financially selfsustainingselfselsseis bysustaining having all members contribute

to the normal operating expenses of the branch on a yearly budget
1

basis individual responsibility received real impetus and this

financial step may have marked the point at which the mission grew from

adolescence

on january l8thl8tbleth the mission took another maturing step by

special authorization from the first presidency the first latin ameri-

can to serve in the presidencyresidency of the mission was appointed as first
councilor to president brown elder samuel barenbpren argentine members

acquired true representationrepresentatipresentati in mission leadership with this precedent

the emphasis towards more local leadership continued unabated six

days later the first fulltimefalltimefull localtime missionaries called since the days

of juan sciorra who served in uruguay in october 197194719 displayed7

their devotion by accepting the challenge of preaching to their country
2

men

ibid jan 14 1950 ibidbidibia

evasewas

105

thus after a series of confrontations between the mormon

church and the peron government between 198194819 and8 1951 the church

emerged with the same visa status held before furthermore even

though the government delayed official registration acceptance the

mormon church even got that eventually

the resumption of local leadership 195019511950 1951 in spite of

the visa problem or indeed becausebecaubebau of it therthere wasvas a significant shift

back to emphasizing local leadership in 1950

early in january president

jan 12 18 1950 see p 130
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argentines seemed eager for leadership again as many recalledcalleare

the missionarylessmissionary daysless of the war brown reported during 1951 that

an unexcelled feeling of confidence and zeal pervaded the members con-

templating leadership callings however the training of willing

people to become capable leaders presented problems to facilitate
the leadership training brown and his staff undertook the job of trans-

lating and publishing a series of instruction manuals for all leader-

ship levels in contrast to president richards statement that argen

tines lacked the integrity for real advancement in the gospel programs

president brown remarked that there has never been a lack of willing-

ness on their part but a lack of experience and a lack of proper tools
2

with which to work

in response for a need to attract more middle class people

into the church to serve QSAs leadersleedersle brownadersaaers called for more suitable

buildings in which to meet and for higher quality publications in order

to attract and hold the more educated people in the church he felt
that until argentine mormons acquired good church literature and do-

ctrinal commentariescomments inirlesiries spanish the church would never be properly pre
3

senteddented before the cultured people of argentina

the next year brown led the mission in another step which

signaled real progress enough trust in local leadership developed so

that activities could be directed from the districts instead of the

id and LDSHOIDSHO annual reports 1949
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mission home As the mission office was decentralized greater auth-

ority shifted to the shoulders of the district branch and auxiliary

leaders district presidents received full authority for their dis-

tricts while not all districts were prepared for local leadership

and half remained under missionary control brown handed in a favorable

report after 1951

we now have all the administrative manuals for the
auxiliary organizations in th hands of the local leaders
in spanish and have prepared local leadership to a point
where we are ready to organize three districts with their
twelve branches on a local basis leaving the missionaries
free to carry on the proselyting work

the mormon church durineduringdurinadurins the decline of peron

argentina in declineDeoline

abiabli agergger

ppap 21011210 11

As europe recuperated after the war

demands for argentine produce decreased the wartimewar boomtime tapered off

and argentinasargentina economic condition weakened while the regime had

prospered withvith the nation during the boom the pinch of the recession

was being feltfeit in 1948 U S ambassador bruce returned to washington

to get peron a bigger cut of the marshal plan cake as the argentine
2press cried that argentina did not need aidaiaala fromfron any nation

later in may 1950 the peronistapero pressnista greeted U S assis-

tant secretary of state edwardedvard miller with bitter words however

these were replaced two days later with soothing articles predicting

harmony with the sister republic because miller had granted a 125

1
ibid V 1951 and IDSHOLDSHO quarterlyquarterlquartellQuar reportsterlteri archmarch 24 1951951
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million dollar loan to argentine banks with which to pay off debts

to american exporters the weak economic condition of the country

became even more apparent when peron reversed a longstandinglongiong economicstanding

policy which prohibited foreign investment and actively sought aid

from U S business andana governmentanagovernment when visited by dr milton eisen-

hower in 1953
2

in spite of the aid the nation sunk deeper in debt govern-

ment graft not uncommon in argentina cut deep in peron argentina

as friends lived richly peronsperon welfare measures were costly public

works projects highway building hospitals schools and textbooks

drained the treasury

the perons milked the country we passed through
argentina ieverali timenstimejseveral andondo therend were no rugs the
people werent friendly they didnt come up and say

che like in the past

I1 s

I1 s

ionlon

beveralfseveral timeaq7

mesplepesple

2charlesacharles

3williamscwilliams

the country was bankrupt
people distrusted people thinking perhaps they were spies
their personal freedomfreedon wasvas limited people would say
you cat do thisthithl you can do that

throughout these dark days the poor and the working class

faithfully supported peron peron reciprocated by employing his power

to retain their favor for example when the annual labor day holiday

fell on sunday depriving the workers of their annual day off peron

declared monday may 2 1949 saint peron day and all businesses
4

and factories were closed to the delight of his faithful

ibid
2
charleschariesoharles 0 porter and robert J alexander the struggle

for democracy in latin america new york the macmillan co 1961
P 77-
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that peron was shortchangingshort thechanging country that he
was a buffoon a scoundrel a sybarite a thief these
things mattered not at all to the dscamisadosaescamisados for them
all that mattered was that peron and evita had made them
somebodiessomebodies

erierl op citcite

decladeciareathe

ppap 26567265 67

disintebisintegration

2williamscwilliams

since most mormons in argentina were of the peron prone humble

class it might appear that they too would support peron however

presidents williams young and boren all agreed that the great majority

of the members were inclined away from peron sam boren who was not

a peronistaeronistafronistaperoero evennista though he worked rorfornor the government remembered there

were some members especially in la plata who were avid peron support
2

ers and remained so even a decade after peronsferons fall
regardless of the sympathy of the poor the other pillars which

had long supported peron began to weaken in the early fifties especially

that of the church

the disintegration of the feroncatholicperonferon alliancecatholic on the

surface peron was as closely linked with the catholic party as ever

during the early fifties popepiusPop XIIePius and the bishop of milan sent

letters thanking him for his generous donation to the cathedral of milan

peron declared the virgin mary as patron saint of the argentine railr-

oad attendedaattended a mass celebrating the anniversary of the ordination

of cardinal copello and in public prayer declared the virgin of lujan as

the argentine patron saint 3

peter nehemkis latin america myth and reality new york
albert A knopf 1964 p 87
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regardless of peronsferons ostentatious displays of catholicismcatholic
the relationship between peron andana the church grew more and more

strained the church was apprehensive about eva perons powerful

social aid foundation which took over a field heretofore dominated by

the church worse still was the promulgation of the myth of peronsferons

infallibility in the school government sponsored textbooks the same

texts designated evita rather than the archbishop of buenos aires as

spiritual leader of argentinaargentineArgen 1tinastinat

eva peron representrepresentedrepresenteda a key figure in the peron regime she

commanded a numerous following especially among the poor her untimely

death in july 1952 shocked argentines and marked an acute downward

trend for the peron governmentgovernments

the passing of eva peron pushed the wedge between peron and

the church even deeper when zealous peronistaspero soughtnistas cannonlzationcann6nit6tion of

the peronsferons whose busts began replacing religious symbols in textbooks
2

and political meetings

As catholic displeasure grew peron reciprocated he attended

fewer and fewer catholic related functions during 1952531952 peron53 sup
Q

ported an independent weekly newspaper which was loudly anti catholic

things continued to worsen until the outbreaks of late 1954

meanwhile thethemthet mormon mission seemed to benefit from the falling

out between peron and the church

joseph A barager argentina a country divided 1 in martin
C needlerneedier ed political systems of latin america princeton NJ
van nostrand 1964 p 4274270
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mismipmlssionariesmissionariessionslon reportedariesarles after their regular threemonththree

renewal

month

trip to montevideo they were granted fullyearfull extensionsyear

instead of three months for unexplained reasons the immigration of
2

ficialsficiala had become more lenient with the mormons and their visas

less catholic pressure meant more mormon freedom

LDSHO quarterly reports decdee 2 dec 4 1953 and
jan 11 1954

2
ibid

thenewshenew

explaexola ning

ill
the visa problem under the new circumstances the visa prob-

lem eased during thetletie peron catholic rift on december 2 1952 presi-

dent lee B valentine a aformerformer argentine missionary 193538 arrived

with his family in buenos aires and waswagvag registered with the government

as the new president of the mission after the first year he requested

an extension of residence the denial was accompanied by an order to

leave the country within 20 days an interview with the immigration

director failed to secure the extension but he said he would take it
up with the minister of technical affairs evidently the old charges

of polygamy erewereene exchanged because on decemberdecembdecerb l8th18thlath valentine submitted

his letter to the ministry of worship explaining the mormon position

on polygamy the duration of missionary residence and their source of

financialin supportancial this letter evidently reached the proper hands for

the valentines were granted permanent residence visas i

four months later valentines permission for permanent resi-

dence wasvas retracted but officials extendedextend the visa for another year

also in 1954
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president david 0 mckay visits peronperons argentina 1954

imagine president valentinesvalentine mixed emotions upon learning

that president david 0 mckay would arrive in buenos aires in five

weeks as pactpart of his world tour to emphasize the global expanse of the

mormon church ix years had passed since president richardsrichards1richardso visit1

and this would be the first time any president of the mormon church had

everevev traveled to south america truly an event of unexcelled importance

for the church president valentine desired to display the mission at

its best as he planned for the occasion the problem of a suitable

meeting place loomed large valentine hoped the american embassy could

arrange a personal audience with president peron himself

president mckaymckays s historic week in argentina began monday

february 1 1954 P the mckay party included his wife and son robert

a former argentine missionary during world war 11II 1942441942 who44 served

as translator over 200 argentine mormons greeted president mckay and

2his family at the airport

the argentine press also took great interest in the presence

of the mormons world leader throughout the week articles appeared

in buenos aires newspapers which stirred uncommon interest in president

and sister mckay the reporters were impressed with their ages and their

apparent youthful and alert personalitiespersqnalities the articles also mentioned

1
IDSHOLDSHO quarterly reports dec 23 1953 jan 12 1954
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the mormon position on polygamy mormon health laws mckaysmckay s world

tour and visits with world figures and the background of the church

in argentina in the process argentine ignorance about the mormons

was substantially enlightened

because president mckay and his party were fatigued receptions

planned at buenos aires branches foryor tuesday were cancelled

however president mckay did go out to speak to a group of english and

american protestants since the texts of mckeysmckays talks were to come

under official scrutiny and leave a lasting impression in some minds

a report follows

president mckays talk to the americanenglishamerican groupenglish contained

ideas which may have sparked consternation among some peronistas how-

ever the wealthy audience of this occasion undoubtedly found itself

in hearty agreement the talk could also reflect president mckays

awareness of the terisetense strained relations between the government and

the mormons in past years

there are ideals which are common to all our republics here
I1 hesitatehesitateto to enter into this because I1 know so little about
the southern province but I1 listed some ideals to which I1 am
sure all of may agreagreeagne

you cannot have prosperity by discouraging thrift you
cannot strengthen the weak by weakening the strong you cannot
help small men by tearing down big men you cannot help by des-
troying the rich you cannatcannpt lift the wage earner by tearing
down the ayerpayer you cannot keep out of trouble when you spend
more than your income you cannot further brotherhood of man
by harboring and inciting class hatred you cannot establish
sound society on borrowed money you cannot establish security
on such a plan you cannot build character and courage by
taking away mens initiative and independence you cannot
help men permanently by doing for them what they can and

ibid march 1 195
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should do for themselves

he quickly clarified the nonpoliticalnon naturepolitical of his remarks by explain-

ing his purpose of unity I1 am not attacking any government merely
2

stating principles north and south americans can unite upon

on wednesday february 3rdard 1954

in the company of mr gilbert chase of the american embassy president

valentine and mckays son robert president mckay met juan domingo

peron the argentine dictator in a letter to the deseret news church

section robert related some events of the meeting

we got into mr chasetchasedchasel automobile and were driven to the
casa rosada pinkpirik house the working offices of the presi-

dent and his cabinet the click of heels and a snappy salute
from two guards gave notice that we could entereater the main hall
we were then ushered to another room a long hall another
room aroundaaroundamounda a corner then were received and asked to have
seats until the president finished his other conference it
was then 955 forty minutes later however we were told
it would be just a minute longer by this time we thought
that peron was enjoying keeping u waiting and that we could
expect an arrogant pompous fellow who would sit back in his
henry the VIII style and honor us with a look at him

well when the time came to go into his office what a
delightful surprise awaited usi president peron was right
at his door to greet each of us with a charming smile and a
sincere hand shake greetings were exchanged in spanish and
english as the line went through the door and as it came my

turn mr chase mentioned to president peron that I1 was presi-
dent mckaymckays son peron looked at me then at father as the
latter made his way to the conference tabletabietabi then said with
a twinkle you mean he has a son as young as you I1 said

ibid feb 2 1954 bid
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gardless of this ameliorating comment sensitive peronistasperonista8pero couldnistas

likely have been offended by some of the implications of president

mckays tuesday remarks his tone would become more acceptable to

them as the week went by

president mckay meets peron
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politicalnature
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yes but im the youngestyouyon itagest and he twinkled again 1

presidentpresid mckayent officially thanked president peron for the

attitude of the argentine government toward argentine citizens who de-

sired to become members of the mormon church he also expressed appre-

ciation foryor the freedom of religion enjoyed by argentine citizens
peron responded to the compliments and displayedaisplayeacor isiaerableconsiderable knowledge

about the church he expressed admiration for members who obeyed the

mormon health standards and even knew the number of mormons in

argentina peronsperonlsPeronPe aidesrons may have obtained such information from the

newspapers of the preceding days concerning the visit of mckay to

argentina

when peron was informed that president mckays address the

next sunday was scheduled for the hall of the consejo de mujuers

womens council he heindicateaindicated it was inadequate and insisted gener-

ously that the cervantes theater be engaged for the occasion the

beautiful nationally famous theater seated over one thousand and

was situated in downtown buenos aires president mckaymckey declined the favor

but peron insisted and made arrangements for president valentine to
2follow through with the details

after about ten minutes peron said I1 would offer you a

drink but you dont drinkarink nor smoke nor drinkarink tea or coffee what

can I1 do to make you happy president mckay arose expressed gratitude

for his courtesy and attention and the two men gave each other the

mobertrobert mckay deseret news church section feb 13 1954
2

LDSHO quarterly reports sep 3 1954

ibid feb 6 1954 pres mckay referred to the interview
in his talk to the missionaries
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typical argentine abrazo embrace to end the interview 1

unaccustomed to prestige and official favors argentine mor

mons seemed awestruckawestruqk by good fortune of peronsferons bestowal of the cer-

vantes theater some questioned his motives certainly peron may have

donated use of the theater out of profound and sincere respect for

president mckay obviously the two men were mutually impressed then

again the politician in peron also may have motivated the gift or it
may have been just one of a seriesserles of similar moves which displayed

perons resentment of andana falling out with the catholic church also

peron had sought friendship with the united states to increase aid and

trade president williams opined that the cervantes gift was purely

an argentine political move evidently aimed at currying the support

2of the mormons as unimportant as theythy were while peron may have

originally scheduled the interview for political reasons the author

believes that he donated the cervantes out of sincere regard for

president mckay

president mckay obviously charmed by the charismatic ar-

gentine leader praised him highly in a meeting with all the argentine

missionaries three days later

I1 have been in the presence of a good many leaders and
prominent rulers but I1 would like to say to you mission-
aries here in argentine that I1 think the president ges-
tures towards us in that regard was indicative of a nature
refined and considerateandcoasiderate such as I1 have never seen manifest
on any other occasion it was superb3superb0superbasuperb

ibidlibidbibid
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peronperons superb impression upon president mckay made its way

into his speeches throughout the week whether he had diplomatic

intentions or not the newsmen and many argentine mormons just tied

peron and mckay together tl

the following day the mckay itinerary took him by train to
2

rosarlorosario where he addressed the members and received a hearty welcome

on onsaturdaysaturday february 6 in buenos aires president mckay

counseled the gathered missionaries to speak well of the country and

refrain from criticizing argentine customs or practices

speak well of the country they are sensitive particu-
larly the gentinesargentinesAr they are sensitive and rightly so
dontdon1dona look at the faults they can find many when they come

to our country

diplomacy and courtesy were the watchwords of the day

the next morning in the cervantes theater president mckay

would again reveal his sensitivity to the governmentsgovern listeningmentis ears

and speak as the leader of an oppressed minority group diplomatically

seeking official favor his words were carefully chosen courteously

delivered and sincerely grateful

before the mormon throng in the cervantes theater on that

bright sunday morning of february 7bh7th 1954 president mckay prefaced

his religious remarks reiterating his appreciation to and favorable

impression of peron president valentine translated

boren interview
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im grateful this morning for the opportunity of meeting
you here in this lovely theater I1 am grateful for the
privilege of having met the president of this great republic
through hisbis graciousness

italics the authors

the hearty accord clause found a responsive chord in the

minds of peronistapero mormonscormonsMornista littlemons did it matter that president mckays

remarks earlier that week to the britishamericanbritish groupamerican clarified his

meaning and would sound definitely antiantl nor did it matter

that the economic independencedependencein policy lauded by mckay had been re-

versed in practice by peron within the previous year many mormons

mistook president mckaymckays s courtesy and gratitude to mean complete appro-

bation of the argentine dictator even a decade later some mormons

2
would point to mckays remarks in support of their peronistapero leaningsnista

lest his address appear entirely political or diplomatic it
should be understood that after the introduction president mckay

turned to typically religious topics among other things he admo-

nished the members to remain true to the mission of the church and sum-

marized the purpose of mormonism in these benevolent terms this is

to make men happier and better no matter where they may be living

SHO quarterly reports february 7 195 perhaps am-
bassador chase discussed peronsferons argentina with mckay while waiting
for the peron interview hence his familiarity with perons policy of
economic independence

boren interview williams said mckay later admitted having
been somewhat carried away that day with peron williams tnterviewinterview

0 we have the privilege of meet-
ing here in worship this morning your president is a great
leader a genial host a true gentleman I1 take this oppo-
rtunity publicly of expressing the gratitude of the first presi-
dency of the church for his favorable attitude toward our church
we advise our missionaries not to enter into the politics of
any country in which our church is established but I1 wish to say
that I1 am in hearty accord with the fundamental principles of this
government and should like particularly to mention one phase
it believes that prosperity cannot be founded upon borrowed
money

publicly

notto

1

heartyaccord

definitelyanti peronistaperonista
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there is no other reason for the existence of the church than to make

men better and happier

that sunday evening excerpts from president mckaysmckay talk

including his praise of peron were broadcast over the radioradlo del estado

the state radio station and accompaniedaccompanieaby by two numbers by the taber-

nacle choir also two days later the police called and asked presi-

dent valentine for a copy of the full text of president mckays cer-
p

vantesbantes talk the government had been listening and was veilwellweliweilveli aware

of the mormon leaders words

president peron also must have been impressed with president

mckay he remembered the mormons favorably several years later when

several missionaries reported visiting peron while in exile in paraguay

when perons aides were about to deny permission for an interview peron

called out from the next room are they mormonscormonsMor theatthejtmons let them come

3
in the mormons are my friends perhaps this friendship struck up

by president mckay was partially responsible for the improved visa

situation of 1954 already discussed in any case the newly acquired

official leniency was short lived as things began simmering in 1954

which boiled over into perons overthrow in mid1955mid

the

1955

catholics and the fall of peron

in but a year and a half after president mckaymckay1smckays visit the

peron regime collapsed peron went into exile and argentina began

feb 7 9 1954 williams

from the
113
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peronsferons press declared the international catholic syndi
2

catecafecete a source of infiltration

cardinal copello former confidante of the regime issued a

letter expressing astonishment at perons actions against the priests

he said A priest must defend the eternal values and fight against

communism atheism divorce and lay schools it feelings intensified

and by late november the cry of christ or peron 11 reverberated around

rank owen peron his rise and fall

120

recuperating from the effects of the new argentina the mormon church

progressed steadily during the time with only temporary visa

problems during the tense last days of the peron regime As the regime

collapsed the catholic church emerged strong as ever

the battle the once firm political alliance between peron

and the catholic hierarchy had steadily deteriorated during the early

fifties by the end of 195 every vestige of harmony had disappeared

and the church and regime were in open conflict As bitterness and dis-

trust increased on each side peronsperon puppet congress began reversing or

repealing earlier procatholicpro legislationcatholic the church met each move

with louder protests congress first legalized the property and poli-

tical rights of illegitimate children the measure provoked immediate

disapproval by the clergy as they openly joined anti peronista groups

the next month october 19511954 peron accused arrested and released

20 priests of cordoba santa fe and other towns for plotting against

the state

london cresset press
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catholic meeting halls peronistasPero counterednistas with peron yes priests

no we want divorce and no more religious training

when a catholic political party formed in opposition to the

peronistaspero sympathynistas for the regime manifested itself in the form of

spontaneous mass demonstrationsemonstrationsd heartened by the support the perder

anistaonista congress steadily repealed much procatholicpro legislationcatholic in

december 195 the congress abolished mandatory religious education

and legalized divorce and remarriage although peron sent a cable to

the vatican wishing pope pius XII better health the pope labeled the

regime oppressive to the catholic church nevertheless peron main-

o
twined he always observed the laws of god and of the iglesia church

mormon observers revealed their hopes as they reported the

following reaction

0 0 0 A decree was published which gave all religious
organizations the same rights as the catholic church in
administering to their members in institutions such as mental
hospitals prisons and other public institutions of the sort
there appears to be a very definite attitude on the part of
the government to establish complete equality of religions
if carried through it would mean eventual separation of
church and state if this can be accomplished without vio-
lence and bloodshed it will be a great blessing to the
argentine nation

the battle continued into 1955 the regime next removed

dec 31 195
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peronsferons excom-

munication apparently heartened his opponents because the following

day june 16thl6thlath the airforceair roeroseforce against the regime and plunged the

nation into a state of semicivilsemi warcivil the army loyal to peron

blocked all roads leading in or out of the capital of buenos aires

while the airforceairforcqair planeszorceforce dropped bombs which killed several citizens

during the turmoil president valentine experienced a harrow-

ing episode which was recorded by the mission secretary

when the revolt broke out president valentine was out
in the town of san juste

122

may 5thath ten legislative deputies called for a constitutional convention

to modify all parts of the constitution pertaining to the churchstatechurch

relationship

state

they declared popular sentiment expressed that the state

cannot have its own spirit or dogma 1 finally the crisis came on

june 15th 1955 peron was officially excommunicated for ordering the

deportation of two of the nativebornnative membersborn of the catholic hierarchy

the excommunication also blanketed anyone who had anything to do with

2crimes against the church

the revolution of 19551952 and the fall of peron

As he returned to the city
he found a road blocked by a stalled bus thinking it was
a strike he rodevodenode around until he found a little dirt road
unblocked leading to the city he was able to enter the
city just before another bus came and blocked that road
later he found that it was to cut off attempts by the troops
in the province to attack the city while driving home
president valentine was stopped by a policeman who ordered

1
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him to drive him to his station several times they found
the roads blocked and had to circle around president
valentine crossed th city at high speed with the horn
honking and the policeman urging him on finally the of-
ficer reached his destination and president valentine was
able to go home furthermore allollaliailali011ailaaio missionariesll and
members avoided harm or danger 1

the june l6thlath revolt failed and peron maintained control but

it was short lived twelve weeks later another revolt succeeded in

forcing his abdication president valentine reported that none of the

members had taken active part in the revolution of september either

the missionaries remained inside during the revolt most branches

postponed meetings to avoid trouble or misunderstandings but in others

meetings were held as usual elders from cordoba an area which played

a key role in feronsperons ouster reported all were safe even though they

witnessed some shooting and fighting which took place very close to
2the branch

A month after the revolution general eduardo leonardleonardileonaraleonardl a

devout catholic from cordoba took the official oath as provisional

president the day of the ceremonies leonardileonardleonaraleonardl flew the papal flag

with the argentine flag as planes flew overhead in the formation of

a cross one of the first acts of the very procatholic government

was to repeal the divorce law catholic reinstatement in government

appeared imminent and mormon hopes to the contrary seemed in vain

1
LDSHO quarterly reports june 16 and 17 1955
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As with his rise the power and influence of the catholic

church played a major role in peronsferons fall

it was neither the discontented labor nor the disgruntled
army which brokebroXbrok the thundercloud over juanjian peronsferons head it
was the disillusioned church the opposition of the church
helped unleash a wave of which ultimately led
to his downfall

during the peron era the mormon church survived many strug-

gles it grew from infancy to adolescence many missionaries were

freed from branch leadership responsibilities and convert baptisms

increased much more rapidly the members progressed willingly and

well under local leaders although the visa problem remained the

government strangleholdstrangle lessenedhold and the visa burden had become more

bearable with the fall of peron the mormons hoped for a new order

free from such catholic dominance maybe it was coming and maybe it
was not at any rate the mormons were ready to move into the modemmodern

age in post peron argentina

elizabeth babcock peronismoperoaismoPeroni in inthoughtthoughtunthoughtsmosno and practicedpractice1
unpublished thesis presented to the university of utah department

of political science iriinlriirl may 1959 p 59
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CHAPTER V

A STUDY IN CONTRASTS URUGUAY

freer atmosphereAtmosphore east of the famous rio de la plata from

argentina lies the little country of uruguay or republica oriental

del uruguay about the size of north dakota uruguay acts as a buffer

state between brazil and argentina one third of its three million

inhabitants live in or around tiethe capital city of montevideo

except for size uruguay resembles argentine in many ways

the basic stock is spanish italians rank second and indians are

extinct like argentina the language is spanish and the great pro-

portion of the land area is used raising cattle iniftintinn the gaucho tradition
so numerous are the similarities that differences may seem minor yet

there exist profound differences which help explain the great contrast

between the history of the mormon church in uruguay as compared to

argentina

first uruguayans harbor an uncommon passion for freedom and

total democracy while people of most nations are anxious about freed-

om of thought speech and action uruguayans seem unusually attentive

to freedom

the uruguans have had a remarkable record of freedom
from dogma no dogmatic racial notions religious notions
or nationalistic notions

carlton beals et al what the south americans think of
the united states new york robert M mcbride & co 1945945 p 167
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A second important contrast between uruguay and argentina

lies in less catholic influence in society and government early in

the 20th century uruguay constitutionally separated the catholic

church from the state to insure religious toleration true the majo-

rity of the citizens belong to the roman catholic faith but a full third

were classified as protestants or liberals jose batlle y orddifez

one of the most progressive andana revered uruguayan statesmen of the

century ledleaiea his country to sever ties between church and state alt-

hough denounced by the catholic church batlle y ordonezordohez declared

his atheism with such persuasion that mormon missionaries later heard

many people politely refuse them by saying no thanks weewerevee atheists

0 0

1ibidbibid

3williamscwilliams
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indeed between 1943 and 1955 uruguayan freedom beckoned

literally thousands of liberal argentines to cross the plata to enjoy

the freer air of uruguay much to

thank god 3

uruguay experienced the same phenomenon as argentina in

that montevideo catholics were less devout than catholics of small

interior towns nevertheless while catholics diddi predominated protes-

tants or liberals made up a substantial portion making religious toler-
ance the rule rather than the exception

bid p 173

aifredalfredulfred L zobell jr uruguay new mission field
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fredrick S williams is best able to explain the differences

between argentina and uruguay as they affected the mormon church since

he served as mission president in both argentina and in uruguay in

between his two missions during the war years williams was employed

by the U S government in the international health field in the

institute of interamericaninter affairsamerican he lived in montevideo and worked

directly with the president of uruguay and hisbis cabinet williams re-

ported that uruguayan leaders were determined to have a democratic

country which vaswas in no way subjugated to religion ever since battle

y ordoez the official policy of the government has been much opposed

to catholicism inasmuch as the catholic church predominated it was

singled out for specific mention

uruguay friend of the united states in sharp contrast with

argentina uruguay favored the united states indeed john gunther

felt uruguay was probably the best friend the united states hadhaa in the
2

americas

early in inuruguaysuruguays history the united states recognized jose

artigas a national founder and liberator against the claims and desires

of argentina and brazil furthermore uruguaysuruguay master statesman

josg batlle y ordorlezordotrezOrdorOrdo admiredtezlezTrezfrezfiez the united states and was among the

founders of pan americanism uruguay as opposed to argentina freely

opened her harbors to U S warships in world war I1 unlike argentina

abn461
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uruguay held strong antinazianti sentimentsnazi and denied sanctuary to the

graf speespec sailors after they scuttled their ship within sight of

montevideo although not without much debate the U S was granted

the right to build military bases in uruguay at the beginning of

world war II11 for mutual continental defense uruguay also broke

diplomatic relations with the axis early in 1942 and even declared war

in february 1945 somethingom argentinaething was unwilling to do

the uruguayansUruguay generallyans speaking have been more
warmly inclined toward the united states and americans
than the peoplepeoplpeohl of any other country in latin america
except brazil

with much less catholic influence in the government and the society

and even a favorable attitude toward the united states mormon leaders

noticed the difference immediately president young of the argentine

mission occasionally crossed to uruguay during his tenure his remarks

about uruguay reflected unreserved priasepraase and amazement how different

the atmosphere is wherewheye there is freedom of religious and political

thought the advantages of the favorable uruguayan atmosphere foster-

ed the easy foundation and rapid growthgrowt of the uruguayan mission

the foundation ofbf the mormon churchchure injjjruguayijaijjruguay

the first mormon contact with uruguay was none other than

rolf larsen the basketball missionary of real fame in argentina
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he received much attention in uruguayan newspapers and a friendly

attitude toward the latterdaylatter saintsday was created in 1943 a0 former

argentine missionary was employed by the U S embassy he was joined

later that year by the family of former argentine mission president

fredrick S williams in june of 1944 president young of argentina

organized the montevideo branch of the argentine mission under williamswilliamslwilliamseWilli

leadership

amsl

there were 12 north american members in 1944 who regularly

attendattended all church meetings they even held a branch conference in

march 1945- 1 government work williams naturally met high uruguayan

government officials a circumstance which later became very important

in beginning the mormon mission there in june of that year the wil-

liams family returned to the united states and by may 194619146 there
2remained but one mormon familyfanaly inn uruguay and they were from argentina

thus mormon contact in uruguay began with a definite argentine

flavor which foreshadowed the close relationship the two missions were

yet to enjoy

in august 1947 little more than two years after williamswilliamslwilliamseWilli

departure

amsl

from uruguay he foundfoung himself in south america again this

time serving as the newly designated uruguayan mission president he

at once conferred with presidentPresiden tYoungyoung of the argentineargentin mission they

discussed mission literature publications the future trip of argen-

tine missionary basketball team to uruguay and agreed upon very close

cooperation between the two missions returning with president williams

salt lake city HO quarterly reports of the uruguayan mis-
sion vol I1 194719581947 unpublished1958 reports sent to church leaders no
single author no page numbers hereafter cited ldsfloLDS uruguayanlio140iio
reports entries by date only
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to montevideo were two missionaries one a north american transferred

from the argentineargentin mission the other an argentine members from the

haedo branch juan sciorra there would be no language problem in

initiating the work in uruguay as there had been in the first decade

of the argentine mission

things happened fast in 1947 fortunately satisfied with

the first house they saw on calle brito del pino 1525 the new mission-

aries rented a new mission home th first day they arrived president

williams later discovered the house had been placed up for rent only

2the day before and they had been the first people to see it lo-

cated in oneoae of the finer neighborhoods this large mission home lent

permanence and some prestigeestigeastige to the new organization As president

williams said

the kind of mission home you have is tremendously import-
ant the public impression is right there ththathq building
answers whether the group is serious or not not a million-
aire mansion but still a presentable place 3

in the first week the benefit of williamswilliamsfWilliamwilliammf influential govern-

ment friends became apparent the passage of goods through the customs

was facilitated other officials cosignedcosignco rentalsigned guarantee papers
4

A lawyer registered the mission without charge

by christmas of 19u7 the new mission promised success twenty

LDSHOIDSHO uruguayan reports 1947 juan schorrascharra was mentioned on
p 105
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four missionaries had arrived and these succeeded in attracting 4717

investigators to the mission home christmaschristinas party much more signifi-

cant than the party was the fact that the missionaries had arrived in

groups of eight to ten without trouble apparently one of the major

argentine mission stumbling blocks was absent in uruguay no visa problem

missionary work begabegan in earnest by jariuarjanuary 1948 on the

17th president young and the argentine missionary basketball team

and chorus arrived in montevideo the team defeateddofeateda a prominent monte-

video team in overtime to the praise of many newspapers the next

morning sunday the mormon services were attended by 250 people in
2

club ateneo thus in 1948 the mormon church in uruguay began its

first full year with a4 flare of publicity

before uruguayans had time to forget the newspapers again

called their attention to the mormonscormonsMor thismons time a mormon apostle

stephen L Richardrichardsriehard who was touring all church missions in south america

caused the stir while president richards had been delayed nearly

hours passing through argentine customs he was favorably surprised

when president williams accompanied him through uruguayan customs in

only a few minutes the montevideo press described richards in several

favorable articles as an apostleapps antletie attorney and a banker the YMCA

volunteered their auditorium where president richards spoke to a middle

class audience of over 200 about the practical aspects of mormonism 3

bid
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andesandasanaas 48mssionariesmissionaries eagerly studied spanish the

future looked bright there were no visits scheduled and richards

could rest pleasantly and do as he pleased

he presidentresident richards praised our situation in uruguay
and anything we needed after that we asked for it and we
got it because he knew what the conditions were in latin
america

132

president richards left uruguay with a favorablefavorably impression

he had visited the mission during a problemfreeproblem periodfree there were

no members yet anaand as 48

within a few months williams had established branches of the

church in several interior towns allali 11reportedreported good attendance at

opening functions especially mercedes with 75 and melo with 169 on

may l8th18thlath a national holiday 175 uruguayans attended a mormonsponsoredmormon

2

sponsored

party in monteveideomoateveideo optimism soared

contrasts between argentinaAm andentina uruguay

uruguaysuruguay freer air with its relative absence of prevailing

catholic influence coupled with its love of democracy and favorable

attitude towards the united states definitely made a difference in

the pace of the mormon march uruguaysuruguay favorable circumstances can

be contrasted to the situations in argentina in three areas official

favor and friendship greater social acceptance andang more liberal at-

titudes

williams interview
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presidenpresident williams government friends whom

he had acquired while previously employed in uruguay greatly aided

the work of the foundation of the mission after returning as a

mormon leader williams called on all old contacts he had been a

personal friend of the former president of uruguay tomatomastonas berreta1

but beretta died just as williams arrived while he had not known the

new president he did meet him through vice president brumm only

president williams ever achieved a presidential interview in uruguay

no one else has before or since missionaries later baptized two of

brumms nieces in the commericalCom branchmerical conversion of people of such

social altitude could never have occurred in argentina in such a brief

time

for official reasons brumm desired further information about

mormon activity in uruguay so he invited Williamwilliamswliilam andana the missionaries

to his private ranch they enjoyed a rodeo asadoabado barbecue and other

events hosted by the vice president brumm took word to the uruguayan

president who later personally told williams

we want you to know that youre welcome in uruguay
weve studied you and your organization and were particu-
larly interested and pleased with your youth organization
jwhichfwhich of course was the MAKA e wantvant you to know that
you have just as much official standing as any other church
in this country were completely divorced from any religion
and personally id like to tell you this we like you much
better than we do the catholic church and if you ever have
any problems we want you to know you have friends in high
places and dont hesitate to come and see us1usl

such a favorable official attitude toward the mormon church in a latin
america country was unprecedented

williamsilliams interview
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official favor also shone brightly in the customs office on

one occasion president williams accompanied a chorus of young people

to argentina to attend a conference when they arrived argentine

customs officials emptied and searched all baggage in the fivehourfive

procedure

hour

two catholic priests on the same boat walked right on by

as the customs clerks waved a welcome in uruguay the situation re-

versed itself the choir walked on by the customs officers who sported

a welcome grin for presidente williamswilliam Y los suyoscuyos some catholic

priests in the same group were halted briefcases emptied and inspected1inspected

liberal

1

attitude the first missionaries to uruguay came from

argentina one an american eldereider janson who was transferred from

the argentine mission and the other an argentine member juan sciorra

the history recorded elder jansonjansons reaction to the contrast between

uruguay and argentina after actingtradingtr door to door near the mission

home in late 1947194.7

elder janson was surprised after actingtradingtr in buenos
aires the people were more friendly and readily invited them
into their homes to discuss religion there is a much more
friendly spirit manifested freedom of religion exists and
people are interested in new ideas

an experience in the interior branch of treinta tres the

future location of the second fullsizedfull mormonsized chapel in south america

illustrates both increased strength of catholicism in interior towns

bid
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and the contrast between radio station managers in uruguay and argen-

tina

radio station trientaarienta Y tres began broadcasting the MIAm3amaa
opening social at the 33 branch for june 5thath the catholic
church had circulated rumors that the missionaries were
communist and many people would not listen to them they
went to the radio station and explained their difficulty
the ownerovner angry at what he had heard broadcast the follow-
ing for the next five days two young north americans came
to see me stating that some people were circulating the
rumor that they were communists this is not true these
young men are here on a religious mission teaching religious
truths both defended the freedom of the world in the last
war each uruguayan should go and hear what they have to
say next saturday they are having the opening social for
their mutual organization you fathers and mothers should
let your young people attend this meeting better still
go and take them with you

compare this with the mendoza experience forbidding any noncatholicnon
2

catholic

use of radio in argentina williams reported later that they had

enjoyed three mormon oriented radioradlo programs with definite hopes of
3

securing a 15minute15 programminute on a regular weekly basis indeed the

liberal attitude in uruguay contributed to mormon success there

greater social freedom while catholicism dominated the

social atmosphere of uruguay the large minority one third of the

people who were liberals protestantsprotes ormentstentsgents atheists did a great deal

to break down catholic social power samuel boren sensed this differ-

ence an argentine mormon boren was accustomedaccustom to social ostracism

and disfavor he remarked

ibid june 30 1948
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especially one thing I1 found out going to uruguay that
over there if you mention youre a mormon they look at you
like its a normal thing its wonderful 1 you cannot
do that in argentina in those years you go in a store and
say youre a mormon they would look at you like something
really peculiar or curious

this more favorable social atmosphere contributed immensely

to the mormon success in uruguay it allowed for the conversion of a

higher class of people than in the early period of the argentine mission

ballard and pratt had tried to initiate work among the higher classes

in argentina but when they failed they moved out into the less in-

fluential districts where they were accepted in uruguay the first
mission home was located in a more respectable neighborhood and the

localchapelslocal seemchapels to have been of higher quality attraction of

better educated people meant a good source of capable local leaders

which contributed to more rapid progress

president stephen L richards recommended proselyting the edu-

cated people

we can always get the poor people but lets try for the
others and the poor will come with them not that we want
to deny them the opportunities

if there was a mistake in the string of successes which ac-

companied the opening of the uruguayan mission it was the premature

expansion to interior towns catholic influence in the smaller interior

towns of uruguay approached the same dominant level of the smaller cities

of argentina while festivities surrounding the opening of the interior

clorenboren interview
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branches of uruguay were well attended their development followed the

slow argentine pattern the poor and lesseducatedless cameeducatededucate to character-

ize the membership of interior branches the cities were so small

that missionaries could contact each home several times a year fur-

thermore the ruling social hierarchy of the small towns allowed much

less social fluidity than in metropolitan montevideo

mormon leaders perhaps should have concentrated on cosmopolitan

montevideo where mormon strength and notoriety were centered monte

videans were obviously more receptive and open minded as well as more

numerous they were also better educated mormons could have develop-

ed a strong nucleus in the capital before expanding carefully to the

interior some years later president arthur jensen l9576o1957601957601957 wouldao6o

wish he could transfer all missionaries to montevideo since the proselytproselyte

ing of bettereducatedbetter peopleeducated was so much more successful there

rapid mormon progress in uruguay on november 4 1948 over

a year after the opening of the mission the first three uruguayans joined

the church avelina juan rodriguez and his wife maria esther rizzo de

rodriguez were baptized by president williams and elder preston J

bushman was honored to baptize diber alba preciozziPrec Aiozzi month later
28 more persons from the capital district were baptized in a service

witnessed by over 200 at the famous carrasco beach by years end

the 66 missionaries had baptized 49 members in 14 newly established

branches six branches in montevideo and others in paysanduPay rochasandu

mercedes salto duranzoderanzoDu floridaranzo melo treinta Y tres rocha and

poor d
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progress had just begun twelve months passed and the new

mission counted 207 uruguayan mormons and had added eight more branches

attendance grew and auxiliaries functioned in all areas typically

williams kept favorable public attention through a traveling quartette

of missionaries mission population more than doubled in 1950 to 466

by 1951 three years after the mission began small uruguay boasted

551 members about half as many members as argentina had acquired in
2

nearly 25 years

president lyman S shreeve a former argentine missionary who

replaced williams in 190 had enough members to warrant local leader-

ship training programs similar to president brownbrowns

leadersipleadership overtheovertoe

ifonebifone

2ibidbibid

efforts in argentina

the elders and sisters are spending much of their time
working with the members to train them and stabilize them in
the gospel we have stressedstress training the members for
local leadersleader preparing them to take over the responsible
positions of the branches and districts this will also re-
lease regular missionaries for increased proselyting activi-
ties three branches in the capital district are
ready for local branch presidenciespresiden 0cies

chapels and mormon progress if one step represents the

uruguayan success story as contrasted with argentina it was shreeves

good fortune in receiving first presidency permission to construct

a fullsizedfull chapelsized and recreation hall the first in south america

it would crown the phenominalprenominalphe mormonnominal rise in uruguay he called upon

1
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all his reasoning power to persuade mormon leaders in farofffar saltoff lake

city

our greatest need for the future is a large assembly hall
we could get 300 people together at almost any time if we had
a place large enough for them we also need a large
recreational place for our members and investigators where
they can dance and play this country has gone all out for
sports and to get young men we must compete with other churches
and clubs

more investigators are attending ourout meetings than the
number of members so you willviii see that if we are to invite
more people out we must have room for them our locals are
full each sunday in most branches our needs for the
coming year are mostly of a housing nature we need a large
district hall in montevideo where we can all get together

in 1950 williams finally was granted permission to purchase

land for construction of a chapel land in a respectable neighborhood

near the intersection of joaquin suarez and boulevard artigas was chosen
2

on the basis of easy accessibility by metropolitan bus transportation

the land was purchased but construction waited

president shreveshreeve succeeded in securing permission to break

the ground for the chapel in 1953 president mckay himself arrived

in uruguay on his world tour by early 1954 in time to lay the corner-

stone upon inspection of one of the new localchapelslocal inchapels montevideo

president mckay shook his head disapprovingly and remarked optimisti-

cally its too small 11 with approval president shreeve subsequently

purchased five building lots in the country and began construction of

ibid 1948 1949
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one chapel in treinta y tres 1 shreeve earned the title the construc-

tor
Q

tori from the uruguayan members

1954 made a deep mark on the history of the uruguayan mission

besides president mekaymckaymckays visit apostle mark E peterson visited
uruguay this was the first time that two general authorities had ever

visited latin america missions in the same year the yearsyeas progress

was doubly impressive since the deseret chapel was completed in time

to be dedicated by apostle peterson the chapel at deseret became the

first fullsizedfull mormonsized chapel in south america with a recreation hall

and complete outdoor basketball court 0

in keeping with tradition basketball teams missionary chor-

uses radio programs and newspaper publicity continued to characterize

the rising mission in 1955 the mormon softball team won the national

championship and the basketball team won their league accompanied
4

by favorable publicity the same year witnessed a nationwidenation mormonwide

youth conference attended by over 500 young people the youth confer-

ence also featured dancing sports tournaments and speech and quartette

festivals the success of the activity program and the building program

placed the church in an even higher standard of respectability in the

country

DSHO annual reports 1954
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sionsioslonsloariesarlesnarienarle weres open to any house to preach people werent
afraid to go to the branch to rindfindzind out what was happening
there in argentina it was another situation

141ibiiki
cause of the contrastconCoaoontrast the argentine mission had l84l1841 members

after 30 years of existence in 1956 while a few miles away uruguay

reached 1800 members in 1957 after a single decade why samuel

boren answers the question in this manner

that ambientebientelambienteam atmosphere in uruguay helps a lot mi-
ssionariessionaries

you could
almost feel a spirit of freedom and liberty in uruguay which
you did not feel in argentina 1

even president mckay sensed this freedom in his short stay

in his prayer at the occasion of laying the cornerstone for the deseret

chapel he said

we are especially grateful for the uruguayan republic
for the separation of church and state for freedom to worship
for freedom to speak for freedom to work and choose ones life
so long as that same freedom is granted to every other member
and citizen of this republic

indeed other factors were involved williams included these

explanations to the uruguayan mormon rise

the church was more charitable should I1 say torr
ward the uruguayan mission than they were toward the argen-
tine mission in the early days they knew more about it
and I1 think the church was more financially able to help and
send more money to get the mission started on a better keel 3

also argentina was a giantglant country compared to uruguay all
of uruguay could nearly fit into the province of buenos aires alone

boren interview
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the uruguayans experienced less trouble communicating with the interior
members who could then feel more united unlike those in farflungfar

branches

flung

of argentina

nevertheless the atmosphere of liberty the freer air a

receptivity to new ideasid lesslesieseas catholic dominance except in the in-

terior the favorable image of the united states higher social class

of members the first full sized chapel all contributed to lift the

mormon name from obscurity in uruguay to a nationally recognized in-

stitution this contrast between uruguay and argentina emphasizes

the slow growth experienced by the argentine mission sincepinceyincegince 1926

s
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CHAPTER VI

THE mormonMOPMONMOWONmomon CHURCH MOVES INTO THE MODERN ERA

argentine scene 195 5 i960196 afteraft penorperonpevon argentinargentina trod the

long road of recuperation under the watchful eyes of the generals of

the military establishment who were determined to block another peron

like disaster although the catholic hierarchy apparently emerged with

renewed strength in government when procatholicpro generalcatholic leonardleonardlleonardiLeon fromardiarai

cordoba became provisional president shortly after the revolution

catholic cheers were shortlivedshort aslived Leonardileonardleonardl himself was overthrown

on november 13 1955 the power struggle produced general pedropearofedrofearo aramburu

as president he sought to peronizedeperonizedepersonizepersonizedePerae theonize country thus checking the

renewed catholiccatholbathol power while aramburu hoped the country would con-

centrate on recovery from peronferon the exiled leader still enjoyed the

faithful support of a wide segment of the argentiargentine electorate and

thus figured prominently in national politics longiong after his over-

throw

seeking to restore their nationnations economy post peron leaders

reopened argentinasargentinaisArgentiArgen doorstinas to foreign investors under president

frondizi elected february 28 1958 with peronistapero supportnista argentina

accepted a U S loanioan of 328 million dollars to stabilize the exchange

regroup industry agriculture and transportation in 1959 another
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200 million U 8S dollars were advanced boto the frondizi government 1

other such examples of U S aid definitely enhanced the battered

image of the united states in argentina more significantly improved

US argentine relations also improved the position of the mormon

church in argentina

beginning the modern era

during the first years after peronsperonpevon fall when the power of

the catholic hierarchy was checked somewhat by aramburu and US

argentine relations warmed argentina settled carefully back to normalcy

argentines evidently returned their attention to religious matters be-

cause the mormon church less inhibited advanced rapidly along four

main fronts more numerous general authority visits beginning of the

building plan division of the mission and a convert baptism boom

general authoritieauthoritiesauthorities become more aware of argentina for

three decades argentinasargentina great distance from the mormon capital and

the poor communication had caused general authorities to be relatively
2unaware of the argentine mission and its problems the personal visit

of president mckay marked a complete change in regard to this problem

ibidbid
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while only one general authority had preceded mckay to argentina since

the missions founding six others would visit the mission during the

following six years

the first general authority from salt lake to follow mckay

to visit the mission arrived just ten months after mckay on december

22nd 195 apostle mark E petersons arrival was noted by the new-

spapers in typical fashion christmas mominemomin&mornin& nearnearthethe very spot elders

ballard pratt andana wellswelisweils had dedicated the south american mission some

29 years previous elder peterson presided at a commemoration service

in the parque tres adejde febrero park february third peterson also toured

the branches of the mission talking a great deal about the apostasy to
1

catholic and catholicexcatholicex audiences

due to the political unrest associated with the overthrow of

peron no general authority visitedvisit the mission during 1955 further-

more the revolution caused postponementpostponementof of plans for opening a branch

of the church in santiago chile relative peace secured by january

1956 president valentineValentin again notified the first presidency of the

missions readiness to expand into chile approval was accompanied

by a visit by apostle henry D moylemoyemoyie

arriving

p

may 16 1956 with his wife apostle moyle presided

at a missionary conference on the 17th which was followed by a series

of conferences at many of the branches of the mission like apostle

peterson elder moyle referred somewhat derogatorily to the dominant

LDSHO quarterly reports dec 223122 19531 to the mormonscormonsMor
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church in several of his speeches at all conferenceconferences choirs and flow-

ers adorned the branches the members presented gifts to the moyles

and elder moyle delighted the members by attempting to speak in

spanish at the beginning of several of his addresses

on july 5 1956 the valentinesvaieaValeavalen andandthetines the moyles flew to san-

tiago chile where a new branch of the argentine mission was formed

under moyles guidance an american member became gunoanunoa branch presi-

dent and during the meeting moyle made the optimistic prediction that

the chilean people would accept the gospel readily and that soon there
2would be a mission in chile with at least ten branches

shortly thereafter elder lorin N pace another former argen-

tine missionary who had been a lawyer and had worked as viceconsulvice

for

consul

the U S embassyinembassy in honduras arrived to assume the duties of

mission president after a few days of orientation president valen-

tine and his family departed and pace toured the mission

throughout 1956 and 1957 the uneventful mission history was

marked by a series of progress reports as the mormon church quietly

matured

ibid may 16 to 27th 1956195661956.6

bid2ibide july 5thath fffyrnyp 1956 fredrick williams employed in
lima peru requested that lima be incorporated into the mission
moyle made him the first branch president in peru on july 8 1956
later peru was assigned to the uruguayan mission tuttle op c it
p 366
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more missionaries were sent to chile branches were opened in

both argentina and chile and more people were baptized larger locals

were rented and president paceface spent a major part of his time in 1957

finding and purchasing suitable building lots for future mormon chapels

during the years between general authority visits the mormon

church matured and sunk its roots deeper into argentina progress in

these years was evidenced by simple statements such as bergaminoperpjaminopergaminoPer issaminogamino

progressing very well or all branches cooperated fully and the

fiesta was a great success from c6rdobacordoba a report all is well the

organizations are progressing well the spirit among members and mi-

ssionaries of the branch is very good more and more the mission rec-

ords were concerned with listing the local members called to various

positions of responsibility as argentines took greater responsibility

for church affairs upon themselves As the mission grew semiannualsemi

missionwidemission

annual

conferenceswide were replaced by semiannualsemi districtannual con-

ferences however deserving of note was a four day missionwidemission

youth

widevide

conference in la platapiata patterned after earlier such youth gather-

ings the first allmormonall boymormon scout encampment illustrated increasing
2mormon success on several levels

when apostle spencer W kimball visited argentina in february

1959 he noted changes in the church situation in the modern era

kimball1umballs threeweekthreesweekthreethrees visitweekveek followed the previous pattern of branch con-

ferences except that for the first time the visiting authority flew to

the farflungfar branchesflung of the mission instead of traveling by car
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or train also for thethemthet first time the mission history made no record

of the full texstexts of the addressesdd ofresses a visiting authority which may

indicate the mission had grown more accustomed to such visits
insight into kinibalskimballkipiKini impressionsbalsbais of the church in 1959 can

be gleaned from the summarized conclusions of his posttourpost confer-

ence

tour

with the respective mission presidents apostle kimball laid

greater stress on proselyting workandworkansworvor cautionedkand against the great

cost of missionwidemission conferenceswide he further emphasized local leader-

ship by directing that quarterly district conferences deal more with
32leadership training and organizational work than preaching

upon his return to utah kimball commented upon the improved

condition and image of the church in south america

there is a general spiritual awakening and also the
church is becoming better known only a few years ago
nearly all articles published boutthebout churchythe werechurch meanblithebli8he
now

ut
that

7
ha changed people have seen that we are just plain

people not some strange types we live ordinary lives but
have high ideals

he further reported that the missions had acquired several building

sites and that a building plan would soon be implemented in south

america the strengthofstrengthstreng of local leaders and the favorable publicity

he received were also noted 3

scarcely hadhaa kimballskimbal1l favorable report been savored when

ibid feb 1959

2 ibid mar 31 1959
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the visa problem again stirrstirred the mission between june 1959 anda

september

nd

1962 a new immigration ruling caused several missionaries

problems as the government reverted to the prewarpre practicewar of re-

quiring entry permits before argentine consuls could grant visas

quarterly trips by the missionaries were also more strictly enforced

As a further consequence of the ruling missionaries assigned

to argentina could not immediately obtain visas in new york or new

orleans and some were reassigned IQto mexico california or texas

in 1961 one group of missionaries waited over six months in the

uruguayan mission before permission was granted for their entry it
was discovered that in order to obtain a visa a request from salt lake

city for each missionary had to be cleared through the ministry of

cults and the immigrations office translated and returned to the

new york argentine consul who became the only consul to allow mormon

visas the process took about three months from the time the mission-

ary was called until he received permission for entry and his visa

since mexican missionaries were experiencing much the same

difficulty with their visas church leaders thought it best to engage

the missionaries assigned to these two missions in learning the

spanish language and the language training mission was born during

the three month wait missionaries lived at a special school on the

brigham young university campus in provo utah and through extensive

study learned to teach the gospel in spanish established in 1962

personal interview with C laird snelgrove former argen-
tine mission president 19601964196019641960 salt1964 lake city utah june 27
1968
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the language training mission increased missionary efficiency and may

be partially responsibleresponsiblresponsibly for the great increase in convert baptisms

in argentina it also decreased the length of a mission from 30 to

27 monthsmonthmontha

the visa problem however was resolved in mid 1962 when

former argentine missionary ronald V stone was assigned to preside

over the new north argentine mission president snelgrove after much

discussion was able to secure stone a permanentperma visvisalnenthent a furthermore

the missionaries received the best visa status in history three year
2visas 1 why the change in immigration policy which had endured for

decades perhaps the post frondizi leaders held more liberal at-

titude toward religionsreligion or they sought better relations with the united

states nevertheless the success of the language mission insured

its retention in the program and the mormon emerged with a better

visa status than ever to spur growth in the modernmodem era

meanwhile another apostle had visited the mission in 1959

apostle harold B lees arrival was heralded by six leading new-

spapers demonstrating continual improvement in press relations lee

was accompanied on hisbis tour by vernon J sharp who had been one of

the first missionaries to argentine in 1926 sharp became the first
president of the new andes mission composed of branches in chile

and peru after breaking the ground for the caseroscameros chapel construction

lib id

mid1962
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securestone
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lee and sharp flew to chile where lee witnessed 45 chileans baptized

undoubtedlyundoubtedlyone one of the largest singlesingie baptismal services in the his-

tory of the church in south america up to that time speaking in

lima peru after completing his tour apostle lee said in my judg-

ment there are no missions in the world which hold so much promise as
2the missions in south america

the following year 1960 presidentpresidentpacepace was replaced by

C laird snelgrove a salt lake businessman as mission president

simultaneously the mission received permission to build a new mission

home and office designed specifically to meet future needs also that

year apostle ezra taft benson visited the mission in his capacity as

U S secretary of agriculture and a healthy sign the mission re-

produced 1000 of the mormon scout manuals by request of the argentine
3scout department

at years end apostle joseph fielding smith and president

A theodore tuttle visited the mission together another unprecedented

event their tour featured the first meeting in the unfinished caseroscameros

chapel excellent news coverage was highlightedhighligbtedby by the absence of

comments about polygamy and only one reporter felt it necessary to
4

mention that polygamy was no longer practiced

SHODSHO quarterly reports oct 1959

buttletuttlebuttie op citeitelt era p 367

ADSHOSLDSHO quarterly reports may 3 30 oct 272827 196028 benson
met with president frondizi on U S trade restrictions on argentine
beef although highly publicized only one article mentioned he was
a mormon apostle

ibid nov 26 i960ig6oigho
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the major impact of the smithtuttlesmith tourtuttletuttie revolved around the

announcement that the semiannualsemi tourannual of general authorities was to

be postponed and president tuttle appointed to reside in south america

as president of all south american missions the resident authority

plan seemed destined to increase the pace of the mormon march and

eliminate any residual general authority ignorance about church con-

ditions in south america

the decade of the fifties began with peron in full control of

argentina and the mormon church very restricted andana oppressed by

1960 peron was gone catholic power abated somewhat argentina climbed

toward stability and the mormon church seemed destined for previously

unimagined progress chief among the catalysts of progress was the

chapelbuildingchapel programbuilding of the church

the impact of mormon chapels in argentinaArE

the

entina

need for buildings

authorlauthoraty

claiciclainied

intervintern

absence of adequate chapels consti-

tuted a constant drawback on mormon progressprogre in argentina localhouseslocal

were

houses

the best available but were substandardsubstibsulo localsstandard lacked per-

manency and the associated prestige permanency afforded while the

linierslinders chapel claimed the honor of the first mormon chapel in south

america it was smallsnallsnail and inadequate

during the war both presidents barton and young complained
2

about poor building facilities in fact young felt that chapels were

williams interview
32

LDSHO annual reports 1942 young interview
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peckedpected such would attract the better elements of society1society

the

1

members also desired adequateaa chapelsequate As early as janu-

ary 1949 members of the brancbranch of caseroscameros turned in the sum of 350

pesos for the building fundfuna for a future chapel they also planned

annual fundraisingraising projects toward the goal and through the years

didaidald donate various amounts to the fundfafuna quilmesquilmer2 branch held a 50

pesos per plate dinner and over one thousand american dollars were
Q

raised for the villa sarmiento chapel in 1959

with the 1953 construction of the deseret chapel in uruguay

mormon officials also granted permissionpermissionto to construct a chapel at the

rivadaviaRiva plotdavia the chapel construction was delayed however perhaps

due to the korean war during his 1956 visit apostle moyle referred

to the fact that it took the european saints more than 100 years to

get ready for the swiss temple and he promised the argentine mormons

that they would get a temple just as soon as they were ready for it

branchofbrandhof

funadorfunafor

actect

peopdeop f0

4ibidbibid

aa5a
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the key to mormon progress as early as 1946946

we feel that some financial outlays must be invested
here in the building of chapels and even the purchasing
of lands before any marked interest and growth may be ex-
pected

in 1957 president pace not only purchased lots for chapels

but enthused the people about construction plans the followingfolfoi yearloving

neff taylor of the church architectural and engineering department

bid 1946

LDSHO quarterly reports jan 23 199

bid may 3 1958 aug 9 1959

bid oct 26 1953

A T tuttle the argentine mission improvement erabra vol
66 may 1963 p 360360

fund isais4 0ra ing pr j s
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153 CHAPELS IN ARGENTINA

around buenos airesalres

mission offices of
argentina and north
argentine missions

mormon chapels
constructed or
construction 21
others are planned

15 aa3a
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rosario centro
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san
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churchrochurchto ssuperviseupervisec nstructionconstructioninstruction of a mormon chapel

these supervisors were aided by the building committee but the work-

men were argentine youths who accepted the assignments as work mission

aries these missionariesworkmissionarieswork labored fulltimefalltimefull fortime two years construc-

ting mormon chapels they learned a valuable tradetracetrage under the super-

vision of experienced north american contractors by 1964 several

chapels were under construction in argentina under the work mission

ary building plan including chapels at quilmesquilmerQuil villames sarmiento mar

del plata san nicolas and others

when completed the inauguration featured a week of activi-

ties designed to sparkspack publicity for example the caseroscameros chapel

inauguration was marked by a banquet attended by government dignitar-

ies missionaries guided visitors on tours through the building
Q

dancedancesdanee programs and publicity made many friends for the church

LDSHOTDSHO quarterly reports march 39 1958

snelgrove interview the caseroscameros branch was built by co-
ntract not by the workmissionarywork systemmissionary

LDSHO july 23 30 1961iggi

banqbacquetattended
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visited argentina analyzed argentine construction methods and told

the people they would have chapels as soon as possible

the building plan in argentina having succeeded in building

many chapels in the south sea islands by the early 1960s church

leaders planned to expand the building program to south america

experienced mormon contractors architects and businessmen were

called to direct the plans operation this small group established

headquarters in montevideo uruguay other mormon contractors were

called to bring their families to argentina and reside in a designated

branch of the church to

1

t0 tosouth

0

bythe

uriderthe

2nicolas

sparkppblicity the
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uuieftheutleatieathe church are
permanently there and able to support ourselves as an or-
ganization and that we had something to offer to everyone
it made the members feel happier and proud people outside
also admired the building and social acceptanceacce2tanc is import-
ant to the progress of the churchChu especiallyEch in latin america

up until the time mormons began to build chapels many
argentines could not even think that enyany other church but the
catholic could have a chapel

people would sympathize withvith the idea of a basketball court
by the chapel

thatanyrhatany

1youngayoung intervintern i1 ew
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mormon chapels would change the whole picture of mormonism in argentina

the impact of chapels in argentina for decades the humble

mormon locals were simply no match for the imposing catholic churches

which loomed large in nearly every city or town more educated and

cultured people were reluctant to visit the smallsmail community

locals while there were a few members of the more cultured class in

each branch the major change in the makeup of the membership of the

church occurred when the chapels began appearing in the country young

admitted that they wanted chapels in order to attract a better class

of people

amuelsamuel boren a member of the church building committee in

south america between 1961iggi andana 1964 scusseddiscussedscusser the impact of chapels

on the socioreligioussocio atmospherereligious in argentina his native land

I1 believe the chapel showed that we ttie

and with the idea that the mormons had cul-
tural activities

there is no doubt that the chapels attract a higher class
individual 2

president tuttle also noticed the entrance of more educated

people into the church during the early 1960s however this rise

young interview
Q

boren interview italics authors
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in the social class of church membership didaidald not signify that the

catholic influence had subsided nor that it had ceased deterring

people from joining the mormonscormonsMor onmons the contrary catholic social pre-

dominance remained very strong one socially prominent family who

became mormons explained how their friends not only criticized them

but also ostracized them later some of their friends apologized

individually when they realized that they were determined to remain

in the church

during his 1960 tour president tuttle noticed and worried

about the overabundanceover ofabundance women in the church As resident authority

he instituted programs almedairbedaimed at converting capable men and whole fam-

ilies and by 1965 hebe noted a markemarked change in the makeupmake ofup congre
2

gallonsgat moreionslons men meant more leadership material for expanding mormon

organizations

the chapels not only affected the social status of the church

but missionary proselyting also benefited in the modernmodem era since

the building of chapels membership in the mormon church in argentina

rose from 4221 in 1960 to over 17000 in 1968 3 president williams

considered the ratio between chapels and missionaries was one chapel

equals fifty missionariesmissionariemissionaries in any mission4missionmissione president4 tuttle also thought

tuttle interview
2ibid see appendix A male ratio increased in 1960

SLDSHO annual reports 1960 and deseret news march
lo1010 1968
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92269206 59045904 1

total

at5t

1612

110iioilo

226521265
3098
4221
5078
6223
8528

11011111011
12882
15110
17000

the rapid growth caused president tuttle to divide the mission in 1962

to form the north argentine mission

divisions of the argentine mission

157

there was a direct relationship between chapels and progress because

the chapel relieved the members from meeting in cramped quarters

offered a cultural hall adequate to the needs of the church programs

and opened up to the people the full program of the church which

could not be appreciated in rented halls or locals

TABLE 1

ARGENTINE membership IN THE MODERN ERA

year

1955
1957
1958
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1968

argentine
mission

161igi
2265
3098
4221
5078
4564
6183
7203
7951

37083708

9206
4931

estimate

north argentine
mission

originally the first
mission in argentina bore the title of the south american mission but

its headquarters were located in buenos aires when church leaders

divided the south american mission in 1935 the twin missions of ar-

gentina and brazil were bomborn twelve years later in 1947 the uruguayan

mission split off the argentine mission both these missions expanded

tuttle interview

directrelationship

tothe
appreciatedabed 1

A p931

qausedpresident

thenorth

1.55915591559
2345
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chirChurchivchleadersdens

eraeva vol 66 may 1963 As this thesis
was being written two other missions were formed in south america
the south Andeaandeas missionsMission in 1966 and one in brazil deseret news
may & june 1968

ibidhidnid josephjosephijosephl I1 bentley was chosen 2nd counselor by stone

LDSHO quarterly reports sep 16 1962

coroordoba argentinaArgen alsotinas the brazilian mission had been divided mak-

ing a total of seven missions in latin america

the division of the south american mission fulfilled ballards
1926 prediction that while the church in south america would grow

2slowly it would eventually be divided into many missions

the enormous size of argentina had longplaguedlong mormonplagued lead-

ers and official visitors traveling between branches up to 2000

miles apart fatigued visitors lengthened communications and hindered

church unity when president tuttletuttlestuttie commendationrecommendation was accepted

on september 16 1921962 the northern argentine mission came into exis-

tence it was composed of missionaries and branchesbranch located north

of rosario again dipping into the ranks of former argentine mis
0

sionariession churcharies leaders called elder ronald V stone as president

ionslons

000ooo

churchlerchurchlea

at1t
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to include west coast nations as chili became part of the argentine

mission and peru became part of the uruguayan mission in 1959

after another dozen years chili and peru were chosen to form the

new andes mission the rapid growth of the andes mission prompted

its division to formforafona the chilean mission with headquarters in santiago

and the andean mission headquarters was moved to lima peru mea-

nwhile the baptizing boomboon in argentina sparked the formation of still
another mission the north argentine mission with headquarters in

cordoba

tuttle op citciteeltaeita
J

dozenyearsl
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perhapsperhaps the baptizing boom could

be partially explained by increased efficiency in the missionarythemissionary work

modern argentine missionariemissionaries not only carry on established publicity

and contacting methods but these expanded to include television slide

projectors tape recorders and regular radio broadcasts thorough mis-

sionary organizations kept the missionaries operating at full capacity

as counselors and supervisors spurred them on furthermore president

tuttle initiated another position on mission staffs the public re-

lations officer who sent out weekly press releases and press informainforms
2

tion portfolios he also called press conferences when opportune

bid

therthelabricafabrica de curasauras was not considered overly

important

1ibidbibid
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cordoba was chosen as headquarters of the new mission for its
central location and its fine transportation connections with all other

areas of the mission the fact that cordoba was popularly called the

rome of argentine or the

the new mission soon exhibited growth and independence

and played a key role in liftingliftin the church to importance in argentina

in the modemmodern era

picture of the mormon church in the modernmodem era

several factors played an important part in improving the image

of the mormons in argentina among thes are modernmodem proselyting methods

greater social acceptance the harvest of the second generation capable

leadership training methods and plans

modemmodern proselytingproselztia& methods

sep 3 1955955 williams interview

buttletuttlebuttie op citolt era ppap 362 388
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notonlynodonly

at3tLDSHODSHO annual reports 1961

greater social acceptance successful public relations ef-

forts helped reduce prejudice increase familiarity and confidence

with precedes improvement in the socioreligioussocio imagereligious of the church

president tuttle credited much of the improved image of the church to

successful missionary public relations programs in agreeing samuel

boren indicated that not only had the TV and radio programs changed

the image of the church but omesomesone argentines also learned that mormons

2were not peculiar just normal and even enviable in some ways

mormon programs develop argentineare leaderstine the mormon church

cannot really functionfuncti without dependable and capable male leaders

while the trend toward local argentine leaders had been pursued since

the early 1950 the early 1960 s witnessed a rapid increase in the

rate at which more and more argentines assumed leadership duties

TABLE 2

LOCAL LEADERS PRESIDING OVER BRANCHEBRANCHES
3

year nonobxon of branches no local presidents

1935
1945
1951
1958
1961196
1962
1965

3 0
16 15
33 12
34
47 19
3122 25 5
44 34

in 1962 the mission divided parentheses include north ar-
gentine branch statistics 1962 only

1 2ibid boren interview

1

s

on

1950s 1960s

atwhich

TAB LE

S
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31 22 255
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by 1963 the mission developed enough to merit a program

designed to systematically lead the districts to the top level mormon

organization called a stake the six steps to stakehoodstatehoodStake planhood required

capable local leaders and was designed to build them a step at a time

employing the principle that individual responsibility fosters personal

growth the mission leaders no longer treated the argentines as ap-

prentice leaders but as though they were actually the ward leaders
1

needed by bygraduallygradually taking the timed and planned steps each branch

and district would evolve into a stake prototype once the prototype
2was achieved the leaders matured and the organizations solidified

after following the plan for two years buenos aires jubilantly became

the second stake of the mormon church in south america in 1965

the harvest of second generation mormonscormonsMormons

I1ersens argentiargenta nes

andwasandaas

asthoughalthough

thefurthertheaurther

iai9
2williamscwilliams

also in the modern

era the mission reaped the further benefits of the generation of mor

mons who had been born and raised in the church this second generation

was free from the vestiges of catholicism which their convert parents

naturally carried into mormonismMpr withmonism them for example the catholic

habit of permitting only the professional clergy to lead in all religious

services made it difficult for mormon convertconverts to adapt since mormonism

relies on lay leadership in religious services in many cases the full
time mormon missionaries merely replaced the professional catholic clergy

as religious advisors

J thomas fyans former president of the uruguayan mission
steps to a stake montevideo uruguay an unpublished report submi-

tted to president A theodore tuttle president of the south american mis-
sions 1964 ppap i ii also tuttles personal file

williams interview
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however the second generation of mormons grew up accustomed

to leadership positions and a ullfullyuiluil schedule of weekly meetings antonio

john felichefeliceeFe forliche example was the first bishop of the linierslinders ward

after the stake was formed in buenos aires when a young boy of six

in 1926 he brought elders Ballarballardballandbailar anddandgandgend pratt to his home and his family

was converted later he was part of the first primary formed in the

church two other children converted during the first one or two years

of the mission became members of the first stake presidency of the buenos

aires stake formed in 196519654 perhaps president richards was right when

2he mentioned that the future hope of the mission lay in the youth

the goal of mormonism and the destiny of the church in ar-

gentina for over 40 years since its foundation the mormon church in

argentina struggled to enhance its image to convert more argentinesgentinesAr

to establish branches and districts under local leaders to print suf-

ficient literature of quality in spanish to fight prejudice to foster

independence among members to progress to a place in the mormon sun

but why what did all these programs seek when could one

say progress was finally achieved and mormon goals attained

in his cervantes talk president mckay stated the mormon goal

was simply to make men and women better president williams concluded

that the only true evidence that the church has really progressed lies

in whether or not individual latin americans developed more christian

ibid

richards loc citeiteltcita deseret news 1965
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characters samuel boren considered the main measure of progress

to be the character growthgroothof of the people to him such growth in

the gospel was vastly more important than chapels programs or even

2record number of baptisms

in agreeing with these president tuttle would add that the

church has really progressed when it has been more securely established

when the ganizationsorganizations function efficiently enough to affect the lives

of the members withvith the gospel3Gospelgospels

certainly

3

enough progress has been achieved to permit o-
ptimistic forecasts for the destiny of the church in argentina the

argentine church needs more chapels stronger organizations more cap-

able male leaders and even a better social image but to help

meet these needs are more numerous second generation members better

educated mormon youth and members and apparently more religious freedom

in argentina with a broad foundation laid during forty years by

faithful and patient leaders the roots of mormonismofmormonism have deepened

in argentina as the tender shoot struggled through stiffstiyf opposition

to maturity and then to blossom in the 1960 this survey of the mor-

mon church in argentina concludes in support of apostle ballards or-

iginal prediction that although the church in argentina would grow

slowly it would eventually mature like the majestic oak into a mighty

power in the church

williams interview

boren interview
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND conclusions

this study has traced the development of the mormon church in

argentina since 1925125 endeavoring to understand the factors which in-

hibited or accelerated its growth the approach also considered church

history in light of its relationship to the overallover politicalall and

social conditions of argentina as two concentric circles the larger

argentine circle encompassing the smaller mormon church

the initial chapter considered certain drawbacks the church

encountered in the early period 192519351925 which1935 formed much of the

churchs character for the next three decades chapter II11 dealt with

the problem of the northamericannorth imageamerican of mormon missionaries in

argentina a nation with a severe case of yankeephobiayankee tfffphobia the hurdles

confronting the mormon church during the tense period prior to and dur-

ing world war II11 and the rise and reign of peron were discussed in

chapters III111ili and IV chapter V contrasted the churchs slow progress

in argentina with the comparatively rapid growth of the mormon church

in uruguay only a few miles distant the final section analyzed the

changes in the situation of the mormon church which led to unexcelled

growth in the modernmodem post peron era since 1955

drawbacks of the early period 1923132535192 3 appreciating argen

tinas size cosmopolitan heritage but latincatholiclatin predominancecatholic

certain drawbacks to rapid mormon growth were innate from the time

if

122535
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of the establishment of the mission in december 1925 the first
members were foreigners and the first group of missionaries composed

of apostle ballard and presidents pratt and wells spoke several dif-

ferent languages the first mission president a german refused to

recognize that the path to future growth of the mormon church in ar-

gentina lay in the direction of converting the spanishspeakingspanish latinspeaking

people who vastly outnumbered the anglo saxons there seems to be some

evidence that some of these pro anglo antilatinanti sentimentslatin were

mere bias which of course could only hamper significant growth

perhaps a more permanent impediment to mormon progress existed

in the overwhelming predominance of the catholic heritage permeating

argentine society the government not only constitutionally supports

the catholic church but both the president and vicepresidentvice mustpresident be

catholics and any religious ceremonies in which the state participates

must be catholic true most argentines are catholic more as a matter

of course than of strict religious observance but centuries of near

total catholic predominance init customary family rituals ingrained

catholicism into argentine society to an almost impregnable degree

for months and even years the early missionaries pinprickedpinprick
the established latincatholiclatin monolithcatholic newspapers somehow failed to

print announcements of mormon meetings and the missionaries were simply

unable to interest any member of the more educated cultured classes

in their gospel thus the early missionaries moved into the poorer

suburbs of buenos alresaires where they were accepted and there the seeds

of mormonism in south america were planted henceHenchene the church acquired

a low social image along with its foreign anglosaxonanglo imagesaxon this

strictreligious
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hampered the attainment of social prestige which is vital to accep-

tability especially in latin society

sam boren a native argentine and frederick S williams

one of the first missionaries in argentina 1927291927 recalled29 other

social factors which came to characterize the mormonscormonsMor hampermons their

expansion andana forestall serious growth first compared to elegant

catholic churches so prevalent in argentina the common houses used

as mormon chapels lacked both permanence and prestige secondly

mormon religious practices like singing hymns lay membership and

synbolsyabol free services were peculiar andana rare in argentina and were the

subject of ridicule and scorn third the fact that norteamericanosnorte

directed

americanos

and supervised argentines in most situations went contrary

to argentine character consequently by 1935 there were only 135

mormons mostly german in argentina and brazil

argentines and north americans there is evidence that the

north american derivation of most of the missionaries hindered their

proselyting indirectly although argentines experienced a period of

yankeemaniayankee inmania the 19th century they along with other latin americans

watched american activities in south america with growing apprehension

fears started with american seizure of argentineclaimedargentine territoryclaimed

the malvinasmallinasMal falklandvinas islands and grew with the conquest of northern

mexico the spanish american war and the panama seizure only to reach

newer intensity during the period of the big stick and dollar diplomacy

during the decade following 1928 when mormon missionaries tried

to establish a mormon foothold the U S embargo of argentine beef

nat 1
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ostensibly to protect american cattle from hoof and mouth disease

contaminationcontaminations sparked national indignation against the americans and

wounded the famous argentine pride not even roosevelts high sound

ing good neighbor policy could lessen argentine disgust nor overcome

the anti yankee posture

US argentine relations worsened when argentina maintained

traditional neutrality and refused american wishes to break diplo-

matic relations with germany the misdirected interventionist antics

of US ambassador spruille bradenBradex onlyionly united argentines against the

collossusCollos ofsus the north and perons rather antiamericananti statementsamerican and

policies reflected argentine antiamericananti animosityamerican

the extent to which the north american nature and orienta-

tion of the church inhibited the missionary work cannot be accurately

measured but it is safe to say that between 1925 and 1955 the fact

that missionaries were north americans probably hindered argentine

acceptance of the gospel moremormovemoc thanethan it helped not until after peron

could the north american nature of the church safely be considered an

asset

the church during the period of world war 11II 1935451935

after

45

the south american mission was divided to form missions in both

argentina and brazil president W ernest young ceased the bilingual

habit and made spanish the official language of the mission since

argentina was a spanishspeakingspanish countryspeaking missionaries thereafter con-

centrated more and more on converting spanishspeakingspanish peoplespeaking and in

1937 baptized a record number 76 endeavoring to enhance the quality

bradexionly
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of mormon locals young succeeded in obtaining funds from the general

authorities in distant salt lake city to build the linierslinders chapel

the first mormon chapel on the south american continent

during the tense years between 1938 anda 1911941igind when pro

allied president ortiz governed public controversy over the impending

war in europe tended to favor the allies the lightcomplexionedlight

missionaries

complexioned

habitually traveled in pairs spoke a foreign langu-

age and associated with known germans they were not only mistaken

for germans but for german spies on one occasion during the night

the mission headquarters were surrounded by the police and president

williams was ordered at gunpoint to guide them in a search for a nazi

printing press

thereafter capitalizing on the freedom of expression per-

mitted during the ortiz period missionaries sought to raise the public

image of the church by gaining fame through efforts in the sports

world composed almost entirely of missionaries mormon teams won the

national amateur baseball championships in 1939 and 1921942 and one me-

mber of the touring mormon basketball team rolf larson became a

nationally known sports hero consequently the church received much

favorable publicity A clean healthy image graced the church thousands

learned of the cessation of the practice of polygamy and a more edu-

cated class of people began to enter the church

however hopeful things appeared in 1939 the government decree

limiting visas only to those with landing permits had the effect of

excluding mormon missionaries from the country for many months and

the missionary force declined in 1940194 williams acquired a friend0
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in the immigration office who temporarily solved the problem

meanwhile public indignation against the nazis was inc-

reased by the graf spee incident and an ortiz government decree ban-

ned meetings in the german language williams not only closed the

longestablishedlong germanestablished branch but also terminated active proselyting

of the german people thus he reduced another factor which had co-
ntributed to the foreign image of the church

when argentina suffered an economic recession in 190194019 due0

to the inability to export her products the mormons attempted to es-

tablish the welfare plan which flourished for a time but later when

williams left the mission and argentina experienced an economic boom

in sale of produce to warring nations the welfare program subsided

and later disappeared

in 191194119 the1 first appointment of local argentine members to

replace north american missionaries as branch leaders carried much

significance besides freeing the missionaries for proselyting the

step strengthened local members in preparation for the waryearswar justyears

ahead

under normal conditions the rise of pronazipro presidentnazi

ramon castillo to the argentine presidency would probably have fomented

greater trouble than it did while missionaries were mistaken for

spies in some instances the fact that their numbers soon decreased

eliminated the cause for any real trouble with argentinasargentina strong pro

nazi government under castillo

because the missionary population declined due to the official
mormon position on the draft during the war president james barker

1
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sought to train the members in their duties to each other in leading

the church finally by 1944 allsillaliialilaliail missionaries had departed but

barker reported that most of the members still progressed very wellveilweilweliveli

arriving in september of 1944 to replace barker president

W ernest young returned for a second term as president of the mis-

sion with only two missionaries for most of the next two years young

developed a system of visiting every one of the 15 branches presided

over by local members at least once every two months in these con-

ditions young played the role of a guardian who waited impatiently for

better times to allow resumption of the mormon march

the mormon church during the reign of peron the major impact

of the 1943 revolution and the rise of juan domingo peron to power in

argentina lay in the simultaneous increase of catholic influence in

government as the hierarchy and the regime reciprocated support for

mutual benefit

during the war the increased catholic influence in government

did not affect the church but as missionaries began returning to

argentina in late 1946 they met with visa problems based on the old

charges of polygamy and desires to disrupt the harmony of the catholic

family missionaries were only allowed tourist visas which necessi-

tated quarterannualquarter tripsannual out of argentina in order to renew their

visas for another three months

visa problems notwithstanding young and his new missionary

force pushed on undaunted optimistic reports for 1947 evidently

caught the attention of church authorities because stephen L richards

dit ions
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came to argentina for a rsthandfirsthand look in february 1948

the richards visit was highlighted by videwide national pu-

blicity as numerous articles reacted favorably to him and his only

wife traveling by car richards visited most of the widespread branches

of the mission and members thrilled at the opportunity to see an actual

apostle of the church for the first time

in spite of his extensive tour richards left with a rather

reserved impression of the argentine mission desiring greater char-

acter growth than demonstrated other than recommending the purchase

of a new mission home he withheld recommendation for building of

chapels and other expenditures

perhaps the publicity of the richards visit reminded catholic

officials of the morcommormom menace because between 1948 and 1950 the church

experienced all types of visa problems and a general nationwide catho-

lic effort to discredit them which cooled the receptiveness of the people

mission public relations activities moved ahead in this period of per-

secution nonetheless

the catholic antimormonanti campaignmormon reached a peak in 1949 when

the new mission president harold brown was arrested for illegally

entering the country and the police closed several branches of the

church in small interior towns where catholic influence was stronger

brown considered the peron government influenced by cardinal copello

to be the missionmissionismitsionis most pressing problem between 1949194 and9 1951 when

the church finally acquired official recognition and the few branches

reopenedre openedopen6a

the latter years of the peron regime were characterized by

argent na fi
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increasing disenchantment between peron and the catholic hierarchy

As a result in 1952531952 nderundernaerader53 president valentine mormons received

better visa status than previously and there were less problems with

the government during these years

the paramount vent of this period was the visit of presi-

dent davidaviddavia 0ld mckay to argentina on a world tour during which he

met with many heads of state president mckay arrived in buenos aires

accustomed to diplomatic protocol and courtesies in a rare meeting

with peron mckay and peron reciprocated high regard for each other

and although some questioned his motives peron bestowed the use of

the famous cervantes theater for the mormon conference thereafter

mckay praised peron highly throughout the week of his tour in argen-

tina some mormons apparently mistook mckays courtesy and appre-

ciation for feronsperons generosity as support for the dictator and years

later pointed to mckay in support of their peronistapero leaningsnista
any advantage the mormons may have hoped to gain by the

favorable impression mckay left on peron would not have lasted long

for 18 months later peron failed to survive a revolution and he turned

the country over to a military junta while the disgruntled armed

forces may have actually fought the revolution they did not strike

until catholic disfavor with peron had assured them of church support

the revolutionaries carried the battle forth from strong catholic

cities to the interior like cordoba and their success seemed to por-

tend a return of strong catholic influence in government as indicated

by their repeal of recent anticatholicanti peronistaperocatholic legislationnista never-

theless president pedro aramburu somewhat checked the renewed rise of

event
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power thus freeing the way for more rapid mormon progress in the

modernmodem era

evidence of the benefits of less catholic influence the

ururuyanurugaanUru caseRuyan the rapid rise of the mormon church in little uruguay

just miles from argentina illustrates the benefits that accrued to

the church when freed from much of the restrictive influence of catho-

lic society featuring the definite and guarded separation of church

and state a noticeably free and independent atmosphere characterized

uruguay while the catholic church still dominated uruguayan society

there were strong minorities of liberals protestants and atheists

and the people generally were more open and receptive to new ideas

the mormon mission progressed much more rapidly than in

argentina and the founders of the mission sidesteppedside manystepped of the

hurdles which had long hampered the argentine mission at the out-

set in 1947 and 1948 president fredrick S williams had many in-

fluential friends in the government which helped in the establishment

of the mission the first mission home on brito del pino and the local

chapels were of a more acceptable quality in uruguay and some of the

first members represented the more cultured higher classes of people

uruguays compact size also aided the mormonscormonsMor furthermoremons stephen

L richards enjoyed his stay and was more sympathetic to uruguays

problems and the church was more financially able to grant the mis-

sion requests consequently the first fullsizedfull mormonsized chapel was

located in uruguay and after only ten years the number of uruguyanurugnyanuruguayan

mormons compared very favorably with the total membership of the argen

fluent ial
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tine mission which had existed for three decades

unexcelled growth in the modernmodem era although uruguay had

progressed rapidly in the late 1950s under president lorin pace the

argentine mission reached the threshholdthresh ofhold phenomenal growth tight

catholic domination in argentina loosened somewhat after peron and

the long years of mormon cultivation began to bear fruit
several factors combined to help the mission flourish in the

modern era first general authoritiesauthorities1 regular and semiannualsemi visitsannual

to argentina increased their appreciation of the missionmissions conditions

and sparked the missionaries to greater productivity in 1961 presi-

dent A theodore tuttle established residence in montevideo as presi-

dent of all south american missions and under his guidance the mis-

sions expanded even more rapidly

then too enhanced by the language training mission system-

atic missionary teaching programs and mission staff public relations

specialists increased proselyting efficiency and missionaries cap-

italized on all modernmodem communication techniques such as television

slide programs records and tape recordings also local leaders

began taking over leadership responsibilities in more and more branches

and districts as the number of local branch presidents more than doub-

led

akoubaoub

in the decade after peron this freed missionaries for even more

proselyting and lessened the psychological issues of north american

supervisors furthermore the modern era harvested the benefits of

the second generation mormons who matured in the church free from

the catholic vestiges of most converts these argentines were accasaccus

1
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tomedtomea to lay leadership programs characteristic of the church

perhaps chief among the catalysts of mormon progress in the

modern era was the building program constructed by supervisors andana

work missionaries mormon chapels slowly began to rival catholic hedge

mony the church reaped the prestige that permanence affordsforasfordszorasaf and

argentines were forced to reckon with the mormon advance

except for the visa problemprobie encountered between 1959 and 1962

the mission didaiddiadla not experience major governmental hindrances in

1962 for unknown reasons the visa problem was eliminated and mi-

ssionaries were granted three year residence visas and enjoyed the

best visa situation ever

the growth of the modemmodern era prompted mormon leaders to divide

the argentine mission in 1959 chile and peru formed the new andes

mission with former argentine missionary vernon sharp as president

this was followed by the formation of the north argentine mission

in september 1962 w tb another exargentineargentineex missionary ronald

stone as president with both missionsemissions functioning in argentina

the mormon population a mere 1800 in 1956 multiplied almost ten

times to 17000171000 by march 1968 this growth was crowned in 1965 with

the formation of the second mormon stake in south america in buenos

airesalres and two secondgenerationseconasecond mormons were called to the firstirstarst stake

presidency

the devotion and character strength of the second generation

attests to both the value andana success of the mormon efforts in ar-

gentina while catholic influence in argentina society remains strong

rivalcatholic
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and prejudice still hampers missionary work the present conditions

of the argentine mormon church certainly afford more reason for op-

timism than ever before indeed apostle ballards 1926 prediction

came true that although the mission would grow slowly in argentina

it would eventually mature into a stronghold of the mormon church in

the western hemisphere

themormon
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APPENDIX A

ARGENTINE MISSION GROWTH

no

year

1930
1935
1936
19401940
1941
1942194
1943

2

1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

rth american
mission-

aries

53
76
54
21

1
3

25
93
99
59
59
84
64
61
87

105
103
113
127
117
152
150
120
114
144144

number
converts

48
76
6060
66
92
76
25
23
24
31
71
89
83
71
88
81
76
92

209
382
651
557
564
892
803

1159
878
645

converts
male

15
26

28
13

11
25

1031

25

49

228
205

310
260260
484
380380
266

converts
female

43
4040

48
17

20
46

56

423
352

582
513
675
498
379

total

88
135

597
642
729
775
801801
801801
828
856
922

1135
1286
1360
14497449.7449
1443
1612
1814
226521265
3098
4070
4221
5078
4564
6183
7205
7951

many mormons migrated to other countries during these years after
the 1943 revolution

the figures decrease
for examination of the
mission see appendix B

17000 members in both

after the division of the mission in 1962
very rapid growth of the north argentine

in march 1968 there were an estimated
missions

north

7

92

1 286
1 360
1
1 443

3098
4 070
4 221

4 564

6419 7 205
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APPENDIX B

NORTH ARGENTINE MISSION GROWTH

year

1962

1963

1964

1965

north american
mission-
aries

76

97

183

102111021

number
converts

428

484

129611296

converts
male

161igligi

277

566

435

converts
female

267

399

730

591

total
mission

membership

1559

2345

3708

4931

179

16 1
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APPENDIX C

URUGUAYAN MISSION GROWTH

year

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

i9601960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

number
mission
ariesariearlesarle

24

s

66

convertsconver

93

0

84

49

75

257

63

210

57

76

71

84

105

93

129

89

129

8080

137

267

157

490490

151

506506

172

575

181

753

147

975

172

1467

170

2278
94032403.9403

10671067

convertconverts
acsfcs male

0

number

69

194

276

387

670

1014

1.0531053
390

s converts
female

0

15

198

381

477

588

797

1264

1329
677

5 number
branches

0

0

21

23

23

24

23

23

27

30

31

33

35

31

37

36

35

39

11968

total
mission

membership

2

54

257

466

551

637

719

831

936

1294

18001800

2315
3036

3545
4637
6369

81048104

10107

1014

2 10 107
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ABSTRACT

in the last twelve years the mormon church in argentina has

expanded from a mere 1800 members without chapels to nearly 18000

members with 21 fine chapels a 1000 per cent increase however

during the three decades preceding 1956 the argentine mormon church

grew at a snailsnailssnall pace this thesis evaluates the factors which

affected and influenced church growth since 1925

the key factors forestalling mormon expansion were inherent

in argentine society and mormons were powerless to influence them

until there were basic shifts in society the church could only strug-

gle along as missionaries pinpricked the status quo for many years

from the outset the mormons possessed a foreign anglosaxonanglo

image

saxon

which violated argentine norms the north american nationality

of the missionaries fostered the foreign image and probably decreased

proselyting effectiveness since argentine had a backlog of grievances

which sparked national indignation against norteamericanosnorte

in

americanos

addition to the foreign image the traditional predominance

of the catholic church ingrained catholic customs into argentine thought

and society and the catholic monolith formed the greatest deterrent

to mormon growth catholic influence in the immigrations office

caused many difficulties which hampered missionary work

mormon religious practices and the custom of holding meetings

in dwelling houses ran contrary to the catholic religious pattern
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the deviant customs helped erect a high social barrier around the

mormons that served to discourage most people from joining the strange

and ridiculed group consequently the missionaries proselytedproselyter members

of the more receptive poorer classes who were less sensitive to social

pressure in turn the proletarian nature of the church tended to

further impede the entry of members of the more cultured classes

missionaries tried to raise the image of the church through

sports and publicity activities with some notable successes but any

gains were tempered during world war II11 and the peron era when catholic

sponsored opposition reached its peak

the revolutions which swept peron both in and out of power

produced profound changes and breaks in the argentine social fabric

which permitted the mormon church to expand in the contemporary era

after peronsperon fall the power of the catholic church was

checked united statesargentinestates relationsargentine improved and the entry

of U S missionaries was facilitated mormon general authorities

visited the argentine mission and became more sympathetic with its
problems and conditions argentine men took charge of the leadership

of more and more branches and districts freeing missionaries for pros

elytingelutingely efficientting mission organizations spurred the work and mi-

ssionaries capitalized on all forms of modernmodem communications under the

guidance of a public relations director the building program com-

bined missionariesworkmissionarieswork under expert american contractors and full
size mormon chapels began to dot argentina and rival the established

church the mission divided to form the north argentine mission more

sionaries
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partmentapartment cha

committee ember

missionaries arrived andana soon thousandsthou joinedsandssanas the church annually

indeed the seeds of mormonism long cultivatecultivated began to bear fruit
as the argentine branch of the mormon church grew to prominence in

the rising mormon sun
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